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Election '84 issues, ·views inside

THE ·PAN A
33rd Year No. 9

Pan American Uniwrsity, Edinburg, Texas

News Briefs
Mondale visits McAllen Sunday
Presidential Democratic candidate Walter Mondale will speak
Sunday at the McAllen Civic
Center beginning at 2:30 p.m.
Mondale, who will arrive at
Miller Airport, will be accompanied by Gov. Mark White, Sen.
Lloyd Bentsen, State Sen. Lloyd
Doggett and other Texas and

Valley politicans.
A fiesta-type event is being
scheduled at the Civic Center,
with food and beer to be available.
The McAllen rally will be followed by another at Corpus Christi.
These two visits are the only
ones scheduled in Texas for the
day.

'84 El Bronco distributed Monday
Distribution of the 1984 El
Bronco yearbook will begin Monday at the Student Publications office in Emilia Hall.
This edition of the book was not
included in student service fees
and cost $20.
Students who already paid for
their book will be able to pick-up
their book with or without their
receipt, however they must present some form of ID.
A limited number of books are
· still on sale. Only 500 were
ordered, with approximately 300
already paid for. Students who are
currently on the waiting list, but

have not paid will have until
Wednesday to purchase the book
before being taken off the list.
Paid books will be held for
studets through the . end of the
school year.
This is the second year that they
yearbook staff has scheduled a fall
delivery according to Editor Brad
Nibert.
Copies of the 1983, 1982, and
1981 yearbooks are also still
available to anyone who was
enrolled during those years.
Also available ar plastic protective yearbook covers for $1.

-
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Prop 2 important to PAU
By Rose M. Gonzalez

'

ERICAN

Representatives who is against the
passage of Proposition two.
"Regardless of the enrollment
and the schools that would
benefit," said Hill, in a telephone
interview. "There are other pressing needs."
Hill said that statistics show that
$40 to $60 million a year are
needed for construction funding
and Proposition two is asking for·
$100 million.
"Proposition two is a dedicated
fund," Hill added, "if this passes
we won't have a say about $100
million, we have no control."

Staff Writer
Proposition two is a nonpartisian issue in the upcoming
general election and according to
Senator Hector Uribe, it is the
most important issue to Pan
American University's future.
The Brownsville senator along
with three upper-Valley legislators
urged voters to vote in favor of
Proposition two last Monday at a
news conference.
Uribe was one of 128 senators
who voted for Proposition two
during their 68 Texas Legislature
Session with only two senators
voting against.
Patricia Hill, state representative for Amarillo, however, was
one of thirteen out of 128

According to Hill, the money
is out of a general revenue, which
includes sales-tax and property tax
and every taxpayer is directly affected. She said that it could mean

another tax increase. perhaps in
the summer.

At Monday's press conference.
Uribe said otherwise.
"What will all this cost in new
taxes?," asked Uribe. "Nothing.
The new fund will stand on it's
own from revenues presently
allocated by the legislature."
Uribe pointed out the proposed amendment is a salvation to
planning for the so-called non
PUF schools, like PAU, which
have been without a dedicated
construction fund since 1979. At
the same time, it would protect
the highly guarded two hundred
billion plus PUP fund, sometimes
referred to as the "sacred cow" of
UT and A&M systems.

The so called sacred cow is the
Permanent Unive rsity Fund. The
(PUF) fund was established by the
Texas Constitution in 1876. It was
an endowment of land located in
19 west Texas counties and is
presently 2. I million acres. Funds
were needed desparetly to provide
classroom space and the (PUP)
fund would provide additional
con_struction money.
The pattern for financing college construciton was that the
University of Texas and Texas
A&M University would rely on
(PUF) bonds and other systems
schools would utilize the state
property tax fund . The revenue
produced from the Permanent
University Fund is from an investment of fund called the "Available
See Prop. 2 p. S

Choir season opens tonight
The PAU Choir will present its
first concert of the season tonight
at 8 p.m. in the Fine Arts Auditorium.
Featured i·n the program will be
scared and secular music of the
Middle Ages and Renaissance.
The program will also feature
three solo performances. Hortencia Martinez will sing Mille
Regretz by Josquin; Randy Ashley
will sing Se La Face Ay Pale by
Dufay; and a different version of
the same piece will be sung by
Leslie Law.

The choir is composed of 23
people with a wide scale of
voices. The consort will include
the clarinet, oboe, organ, tabor
and tamborine.
·
The choir will be conducted by
music instructor, Christopher
Munn, who recently came to PAU
from the University of Oklahoma.
Tickets may be purchased at the
door. The cost is $5. for adults,
$3. for senior citizens and students.

J
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NIE director speaks tonight
The director of the National Institute of Education, Dr. Manual
Justiz, will discuss priorities of
American education at 7 p.m. today in the Media Theater. The
lecure is free and open to the
public.
The NIE is instrumental in
determining research priorities to
be supported by federal research
grants and has just released a national report on higher education
than mnay educators are ~oq1paring to "The Nation at Risk"

report on public education.
The National Institute of
Education, part of the U.S.
Department of Education, was
created by Congress in 1972 to
provide research on education
needs and problems. Justiz is the
Institute's eighth director.
He left his job as associate professor of education at the University of New Mexico to accept the
appointment by Education
Secretary Terrel Bell.

DFN exam Nov. 9, 10
PAU is offering the written entrance examination for the
bachelor of science in nursing
_ degree program next Friday and
• Saturday, Nov. 9 and 10.
The examination for the Spring
1985 semester will be administered by the Office of Placement
and Testing at 8:30 a.m. on Friday in rooms 306 and 306A at the

University Center Building and at
8:30 a.m. Saturday in Auditorium
2 in the s.cience Building.
Arrangements to take the examination may be made by calling 381-2243. To make arrangements for the practical examination and for more information,
call the Nursing Education
Department at 381-3495.

Deficit reducing party Tuesday
Phi Sigma Kappa together with
the College Republicans will
sponsor a "Deficit Reducing Party" Tuesday beginning at 6 p.m.
at the fraternity house on 300 W.
Van Week.
A $5 donation from each pe rson will be accepted at the door.
' At the end of the meeting a check
made in the amount collected will
be sent to the U.S. Dept. of the
• Treasury to he lp reduce the deficit.

"I think it's a good chance for
the people at PAU to get together
and show their support for the
L".S. both in spirit and in money,"
said Bob Miley, President of the
Phi Sigma Kappa.
The election will be monitored
from all three networks.
Light snacks and refreshments
will be served.
The party will be non-partisan
and all are invited to attend
regardless of political affiliation.

Food concession expands
The university food service will
expand to full campus coverage
next week when a new concession
stand will open at the Baseball
Field.
The baseball field concession
stand will open Monday, providing daily service from 9 a. m .
to 1 p.m.
According to Assistant Food
Service Director Bruce Kinney,
the concession stand will start out

operating on a trial basis while
they try to determine the need for
the service.
The food service company
hopes to expand the service if
need warrants, and will adjust
their schedule to the amount of
::lemand, said Kinney.
The concession stand will service a wide-range of selections in:.:luding entrees, grilled menu
items, drinks and snacks.

Should I take the green can or the green box--A student inspects the food variety at the ROI'C C-ration banquet.

ROTC C-ration fundras-ier a success
By Rose M. Gonzalez
Staff Writer

,

It wasn't a religious revival, nor
was it like anything from the
scenes of "Red Dawn," but the
two large green tents set up last
Tuesday in the quad area were
there because of a C-Ration
banquet.
The Reserve Officers Training
corp or better known in campus
as R.O.T.C., sponsored a unique
fundraiser. For only $1 , students

and faculty were treated to a dif- event were both surprised and imferent kind of hot meal, army pressed with the meal.
style that is. C-rations are usual"I liked it so much," said
ly distributed to military personal MariannaRomero, PAU senior, "I
while out on a field training ex- took some to my husband ."
ercise. They include tinned meats,
"It was O.K." said Javier Vela,
tinned fruit, tinned crackers and
candy. An accessory packet is sophomore, " It was very creaalso part of the package. The tive."
According to Sandra Nieto,
packet includes necessary items
such as toilet paper, cream sub- senior, she thought it was going
to be a plate with hot food.
stitutes, sugar and even gum.
Captain Joe Livas, an officer
Students and faculty who
bought a C-ration meal at the for R.O.T.C., said that the C-

ration banquet was quite successful .
"They came to see what it was
all about," said Livas, "Students
doing something different aside
from classes."
The C-ration banquet introduced student and faculty to the program. R.O.T.C. students visited
with their customers and even
assisted those who needed help.
"Wait till you see the can
opener," added one bystander.
See ROTC p.5

Priority registratio~ begins soon
Priority Registration for the
Spring 1985 semster will be held
during the latter part of November
and will end on Dec. 4, in order
to allqw for processing of
materials.
Each department will schedule
a period of advisement unique to
-only thier majors. Some departments will send out cards informing their students of their advisement sessions.
Upon meeting with their advisors, students will receive

course section request forms that
will contain seven assignment
blanks. This will allow students
to make first and second choices
of the particular courses and sections desired. Students should fill
this out in order of importance.

fee

statements
Schedules and
will be mailed during the
Christmas holidays; therefore,
students are asked to make sure
that their local address will be
where they receive their mail during vacation. Students who ad-

dress differs during the vacation
should fill out an address change
form at the Office of Admissions
and Records before Dec. 7. This
will insure that students receive
their statements on time and meet
the Jan. 4 deadline for payment
of fees.
Instructions for payment of
registration fees will be included
in the fee statements, and students
should read and follow these instructions carefully in order to
avoid having their schedules
voided.

Students who do not participate
in Priority . Registration may
register during regular registration
which will be held on Thursday,
Jan. 10, and Friday, Jan. II.
Regular registration for evening
and graduate students will be on
Wednesday night, Jan. 9.
Classes for the Spring 1985
semester will begin on Monday,
Jan. 14. For further information,
contact the Office of Admissions
and Records at 381-2206 or

381-2201.

UCPC/SWC controversy resolved
The controversy that raged between the University Center Program Council and the Social
Work Club was resolved by the
Committee on Student Organizations which decided that the
SWC was the victim of an injustice and therefore deserving of
the contested fajita booth.
The committee also voted not
to reprimand UCPC, Alan Iglesias, Catholic Campus Ministry,
Presidential Leadership Program,
Intercollegiate Knights, or IK-

pages which were all named in the
grievance by the SWC.
" We could not find any evidence that anyone intentionaUy
acted unfairly," said Budd
Frankenburger, chairman of the
committee, "there were no procedures on how the application
process should take place." He
also gave his reason for not
reprimanding Iglesias or the four
ogranizations.
"Mr. Iglesias had not been
chosen (to sign up his organizations) because he worked in the

UC office," he said, "in fact he
didn't even know that he was going to be working that day."
The decision that resolved the
conflict was to give the fajita
booth to the SWC since they did
put forth a great effort to be the
first organization in line, said Dr.
Frankenburger.
Before the committee gave its
decision, Alex Tapia, UCPC vice
president , was asked whether he
would allow duplication of
booths. He said no. After the
decision was handed down it was

up to him to tell the members of
CCM on the eve of the Carnival.
Tapia · then allowed this inconsistancy in the carnival policy.
"The committee's decision was
a good decision but it is regrettable CCM was hurt in a way by
that decision after they had been
found not culpable of any wrong
doing," said Elvie Davis, Student
Activities Coordinator.
She was referring to the fact that
the duplication of booths at the
carnival did not allow CCM to
See SWC p.4
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Editorial

COliege Press Ser. ·ce

•Prop 2 funding vital
Tuesday students, and all Texas voters, will
have a chance to create an amendment to the
:;tate constitution that will insure aquality
~ducation for college students and keep the
,tate's higher educatikon system from falling
Jangerously behind.

' If the measure passes, Pan American will be
"Jne of 26 universities entitled to a share of a
SIOO million construction fund. The bill, ProJosition II, will allow the university to acquire
1and with or without permanent improvements,
construct, repair and equip buildings and acquire capital equipment such as library books
without going through the state legislature.
Hopefully this amendment will end the confusion and inedquity of the current system of
allocations for college construction. While UT
and A&M have been adding new buildings, the
rest of the state's universities have had to beg.
this would take college construction funding out
of the political arena, where decisions have
been made more on the basis of political pull
than on the merits of each request.
The new amendment will also make it easier
for universities to make improvements on existing buildings. Currently, the university can
only sue dedicated funds for new construction
and initial equipping of buildings. Money for
repairs has had to come from legislative appropriations, making it easier for schools to put
up new buildings.
Critics of propsition II say that it makes no
sense to create a new dedicated fund when state
revenues are so scarce. What they want seems
to be what we've been going through in the past,
and of course that has been far from efficient
DT fair.
· Other arguments are that the fund is unnecessarily large. The Coordinating Board has
estimated ~hat new construction, major repair
and rehabilitation for all non-PUF schools
should cost no more than $30-$40 million per
'year. The rest for land acquisitions, capital
~ipment, and library books they feel doesn't
~<l UR to another $60 million per year. This

money is also needed for long-range plapning. This is much like UT and A&M's PUF
fund which gives them a great deal of leverage
because of the enormous size of their funding
base.
Much of the controversy over college funding really started when the state property tax
was effectively abolished in 1980. The
legislature set the assessment ratio at 0.00001
percent, reducing collections from about $50
million to $200 per year. This deprived the
property-tax colleges of their dedicate construction fund.
When colleges could not make up for their
lost funds by obtaining legislative appropriations, a student and three regents of
midwestern University challenged the rule and
sued the state. By effectively abolishing the
state property tax, they contended, the
Legislature had illegally amended the Construction without voter approval.

Editorial
Commentary
In order to save themselves the problem of
the Midwestern lawsuit, the legislature in
special session proposed formal repeal of the
state property tax. When this was approved by
voters, the property-tax college became eligible for legislative appropriations.
UT and A&M will continue to receive
money from their present system, while the.ir
other units will share in the new fund.
Proposition II will further benefit those
universities, including Pan American, by freeing them of dependence on the whims of our
state legislature. If Texas is to make a transition to high-tech economy, a well-educated
populace is essential. The state's public colleges cannot meet this challenge without adequate resources.--BN

.t ette rs-Letters
Democrat talks
To the Editor:
In response to Ms. Mary
Howard's column about Dr.
Gramm's campaign for her husband and the Republican Party, I
believe three major points have
been neglected concerning Dr.
Gramm's presentation.
First of all, Dr. Gramm more
than once attacked the Demo·~ratic Party and the Carter Administration for the beginnings of
the national deficit, but neglected
to mention than under the Reagan
Administration the deficit is actually five times higher that it was
in 1980 and Reagan's policies have
'contributed more to the national
debt than all other Democratic administrations combined . Dr.

Gramm also emphasized that the
Republican Party did not and does
not intend to cut school lunches,
student loans, Pell Grants, and
Social Security, but in reality
Americans have s·uffered reductions in all the above under
Reaganomics. In Social Security
alone, $20 million were cut during Reagan's first term.
Secondly, Dr. Gramm accused
presidential candidate Walter
Mondale of planning to "throw
money at our nation's problems"
if he was elected. However, Dr.
Gramm neglected to mention that
"throwing money" at the military
is all President Reagan has done
for the problem of national

defense. An estimated $632
billion was inefficiently spent on
military build-up and the end
results are fewer military units
certified for combat and a net loss
of $629 per Texan family. This
loss is the first suffered by an
economy in years.
Finally, Dr. Gramm did not
allow for question-answers and
promptly left. In my opinion this
reflects the Republican Party's
attitude- they are willing to talk
to the people, but are not willing
to listen.

Lamar Saldana
PAU Young Democrats

Letters to the Editor
Sue them
To The Editor:
This is in response to the letter
by Teri Zavaleta complaining
about The Pan American's lawsuit
against the Edinburg Police
Department. She terms the lawsuit "frivolous" and claims that
there was "wrong on both sides."
I believe 'that Miss Zavaleta
misses the central issue: tnat
freedom of the press is of paramount importance and overriding
concern.
While she does admit that the
police officer was in the wrong
she goes on to claim that the purpose of the lawsuit has already
been achieved since the guilty
party now knows that he was in
the wrong. What is left unsaid is
that the actual purpose of the
lawsuit is to compel a recognition
by all police departments that
reporters have certain rights
guaranteed under the Constitution. This legal action provides an
effective vehicle for reestablishing
this precedent in such a manner
as to leave no doubt to the absolute nature of the rights involved. Claiming that the Pan
American reporter was in the
wrong because she didn't have her
ID misses the point- under the
First Amendment anyone on the
public byways has the right to take
the picture of the officer.
Miss Zavaleta then engages infortunate speculation by claiming
that the ACLU was the real instigator of the suit and labeling
them "irresponsible." The
newspaper staff voted to engage
in the suit after the advice of the
ACLU. To impute to that organization the power to compel an en-tire staff of a newspaper to engage
in a lawsuit is an act utterly devoid
of reality.
The ACLU does not engage in
legal actions because they are suit
happy; they undertake these suits
to establish and protect our rights
under the constitution. Also, since
no monetary demages are being
asked neither the Pan American
nor the ACLU (which undertakes
hundreds of suits annually with no
hope of profit) can be accused of
"irresponsibility".

Finally, in terming this lawsuit
a "molehill that became a mountain" Miss Zavaleta exhibits a
dangerous ignorance of the paramount importance of the issues
involved. Freedom of the press is
not a ··molehill," it is one of the
central tenets in our democracy.
Although the incident involved
may seem minor and silly, in actuality it is of cases such as these
that legal precedents are made. If
Clarence Gideon, an underemployed Florida citizen, had not
taken it upon himself to attempt
to change the system that denied
him the right to an attorney then
even today thousands of impovershed citizens might still be denied
legal representation due to lack of
funds. It is court actions such as
these that are the grist of
democracy, emphasizing the basic
rights we all share.
We should commend the staff
of The Pan American and the
ACLU for the courage and foresight to take a stand on one of the
most vital issues of our timethe rights of the press vs.
government .

Kruger's response emphasized the
team·s appreciation .
After conversing with several
students. I have noticed that a
great number of us do not attend
the games because of "a lack of
funds". Many students do not
realize that these games arc
"FREE with your I.D.". There is
no charge for students who present their I. D. cards and it is good
to know that this year's squad
shows so much talent that we will
not be disappointed.
Since promoting school spirit
has become a major concern at
our school, I would like to take
this opportunity to challenge
every campus organization to out
do themselves in promoting support for the Broncs. Not only are
these groups encouraged to participate, but so is any student who
wishes to back the Broncs on their
road to success. Let's all support
them and show everyone that PAU
really is PAU (Proud And
United).

Pete Medrano
Bronc Athletic Club
Student Host

,.

David Ball

For handicapped only

Athletics need support
To The Editor:
Now that the World Series is
over, and football season is more
than halfway through, it is time
to get ready for the most exciting
part of the year at Pan American
University. In less than a month
the basketball s~ason will be upon ·
us.
As students at this university, I
believe we should all consider it
an honor to have such a talented
group of basketball players to
represent us. Pan American is no
longer a small Texas School. With
an enrollment of over 10,000
students and being one of only
two major independents in basketball in the state, it should only be
fitting that the Field House be filled at every home game. Last year
we enjoyed our first sellout game
in over three years, and Coach

Dear Editor, .
As a disabled student on campus, I would like to take this opportunity to request a little
assistance and cooperation from
some of our on-disabled students.
The relatively new students (and
others?) I have in mind are those
who are facinated by or have other
reasons for using the electric
doors designed and installed for
mobility impaired students.
As with other mechanical
equipment, these doors require
regular maintenance and sometimes, repair. Therefore, any additional but unnecessary, wear
and tear by those who don't actually need to use them just adds
to the maintenance schedule.
Thanks for allowing me to express this request.

Sincerely,

Diana Zagouris

'

There's Always Something
I

l I

I

The Pan American

And you expect me
to learn something?

It would be so nice to be able
to listen. breath and concentrate
in class for once.
If you have any classes in the
CAS building you know what I'm
talking about.
To begin with. the rooms were
hard to find at the beginning of the
semester because there were no
numbers on the doors (but of
course there were no doors
either).
And since there were no doors
it was really hard to hear your
profesor lecture when you could
hear other professors down the
hall lecturing too.
If that wasn't bad enough. the
construction crew is always
around to give you an earful of the
(>Id hammer, chisel and clang
chorus so that you only get every
other sentence of the lecture.

Supposedly things have improv- About the only time these people
ed . But only if you're deaf and are hard at work is when you have
can concentrate while taking a test to take a major exam that requires
during a major hurricane.
complete concentration on your
Lately, though someone or part.
something has been playing
You'd think by .now someone
Mother Nature with the temwould
have figured out how to set
perature in the CAS building. It's
the
clocks
in the building (no mateither really chilly (on the third
when
you're in there they
ter
floor) or its stifling to the point
7:00) .
always
say
where you don't have enough oxygen to stay awake (on the first
Students could also develop an
floor).
addi ction to the diffe re nt
In addition , you have to deal chemicals whose odo rs are
with the construction workers forever lingering and whose smell
who have to stop and stare at is enough to make one nauseous
every human being (of the female and can cause migraines.
persuasion) for at least five
Students in the photography
seconds before they return to
class
laborato ry can't get any
whatever the were doing before
water
if
someone somewhere inthey noti ced students in the area.
the
building
should happen to
It's no wonder the building is
fl
ush
a
commode.
taking so long to be completed.
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Manag ing Editor

It is really unbeleivable that the
administration would allow this
situation to continue. If they knew
the building wouldn't be completed on time, why did they
decide to schedule classes in it?
How can anyone be expected to
learn under these conditions?
And probably the worst thing
about this entire situation is that
each student has paid their fees to
be used for up keep of the
buildings so that the learning environment would be of the best
kind .
At the rate they're going, the
building will probably be completed and inhabitable by the end
of the spring semester.
But what year?

Ella de los Santos
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Election '84

Candidate's views
on selected topics

was at 14.4 percent, in 1984 it
is 15.1 percent. In 1980, the
unemployment for whites was
6.7 percent, it is now 6.1. As for
teenagers, unemployment is at
19.3 percent.
REAGAN/BUSH: The Republican platform states it will continue
to press for the enactment
E.ditor's Note:
of economic and social policies
fhe following figures and
that promote individual initiative
naterial were compiled by staffof Black Americans, . . . and
.vriter Olga Gonzalez. The
other minority Americans. It also
;ources are: Republican Platform,
addresses ... comprehensive tax
Democratic Platform, U.S. News
reform with "work incentives", .
and World Report, Wall Street
Journal, Texas Observer, The • . . and a commitment to full
employment and honest money. In
Economist, National Student
addition, a youth opportunity
Campaign for Voter Registration,
minimum wage to encourage
The New Republic.
employers to hire and train inexperienced workers is favored.
MONDALE/FERRARO: Jobs
and job-training measures are
Federal Deficits: The deficit as
favored, along with the provision
·of September stands at $174
of explicit and concrete links bebillion as compared to $59.6
tween education and training, on
billion in 1980. As a share of the
one hand, and jobs on the other.
Gross National Product (GNP),
Also favored is cooperation
it is up 23.5 percent from 22.4
among a abroad spectrum of
percent in 1980.
groups in the community that parREAGAN/BUSH: As a means of ticipate in education and employreducing the deficit, the
ment programs.
Republican platform is planning
on a growing economy, a recovery
jifo
without inflation, and a reduction
in the share the government takes
from the GNP. As the government
continues to reduce the level of
government spending, the growth
in the economy will increase the
revenues tli~ government gets
without raising taxes. It is expected that the two lines will
meet, producing a balanced
budget. n
MONDALE/FERRARO: . The
Democratic ticket favors budget
·•
cuts and tax reform as the best
way to reduce the deficit. The
budget cuts will focus on the
military, while the tax reforms
planned include repealing tax indexation and cutting back scheCPS
Vice President
duled tax cuts for the wealthy.
GEORGE
BUSH
Mondale predicts this will reduce
the deficit by two-thirds by 1989.

Federal deficits

Taxes
Taxes: In 1982, Reagan promised to bring tax rates down and
said he had no intention of
retreating from a basic program of tax relief. However, the
tax cuts that resulted gave 5.6
percent of the wealthiest taxpayers a 35 percent individual
tax cut. In comparison, only 8.5
percent of the tax cuts went to
· 41 percent of the taxpayers who
earn less than $15,000 a year.
.REAGAN/BUSH: An opposition
·to tax increases is maintained with
a modified flat-tax system (on low
tax rate on a broadened tax base)
favored. Such a system will contain special provisions such as a'
mortage interest deduction,
doubled personal exemptions, and
. an exployment income exclusion.
. Efforts will also be made to
repeal, modify or defer tax
: indexing.
· MONDALE/FERRARO: The
: tax increases favored by the
Democarats includes a 10 percent
surtax on incomes over $70,000 if
single, $100,000 if married. Mondale plans to limit benefits of 1983
tax cuts for high income tax
payers and put a 15 percent
minimum tax on corporations.
Also favored is curbing indexing
of taxes to inflation for famileis
making over $25,000.
makmg over :t,.L:,,uuu.

Employment
Employment:
In . 1980
unemployment stood at 7.5
percnet. As of September the
rate was at 7.4. While the
Reagan administration says it
has created 6.4 million jobs,
there is a disparity between the
unemployment rate among
Blacks, youth, and whites. In
1980, unemployment for Blacks

Higher Education: Social
Security Education benefits for
750,000 recipients were eliminated in 1981 by the Reagan administration Pell grant programs were cut by $100 million,
National direct Student Loan
program was cut by $100 million, and some 800,000 students
were cut from the Guaranteed
Student Loan program. (Some
of these were later restored by
Congress in 1984).
REAGAN/BUSH: The abolishment of the Department of Education is favored, along with a
limited federal role in state and
local government with respect to
education. In addition, a narrow
view of sex discrimination at
Grove City College was favored.
(A November 1983 decision by
the Supreme Court in this case
allows for sex discrimination if
the discrimination takes place in
a program that does not receive
direct federal assistance.) Reagan
has made public statements
against money as the solution for
better education, and about the
need for fundamental reforms.
MONDALE/FERRARO: The
strengthening of federal student
loans, grants and other aid for
students is favored, along with a
national "Fund for Excellence" to
support education. Mondale also
proposes an $11 billion program
for upgrading the qaulity of
education, with control to be
maintained at the local level, and
giving emphasis to the disadvantaged. Mondale supports legislation overruling the Grove City
decision, and does not want to
abolish the Department of
Education.

Poverty
Poverty: Since 1981, the number
of people living in poverty has

risen by 900,000, reaching a
total of 35.3 million--the highest
since 1964. In January of 1982,
Reagan stated no cuts in the
overall spending on human resources had been made.
However, when pointing out
later that the 1983 budget was
$32 billion larger than the 1982
budget, he did not clarify how
defense spending and interest
on the national debt had increased by $47 billion, offsetting
reductions in social spending.
(Some cuts include food stamps
cut by $2 billion, welfare by $1.5
billion, child nutrition programs by $1 billion, Medicare
by $1 billion--some $34 billion
in total cuts to social programs
by 1984).
REAGAN/BUSH: The Republican platform states that helping the unfortunate is one of
America's noblest endeavors,
made possible by the abundance
of our free and competitive
economy. Futhermore, it adds that
"aid should be swift and adequate
to ensure the necessities of a decent life." The position on welffare is that in the 1970's, it
"became a substitute for urgently needed economic reforms to
create more entry-level jobs ...
public assistance must be a transition to the world of work, except in cases, particularly with the
aged and disabled, where that is
not appropriate. In other cases, it
is long overdue." As for the
reforms to social programs, the
position. is that "benefits to the
needy (have been targeted)
through tighter eligibility stan- .
dards, enforced child-support
laws, and encouragement of 'work
fare'".
MONDALE/FERRARO: The
platform does not support the cuts
to social security, medicate or
disability insurance, and is in
favor of a strong food stamp program. (Reagan cut benefits to
490,000 disabled persons in his
first term; 210,000 have appealed
since then and have been restored). A $19 billion program including job training and nitrition,
to restore Reagan budget cuts is
also favored.

Social Security
Social Security: In 1980, Reagan
said he would put the program
on a better financial footing; in
1983 Congress passed legislation
that will bring the biggest
changes to Social Security since 1937. These are: raising the retirement age to 67
(from 65) by the yar 2027, taxing benefits of high income recipients, and increasing payroll
taxes. In the first presidential
debate in September, Reagan
stated he would oppose future
cuts for those receiving benefits
ow.
REAGAN/BUSH: The platform
states "due to the success of
Raganomics, a retiree's private
pension benefits are worth almost
$1,000 more than if the 1980 inflation rate had continued.
Average monthly Social Security
benefits have been increased by
about $100 for a couple and by $70
a month for an individual". Also,
the "hard-won solution to the
Social Security crisis .. . (means
the program will not be) repeatedly threatened with the impending
bankruptcy as it was under the irresponsible policies of the CarterMondale administration".
MONDALE/FERRARO: Mondale has stated "when our citizens
work for a lifetime, care for
themselves and their families, pay
their taxes and are good citizens-that when the time comes
to retire in America their Social
Security checks should be
there .. ."; the platform relfects the

support for strengthing th_e
program .

Environment:
The Environmental Protection Agency,
presently headed by William
Ruchelshaus, is trying to restore
it's reputation after the policies
of former head Anne Burford
and Secretary of the Interior
James Watt. (That reputation
being one of "protecting the environment instead of the industries that dirty it").
REAGAN/BUSH: The platform
states that dramatic progress has
been made within the last four
years in protecting the coastal barrier islands, that the party endorses a strong effort to control
and clean up toxic wastes, and
also that a commitment to clean
air and clean water are supported.
MONDALE/FERRARO: The
position on the environment is
that each generation should hand
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over "a country at least as rich,
as clean, and as beautiful as it was
when we received it from our parents." Mondale believes that
Americans "want to see the laws
of the land enforced; and ...want
our land, our air, our water, and
our public health protected now
and for our children."

Defense: The last four years
have produced a 41 percent increase in defense expenditure,
and makes up 6.5 percent of the
GNP. Although Mondale has

Agriculture: Chronic o,·erproduction, overindebtedness
and a dependence on federal
subsidies are problems agriculture is now dealing with. A
recent national farm debt of
$214.6 billion led Reagan to announce a $1.3 billion emergency debt restructuring plan. It is
estimated that some 200,000
farmers have left agriculture
since he took office.
REAGAN/BUSH: The position
on agriculture includes a wish to
allow farmers to work in a free
market climate. Also, they have
worked to restore fairness and
prosperity to the American farming economy through efforts that
would also achieve a sound
economic recovery.
MONDALE/FERRARO: Mondale wants to use loans and
other traditional programs
"more aggressively" to bring
farm production into a better
balance with demand and to
promote exports.

REAGANBUSH: The position on
Central America includes support
for the contras in Nicaragua, for
military facilities in Honduras, for
the mining of the Nicaraguan harbor and for aid to the El
Salvadoran government.
MONDALE/FERRARO: Aid to
the contras is opposed but aid to
the El Salvadoran government is
approved on the condition that
human rights be improved. As for
the military in Central America,
Mondale has called for the removal of all foreign forces there
but would use U.S. force only if
Congress declared war or to meet
an fttack on the U.S. or its
citizens. He also opposes the mining Iof the Nicaraguan harbors but
would call for a quarantine of
Nicaraguan harbors as a "last
resort".

Waghorn

Gramrri:,·
BACKGROUND: Prior to h\'.s
election to the House of Repn.~··
sentatives in 1978. Gramm was a
professor of Economics at Textfs
A&M for 9 year!> . He was ·rhd
youngest professor of Economics
in the history of A&M. He recicved his PhD in Economics ti.)rm
the University of Georgia.
.
The National Taxpayer's Union
has awarded him the "Golden
Bulldog Award" for keeping 'a
tight grip on the taxpayer·s money
and for providing key leadership
in controlling government
spending.

Doggett
The retirement of Sen. John
Tower, a Republican, has produced an interesting race between two
candidates of widely opposing
views. This is an important race
because the outcome will determine whether there will be a
Democratic or Republican majority in the Senate. Lloyd Doggett, a Democrat and Phil Gramm
a Republican, began this race in
a virtual tie after the May 5
primaries.
Doggett began his political
career at 26 when he lobbied successfully for a comprehesive consumer protection bi! as the president of the Texas Consumer
Association. He graduated from
the University of Texas School of
Law, where he had been an
Associate Editor of the Law
Review.
At age 26 he was also elected
to the Texas State Senate where he
authored 125 state laws and had
99.6 percent attendance on floor
votes.

called for a $25 billion cut in
defense spending (he supports
canceling the MX missile and
B-1 bomber programs), he also
supports the need for continual
annual real growth (with increase of three or four percent)
in defense budget authority.
Other similarities on this issue
include the fact that both
Reagan and Mondale accept extensive overseas military obligations, the reallocation of funds
from nuclear to conventional
programs, and an increase in
investment in conventional force
readiness. The major difference
is on Central America.

Democratic Presidential
Nominee WALTER MONDALE

Doggett wants to protect Soci~I
Security from further cuts. To this
end, he has formed an "Honor
America's Commettment Committee" to advise him on Social
Security and all the needs of older
Texans.
Doggett has fought for public
education and believes school
children can have a better future
through a better education.
Doggett has been endorsed by
the political arm of the Texas
Farmers Union for his work on
behalf of farmers and ranche
and has committed to stand up for
them in Washington.
A 1983 law increasing funding
for the Crime Victims Compensation Fund was p·assed by Doggett. He opposes gun control
legislation and has been endorsed by the Combined Law Enforcement Association of Texas.
Doggett passed the Texas
Sunset Act, a law that requires
periodic reviews of the need for
state agencies and abolishes th{)se
that are inefficient . He has fought
for a Texas "pay-as-you-go"
government.

Gamm
helped pass the legislation in 1983
which saved the Social Sec~r•ty.
system from bankruptcy and• put
it in the black for the next century.
'

, '·1

EDUCATION: As a form~r
teacher he favors a continuing rol.e
for the government in promoting
education. He also believes
JI' I
that the ultimate responsibilitY, f9r
controlling the education system
belongs with parents and loc.a!Jy
elected school boards. He .asks,
"Who knows better about local
needs and local concerns, local
parents and local school offici,~l
or
some
bureaucrat
in
Washington?"
AGRICULTURE:
Gramm
believes that rural America should
not just be a good place to live but
should be a good place to make
a living. He favors a new farming program to encourage export
of American agricultural produ&s
to overseas markets. He wants to
increase the agricultural market.
FISCAL RESPONSIBILITY:
Gramm is the only person in this
race who has ever cut a penny
from the national budget deficit.
He favors a balanced budget
amendment to the Constitution
which Doggett opposes. It was
Gramm's legislation that mandated the 25 % tax cut and reduced the growth of Federal spending. The Gramm-Latta ResoAliltion is the cornerstone of Reagan's
economic policy.
IMMIGRATION: Gramm opposes Simpson-Mazzoli . He ~loes
not believe in the employer si,.n,ctions which would discrimioate
against Hispanic citizens nor does
he approve of amnesty for illegal
aliens. Gramm believes the solution is the expansion of the Carribean Basin Initiative which
would help Mexico create its own
proospering economy. This way
the poeple of Mexico can ttnd
work in their own country. .
Gramm is running on his record that has created one of the
strongest economic recorveries Tn
the history of this countrthe
I
wants to finish the job.
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CO ffi ffl Uni Cati OnS
By Porfirio Villarreal
For the second year in a row,
the Communications Dept. will
be hosting the American Colltge
Theater Festival. The festival is
scheduled from Nov. 7-ll and will
be held at the Fine Arts Auditorium.
Eight Texas colleges including
Pan American University will
participate in the festival.
Wednesday, Nov. 7, the festival
will start with the performance of
'J\ntigone" by Pan American
University at 1:30 pm and
"Scapino" By Texas A&I at 8
p.m.

H

On Nov. 8, two more plays are
to be presented: "Schubert's Last
Serenade" by La Comp_ania de
Teatre Bilingue also from Texas
A&I at 1:30 p.m. and "Lu Ann
. ~un-- "Some people out there have very vivid imaginations"
~w mg
Hampton Laverty Oberlander" by
sat d KRGV DJ Bob ~rry of Thursday night's "Fright Night" Dan~e _. Temple Junior Collegeat 8 p.m.
sponsored b~ Kappa Sigma. Costume contest winners were First PlaceVernon Gramer. as Darth Vader, Second Place-Robert Alaniz as a
woman, and Third Place-Homer Elizondo as Superman.
. Ab_out 85 perce~t of the 275 people who attended were in costumes
rangmg from Juhus Caesar to rock stars.

The festival will continue Friday, Nov. 9 with Corpus Christi

Family ties affect choice
"You know, everybody gets
The subjects returned a week '
teary-eyed
when they hear the nalater to cast votes for their favorite
tional anthem. We don't get emocandidates.
"We discovered there was no tional when they run up the Rusdifference between individuals in sian flag or the French flag, 'but
terms of physiological arousal, we do when they run up ours and
meaning apparently that what play our national anthem. That's
they were shown on the video- a learned response.
"We may follow up our study
tapes had no particular effect on
their emotional responses or with a similar one, but do a different type of political commervoting behavior,'' Winkel said.
"What we did find was that we cial, one that is very emotionwere able to predict voting laden ," Winkel said.
While Winkel and other psybehavior based on their partisanship and their personality," he chologists look for individual
said. "The messages they saw did characteristics that help explain
not seem to affect who they voted why we vote the way we do,
political scientists and other social
for."
Are candidates then wasting the scientists look at the question
money they spend for advertising from different angles.
on radio, television, newspapers,
Our voti,ng habits also correlate
and magazines?
with
education. income. even
"I don't know that I'd say they
religion, says. Dr. Jerry Polinard,
are wasting their money," Winkel
said. "The wording in our mes- pol.itical science profe!;sor.
'f People · in
higher income
sages was not emotionally charged. We studied only the partisan- brackets tend to vote more often
than those in lower brackets,
ship aspect.
middle-aged more than young,
"There are a lot of ways of
better educated more than less
presenting a television political
educated, and Jews more than
commercial. If it is very
Protestants or Catholics," said
·schmaltzy' with America and apPolinard.
ple pie and the Statue of Liberty
and playing 'America the
Beautiful,' that's the kind of thing
that might elicit an emotional
arousal," the professor said.
Despite the fact that there were
a record 36 booths at UCPC's
Carnival of the Great Pu~pkin,
attendance was lower than last
The university will hold a three floors of classroom and ofyear, according to Student Coorceremonial ribbon-cutting and an fice space were added to make it
dinator, Sonia del Angel.
open for its remodeled Student a six-story building.
"It was sad that fewer people
Services Building Nov. 9.
The building now houses the
were unable to enjoy the benefits
staffs and offices of Admissions
of the carnival," she said, "it was
State Sen. Hector Uribe will cut
and Records, Financial Aid,
very successful but attendance
the ribbon in front of the building
Placement, Testing, Cooperative
was down because of the Pigskin
at 3 p.m., and Pan American staff
Education, the Learning AssisJubilee." The Pigskin Jubilee is
and students will give tours.
tance Center, Recruitment and , the popular annual contest betThe building originally served Orientation,
the
College
ween Valley area high school
as the university's library after it Assistance Migrant Program
bands.
was constructed in 1970. Last year (CAMP), Talent Search, and
Contests are a major part of the
it was completely remodeled and several all-purpose classrooms.
carnival. First place and $75 for
best booth went to the Interna· SWC continued from p. 1 - - - - - - - - - - - - - tional Student's Association. The
,__raise as much money as it would member maintains that this is a
booths are judged for originality,
have if there had been only one conflict of interest and should not
have been allowed.
creativity, effort, and Halloween
fajita booth .
UCPC has taken steps to revise
spirit.
The conflict arose when Iglesias registered four organiza- the policy for next years carnival.
tions to which he is a member, The new policy will be voted upon
first. Francisco Rodriguez SWC by UCPC at there next meeting.

A voter's choice at the polls
may be swayed more by family
background than by any other factor, says a PAU behavioral science
professor.
"I would like to think that the
typical voter will evaluate a candidate in a totally unbiased
fashion, but I don't think that's going_ to happen," said Dr. Mark
Winkel.
"I don't believe that happens in
any facet of life. We're influenced very much by our past experience," he said.
As a social psychologist and
psychophysiologist, Winkel has
conducted experiments to try to
determine what influences voting
behavior.
Winkel wondered whether voting behavior was influenced by
political messages that were proOemocrat, pro-Republican, or Independent, and whether the
messages caused an emotional
arousal that would show in an
~ectronic skin response test,
shnilar to a lie detector test.
--He conducted an experiment in
which students were questioned
ailout their partisanship and personality characteristics. They
were· then shown videotaped political · messages while their skin
responses were electronically
recorded.

to host Festival

State performing "The Outsider"
at 1:30 p.m. and "The Shadow
Box" by Prairie View A&M at 8
p.m.
On Nov. 10, the final three plays
will be presented. They will be
"The New Adventures of Raggedy Ann and Andy" by Howard
College at 10 a.m. "True West"
by Southwest Texas State University at 2 p.m. arid "Captain
Curry" by Lamar University at 8
p.m.
Admission is $3 for the public
and anybody with a PAU I. D.,
gets in free.
Iri addition to the plays, two
noted critics will be guests at a
workshop series and critique sessions.
Guests for the workshop series
will be the theater critic with the
Dallas Morning News, Jeremy
Gerard. Students participating in
the workshop must submit a re-

students and interested observers
to discuss these reviews.
Students submitting reviews
will also be able to compete with
their reviews. Gerard will choose
the winning reviews to compete
at the regional contest in Fort
Worth. The winners at the regional level will be eligible for the national competition in Washington.

EDINBURG. TEXAS
(512) 381-8568

, SONY, CONCORD, ALPINE, JENSEN
Large selection of car stereos, speakers, amplifiers.
5% discount with this coupon.

PLANNED PARENTHOOD:
It Makes Sense.

PAU will share credit when
Stephen F. Austin University
dedicates a new 41-inch telescope
tomorrow in Nacodoches.
PAU contributed the optics for
the new scope which will be the
second largest observatory in
Texas. The contribution is
estimated to be valued as much as
$300,000, according to Dr. Ed
LeMaster, the representative for
PAU at tomorrow's ceremonies.
The observatory will be used
for emasuring spectroscopic properties of stars and taking detailed measurements rather than
visual observing, said LeMaster.
In return for the university's
contribution, faculty and students
will get free viewing time in the
observatory.
"PAU students and faculty are
guaranteed access to the scope by
!icheduling through the Dept. of
Physics and Astronomy, at
STA(J,~' said ~.Master.
"Fifteen yyrs ago, we had a
Bachelor's degree in Astronomy,"
he said. "In 1973 the administration reduced it to a freshman level
program." STAU maintains a
Master's degree in astronomy.

'J\ person could tell ISA put a
lot of time into it," said del Angel,
"it was an intricately painted three
dimensional haunted house." Out
of a possible 80 points the booth
received 70.
Second place and $50 belongs
to the Art Club with 66 points.
Third place and $25 went to the
Camp Alumni with 64 points.
The costume contest winners
were Fernando Garcia and Bernie Wong, seniors, as Batman and
Robin. Other winners included
Chesley Adams as a Ghostbuster
and Hope Ortiz, junior, Dina
Saenz, sophomore, Susan Sirodia, sophomore, as the lightning
bolt sisters.
The winners were selected during several showings of the Rocky
Horror Picture Show.

South Texas Calculators
1307 Pecan - McAllen
687-5371
- -- ~Y::;:---y

MISSION 585-4575
EDINBURG 383-508?

McALLEN 686-6671
WESLACO 968-5039

PHARR 787-9431

The American College Theatr~
Festival will be hosted by PAU .
again next year, but it will be the,
lasr time. Afterward another uni- :
versity will be in charge of hosting,
the festival for 3 years .
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For $1295, a Kaypro 2 not only comes complete
with all the hardware you need, it comes complete
with all the software you need:
• Word Processing/Spelling
• Data Base Management (filing/
reporting) • Financial Spread,
sheeting. And with CP/M,
it&, Kaypro can run thousands of
other programs for more specialized
needs. Come in today for a ~~~~~~
complete demonstratlon. Th;c:;.;i:;: Bus~e::Computer.

For contraceptive care, pregnancy and VD
testing , counseling , and educational programs.

Benedetti will see the plays-·
every day and comment o_n them:
to interested viewers. The sessions·
will be at 10 o·clock each morning in the Fine Arts Building,.
Room 135.

According to festival manager,
Dr. Marian Monta, "participants
must be full time students." In addition participants "must sign up

At that point the optics left the
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1406 W. UNIVERSITY

Robert Benedetti will be the
guest at the critique sessions . .
Monta said that Benedetti was. ,
"'the most famous author of acting '
books in the country. One of his
books is the most used in begini'
ning acting classes."
·

The national winner will receive an all-expense paid trip to
the O'Neill Theatre Center for the
national play weighting seminar.
The winner will be given the opportunity to work with the leading
newspaper and magazine critics
from across the country.
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Great Pumpkin turnout low

Ribbon-cutting for SS Nov. 9

with me to provide adequate fa- ·
cilities."

view or une of the plays from the
previous day. Gerard will correct
~he reviews and meet with
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CSC establishes ·
minority scholarship Edwards elected TOES president

Computer Sciences Corporation has established a $1,000 annual scholarship for minority
students majoring in physics,
chemistry, math or computer
sciences.
Hector Garcia, department
manager for CSC's Houstonbased Applied Technology Division, presented the company's intial check to computer science
major, Vicente de la Cerda.
The company created the program to assist minority students
in pursuing careers in the
technical sciences and to familiarize them with potential job opportunities at CSC.
- To be eligible for the scholarst1ip, students must be juniors or
seniors, have a 3.0 grade point
average on a 4.0 scale in their

declared majors, and maintain a
minimum 2.5 grade average overall.
•
The scholarship is renewable,
provided that the student maintains the grade point requirements
and remains at the university.
CSC is a major supplier of
computer- and communicationsbased services to government and
industry. It designs and engineers
computer and communications
systems, provides value-added
communications services and remote computing services via its
worldwide Infonet network, and
operates a number of other proprietary services for specific industries and markets. Company
headquarters are in El Segundo,
Calif.

Few things would make Dr.
Robert J. Edwards happier than to
see the San Marcos gambusia, an
extremely rare fish, swimming
peacefully in the San Marcos
River of central Texas.
Edwards, a biologist loves
wildlife, and he i
cerned that
the San Marcos:
sia may go
the way of the
Lake lamprey, the deepw
thicktail chub, or
extinct.
The San Marcos gambusia is
one of 22 fishes, 16 amphibians,
33 reptiles, 52 birds, 26 mammals, and 44 species of plants that
the next generation of Texans may
never have the pleasure of seeing.
Edwards' concern about Texas'
disappearing plant and animal
species led to his involvement in

Classified
For Rent

1 H ouR O uAliTy
PkoTo DEvdopiNG

S. ClosNER

Room For Rent 1/2 Block from PAU.
Come Join Our Family! Call 381-6455
(Norma/Dolores)

EdiNbURG, TEXAS
J8J·2~J7

Students from Mexico. Rooms for rent.
705 West Samano. 383-2227.

~2 ~

3 bedroom.,..2 bath -$335.00, $250.00
deposit. 2 bedroom/2 bath Condo.
$400.00. $250.00 deposit. 383-6251.

Employment
Government Jobs. $16,559
$50,553/year. Now hiring. Your area. For
information Call 805-687-6000 Ext.
R-5008.

Financial

WkERE TkE GOOd AMiGOS MEET
uNdER NEW owNERskip

Guaranteed Student Loans now
available for 84-85 semester. Call Jim
Purcell 585-7970. Phoenix Financial
Network.

LUNCH SPECIAL
ENCHILADA PLATE
$2.75 with this ad on PAU I.D.
BREAKFAST SPECIAL $1.49

Announcements
Is it true you can buy jeeps for $44
through the U.S. government? Get the
facts today! Call 1-312-742-1142 Ext.
8300-A.

FREE REFILLS ON ALL SOFT DRINKS

ROOM AVAILABLE FOR PRIVATE GATHERINGS
OR BUSINESS MEETINGS
NEED TO RESERVE ROOM 24 HRS. IN ADVANCE

MoN. - TkuRs.
hi. & SAT.
SuN. Till
qomc made pies

Classified rate is $2 for the first 10
words and .10 per word thereafter. There
is a 10 word minimum. Deadline is Friday Noon prior to publication on Thursday.
Bring ad copy to The Pan American,
Emilia Hall 100. Classified ads must be
paid in advance.
For display advertising rates ca.II
381-2545 or ,381-2541.

~:JO A.M. - 11 P.M.
24 HRS.
2 P.M.

home style food

IS THE IDEA OF WEARING

A UNIFORM KEEPING YOU
OUT OF ARMY ROTC?

THE
O UTDOOR
STORE

the Texas Organization for Endangered Species (TOES), of
which he was recently elected
president.
One of the things he wants to
do, he says, is to educate Texans
on the problem of threatened and
endangered plants and animals.
"The more people know about
our endangered flora and fauna,
the easier it will be to conserve
these species," he said.
"The animals and plants that
we really worry about are those
that are in trouble because of
man's actions."
"As biologists, we recognize
that extinction is a natural process. If there's an organizsm that's
going to go extinct due to natural
causes, then it's not eligible for
our lists, because that is a natural
phenomenon.
"If mankind has caused a threat
to a certain species, mankind
should step in, because we as a
society owe it to ourselves to conserve these species," Edwards
said.
As an icthyologist, his research
focuses on fish--the role of fishes
within their environment, why
there are so many different kinds
of fishes, and how they adapt to
their environment.
He is the team leader of the San
Marcos Recovery Team, an independent group of biologists appointed by the regional director of
thej U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service. The team is charged with
finding a way to save the San
Marcos River ecosystem.
(

·:aecause of his experience with
he fishes of the Rio Grande Basin
and Texas in general, he also has
been appointed a consultant to the
Rio Grande Fishes Recovery
Team.
"Once an organism is listed as
a threatened or endangered
species, recovery teams are set up
with a leader, team members, and
special consultants .. The teams
devel:op plans to allow these
species to recover or become reestablished at their former levels
of abundance.
"In other words, remove the
threats that have caused them to
be put on this list," Edwards said.

BRiNG Tltis Ad foR A 10%
discouNT off REGUl AR

The biology department here
has a strong group of field
biologists, and often it is those
people who discover an organism
is now less abundant than it once
was, Edwards said.

pRiCES ON ANY iTEM iN
STOCk.

2224 N. 10Tk STREET

TOES maintains lists of endangered or threatened species
and those that should be watched
for signs of reduced populations.

McAllEN, TX
686-2204

1

Dr. Bob Edwards

It provides information to the U.S.
Government and the Texas Parks
and Wildlife Department as to
which species should be either
studies more or be included on
the endangered species list.

'"Often just by knowing there is
an endangered plant or animal inthat area. the plan can be modified just a little bit. and the
species will not be put into more
jeopardy."

"There is very much an educational bent to the Texas Organization for Endangered Species," he
said. "Depending on where you
are in the state, wildlife biologists,
resource managers, and people
from other state agencies who
deal with conservation issues are
available to talk to club groups or
school children about animals and
plants that are in trouble because
of man's actions."

The organization has two watch
lists, one for plants and one ti.Jr
vertebrates. and is working on one
that would include invertebrates.

TOES Includes biologists, state
resource managers, federal and
state agency people involved in
land uses and natural resources,
private citizens, uni versi t_y
biologists, employees of agricultural centers, and private
citizens interested in endangered
or threatened species in Texas,
Edwards said.
Private consulting companies
often call upon IDES to see if any
of the species in a project area are
on the lists.
"Say you want to build a parking lot in downtown Houston . The
consulting company will ask
whether there are any species that
they should be really concerned
about if they go on with this proposed action," Edwards said.

"As the status of the species
changes, we change the Iists.
There is another category called
'threatened.' This means that if
the species is in trouble due to
man's actions and conditions remain the same, that species will
then move from thereatencd to endangered ," Edwards said.
The "watch list" category is for
species "that we either don't know
enough about or that are wideranging, but endangered or,
threatened in Texas," he said .
"They may not be in any trouble
in New Mexico, but the Texm,
populations might be in trouble
because of differences in land
uses, or whatever, between the
two states."
As president of TOES, which
has about 400 members throughout the state, Edwards is allowed
to appoint his own secretarytreasurer for the year. He has
chosen graduate students Becky
Hensley and John H. Hook, both
of Edinburg.

Rare continued from p. 1
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So how about switching "uniforms" for a
Whether you realize itor nor, you're probably
few hours each week?
wearing a type of"unifunn" right now.
For more information, contact your Professor
There's nothing wrong with it. But an Anny
of Military Science.
ROTC uniform could make you stand o ut from
the crowd.
And ROTC will help you become more
outstanding. Becau>< you'll develop into a leader
MAJOR MIKE SHIELDS
of people and a manager of money and equipment.

ARMYROrC.
BEALLlOU CAN BE.
381-3600

Stylists

$40 perms with H/C
Phone NOW $28

• Bea
• Olga 2002 W. Side Plaza
• Rosa University Drive

383-9133

Bldg. A

J O B S! J O B S!
J O B S!
TEACH IN BEAUTIFUL BROWNSVILLE!!!
- On The Border- By The SeaFor a rewarding job with a competitive salary
consider employment with the
BROWNSVILLE INDEPENDENT SCHOOL DISTRICT
where growth and qualaty education go hand in hand
Here are just some of the benefits you can look forward to:
Salary Range:
$17,800 - 1?26,640.00
d 'Old ~exico' across the
lYJ border within walking distance
$1,000 Bonus for Special
$15,000 Life Insurance
EducationTeachers
_VI $30,000 Accidental Death
$500 - $1,000 Bonus for Bilingually
Certified Teachers
ttri Sick leave: 5 days state l!.J
5 days local
Free Group - Health Insurance
$48 million worth of building
improvements and expansion underway
Free Professional Liability
Insurance
Tropical climate - beach and resort
areas only mi~utes away
Perfect Attendance Bonus
Up to 60 days accumulated sick
leave - 20 days reimbursed upon
official retirement
For more information call Mr. Oscar Barbour, Asst. Supt.
for Personnel, 1050 East Madison, Brownsville, Tx
78520
(512) 546- 3101,· Ext. 255
The Brownsville Independent School District is an Affirmative Action,
Equal Opportunity Employer, M/F/ . Dr. Ronald Schrae r,' 504 Coordinator.
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The can opener or rather the P-38
was not the ordinary utensil used
in a kitchen. A P-38 is a small
sharp blade, that if used correctly, can jar open just about
anything.
Another unfamiliar object at the
banquet, yet necessary, was the
emerging heater. The emerging
heater was a large can filled with
boiled water. Tin food is usually
placed in a large cloth bag and
emerged into the boiled water so
it can heat up. It's also used for
washing utensils.
The C-ration banquet displayed
a different side of the R.O.T.C.
program and clarified some misconceptions about the program .
According to Capt. Livas,
students in campus hold some
misconceptions about their program.
Livas said that students tend to
think that R.O.T.C. is similar to
the Junior R.O.T.C. in high

\IR-3l
•
•
•
•

school, then they can not join the
college program.
The reserve officers training
corp is divided into two phases,
the basic course phase and the advance course phase.
The basic course is usually taken in the freshman and sophomore years. No military committment is made at this phase and the
student may withdraw at any time
through the end of the second
year. Subjects are covered such as
national defense, military history
and leadership development.
The advance course is taken in
the final two years of college.
Students cover further leadership
development, survival training,
management and administration .
Through the R.O.T.C. program ,
the Army gains officers with different educational backgrounds.
Capt. Livas added that students
often do not consider the amount
of career opportunities the program offers.
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AboRTioN
PREGNANCY TesTiNG
BiRTlt CONTROL SERVicE§
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FORMERLY TREASURE HILLS WOMENS CENTER
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Sports Lines
By Vivien Benbow
Sports Editor
The Bronc soccer team heads
to Seguin to take on Texas
Lutheran College for their last
game of the season. The Broncs
defeated Texas Southern this past
Saturday 3-1. Good luck Broncs!
Intramural news---Volleyball
forms are still being taken until
tomorrow at the athletic office,
with play beginning next Tuesday.
Badminton play begins tdoay and
will continue during activity
period for the next couple of
weeks on Tuesdays and Thursdays.
A make-up flag-foot ball
game will be held between the
BSU and Cheerleaders at 5 p.m.
in field I.
Today's flag-football game
men's schedule is BSU vs Alpha
Kappa Psi at 4 p.m. in field I and
No Names vs. CAMP at 4 p.m.
in field 2. Women's schedule is
Playgirls vs. Independents at 5
p.m. in field 2. Last week's scores
for the women was Stars 20, Independents 6. Men's AKP 0, No
Names 24.
Attention all pie lovers--. remember co-ed pie eating team
entry forms are due tomorrow.
The pie eating affair will begin
Nov. 6, Tuesday during Activity
period.
The results from the intrasquad tennis tournament which
was held this past Saturday.
Augustin Salazar-Roilan Fuller
defeated Francisco Hamdan-Tony
Fink 6-3, 6-4 for the championship. Bob Bell-Kevin Smith
defeated Castillo-Young for third
place 7-5, 6-7, 6-3.

The Bronc netters are cur
rerltly competing in the 10th an
nual Tennis and GolfTournamen
at Club Campestere. The netter:
competing will be Rikar
Anderberg, Bob Bell, Tony Fink,
Roilan Fuller, Francisco Hamdan ,
Wes Lincoln, Joe Martinez, Edmudo Mesta, Ruben Nunez, Jonas Olsson, Augustin Salazar and
Kevin Smith.
Check out the "Election night
shoot-out" this Tuesday, when
the Lady Broncs take on the
"mean-green" administrators at
7:30 p.m. Admission will be $2
for general public, $1 students and
faculty.
The golfers will travel to the
Trinity Intercollegiate gol
tourney in San Antonio Monday
and Tuesday. Marten Olsson shot
a 2ITT, nine under par score to
place third overall in the PAU
Golf Classic last weekend.
The Phi-Kappas are the first
flag-football champions for this
fall .Tied for second are the Kappa Sig's, Phi Tau's and Phi Si2's.
The Rifle team competed
recently at Sam Houston,
shooting a 1600 score out of a
possible 2400. Members competing where Leo Gomez of McAllen, Roland Alonzo of Edinburg,
Alan Whitmire of McAllen and
Melissa Anzaldua of Edinburg.
Their next competition will be
November 30 in New Mexico,
and member Anna Luna said,
"Now that we have two competitions under our belt hopefully
we'll do better."
Remember if you or your
team has an important sporting
event coming up and need publicity, drop it by Emilia Hall Room
100, the Monday before Thursda 's ub ication.
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Golfefs
travel to
Trinity
The Broncs next compelil!on
will be next Monday and Tuesday
when they travel to the Pecan
Valley golf course and compete in
the Trinity Intercoll<~giate golf
tournament.
The golf team is coming off
their best finish this season with
junior Marten Olsson of Sweden
earning third place in the PAU
Golf Classic this past ·week~?d·
Olsson had a 9 under par for a
final (68-70-69) 2ITT score. The
overall medalist was Jeff Willis of
Oklahoma City who played an extra play-off against Darryl Henning of Houston Baptist. Both have
shot a 10 under par for a 206
score. Willis won the first hole of
the playoff with an eagle (3) on
a par 5 hole.
"This was good experience for
the men and I am pleased with the
results from our first PAU Golf
Classic," commented Coach Tony
Guerrero. "Olsson played the best
golf he has ever played in his life.
Also Mike Brisky and Lars Tam
were in the top 25."
Overall team standings are: I)
Texas Christian University 850;
2) Oklahoma City 853; 3) Houston Baptist University 858; 4) St.
Thomas University 866; 5) Texas
Tech 869; 6) Southwest Texas
State University 870; 7) Rice
University 874; 8) Pan American
University team #1 876; 9) Texas
A&M University 884; 10) Pan
American University team #2 887.
11) Southern Methodist University
899; 12) University of Texas at
San Antonio 899; 13) Texas A&I
University 901; 14) HardinSimmons University 915.
The scores for the competing
Bronc members are 10) Mike
Brisky (77)69)67) 213; 23) Lars
Tamen (74-72-73) 219; 36) Bartil
Marje (76-74-73) 223; 40) Danny
Castillo (73-78-74) 225; 41) David
Foley (71-76-78) 225; 50) Jose
Fabres (78-73-77) 228; 52) Kevin
Peesker (73-76-79) 228; 56) Dean
Shaughnessy (77-77-76) 230; and
65) Randy Conroy (80-80-78) 238.

fl Stereo LP Albums

Cassettes/Box Sets

UNIVERSITY CENTER
BOOKSTORE
SALE ENDS NOVEMBER 1~Tl-I

Sports Editor
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Broncs to. TLC for last
•
game., after weekend Win
The Broncs take their 8-4
record to Seguin Saturday, when
they face Texas Lutheran College
for their final game of the season.

Lutheran have both clinched spots
in the NAIA national soccer playoffs. The Broncs though have a
harder chance in advancing in
NCAA Midwest Region which
The Broncs are coming off their
stretches from Illinois State, St.
sixth straight victory last SaturLouis University, to U.S. Air
day, when they handed Texas
Force Academy in Colorado and
southern a 3-1 defeat.
covers 26 teams.
The Broncs are coming off their
finest season ever, with first ever
victories over University of Texas
The Broncs passed the ball well
and then going on to win the PAU- and displayed tough offense
Trinity Tournament.
against Texas Southern. Jose
T~as Southern and Texas Salinas put the Broncs up 1-0

Soccer

Patty Munoz, an all-around athlete from Pharr is hoping along
with the Lady Broncs, for a district invitation.
"I feel we deserve it," commented Munoz. "We have all
been working so hard both on the
road, at home and in practice.
Munoz was named athlete of
the year her senior year and competed in track, basketball and
volleyball. She was named to alldistrict in volleyball her senior
year and after graduation she received letters from Laredo and
Beeville to play volleyball. .
Munoz tried out for the team at
PAU and has been starting on a
rotating basis ever since the
season started.
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5 3/4 Mi. N. 10th. McAllen - Edinburg
383-8581

Efren Lope:6: gets a head on the ball against T~xas Southern last Saturday. The
Broncs won 3-1. (Photo by Robert Vasquez)

"I would like to improve on my
hitting, and I've been jumping
higher.

By Vivien Benbow

,J Top Artists
,J Major labels
,J Hundreds of
selections - pop to classic

18 Hole Miniature Golf Course
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kicking fn the ball after a missed
block by Texas Southern's goalie.
In the second half Salinas
struck again with a fast break upfield and booted the ball in after
it bounced on the corner post.
Manny Garcia then scored with
his head on a penalty shot from
the right corner.
"The whole team played better,
because they knew they had to,''
said Coach Reggie Tredaway. He
also praised the entire team for
effort.

Lady Volleyball double spotlights

It's a record sale! Get down fast
and get your favorite albums for
$2.98 and up.
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Patty Munoz
Our game at Sul Ross meant a
lot to me, because the whole team
wanted to play. We had great communication between us. Coach
has helped me a lot with my offense and we look up to her." She
said.

~

TROPHIES
RIBBONS

O PLAQUES
O ENGRAVING

2523 West Pecan Blvd. McAllen Tx.
In The Courtyard - At Pecan Plaza

Outside Engraving Done
Special Discounts To All

Call Today

682-2329

Mo~.-Fri. 10-5:00

Despite spending so many days
on the road, Munoz says her professors have been very understanding.
"It's hard to study on the road
and even harder to make it up."
she said.
Munoz is majoring in physical
education and after graduation
hopes to coach volleyball in the
Valley.
Bonnie Garcia, who hails from
Falfurrias is developing her
volleyball potential for the Lady
Broncs, despite making the team
as a walk-on.
,~ At Falfurrias high school Garcia was also an all-around athlete,
competing in track, basketball and
volleyball. She made all-district
her junior and senior years in
volleyball and in basketball her
team made it to the regional
tourney her junior and senior
years. Garcia won the honor of
all-around athlete before she
graduated.
"I came out to practice here at
Pan Am and the team was already
selected," said Garcia. "Coach
sif.¥ me play and I was offered a
full scholarship.''
I
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Miniature Golf

MILES: 10TH. McALLEN-EDINBURG

(5 MINUTES NORTH OF NOLANA ON 10TH)

9

383-8581
for hours

Phone:

"I started in our very first game
against Laredo, it was a very exciting experience for me. The better competiton and faster hits were
really different than high school,''
she said.

STUDENTS I PRESENT YOUR PAN AM
I.D. WITH THIS COUPON AND RECEIVE
ONE FREE GAME OF GOLF WITH PUR·
CHASE OF ONE ADULT GAME AT THE
REGULAR PRICE 11

COUPON VALID THRU,11/30/84, EXCEPT SATURDAYS
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Bonnie Garcia
"I need to work on my defense
and blocking, but I've really im,
proved since the start of the sum~
mer. Our workouts helped im~
prove my condition and uppet
body strength. One time she
(Coach) took us to the beach to
run the dunes for a whole week.
When I came back I felt I could
handle the season ahead.
The district invitation is
definately the team goal said the
Computer Information major.
'~nd I hope to keep playing and
plan to come back next year for
PAU," she added.

INews Bulletin I
Greeks are entering
the
Taco Market
and winning.

GREEK TACOS
Call
630GYRO

10th at

Hackb ry
McA11en

. spo rts-----------------------The

Election night shoot-out

Netter of the week

Lady Broncs play
administration
The Lady Broncs and Coach
John McDowell have scheduled
an "Election night shootout," with
the PAU administration cagers,
Nov. 6 at 7:30 p.m.
"Come out and vote for your
tcam--the Lady Broncs, or the
Administration," McDowell said.
Ticket<; for the third annual battle will cost $2 from the general
public, and SI for students and
faculty.
'This will decide the champion
because we are tied 1-1 for the
record ," McDowell said.
"The women are looking pretty good, a lot of the injuries are
out of the way and all of the
women are out on the floor," he
said.
The Lady Borncs are hoping to
improve on their 11-10 record of

last'year with another NAIA playoff selection.
The women have height with 6
footers like Kerri Brown of
McAllen and junior Rachel Juarez
of Laredo. Sophomore Kay Dee
Benavidez of Raymondville and
Freshman Martha Lopez of Elsa
stand at 5'll, three other women
stand at 5'11, freshman Patricia
Guidry of Corpus Christi, Christi
Rodriguez of Mission and Lenae
Cooley of Harlingen. Freshmen
Shannn Sharp of San Antonio and
Sylvia Pittman of Eagle Pass,
check in at 5'8.
Shorter, quicker players returning are 5'8 Becky Dube, 5'6
Nelda Villescas, 5'6 1/2 Margie
Acevedo, 5'7 Estefana Luna and
Sofie de Alva all of McAllen also
Celinda Caceras of Elsa.

Shoots 9 under par

Swede takes third at
PAU , Golf Classic
Bronc golfer Marten Olsson of
Sweden finished with 2ITT strokes,
nine under par to place third in
the first nanual Golf Classic,
which was held this past weekend
at the Cimarron Country Club in
Mission.

One of them, Scott Meares of
Texas Christian, missed a fivefoot putt in the 18th and tied
Olsson at 2ITT. Then Jeff Willis of
Oklahoma City chipped in an •
eagle from 17 feet, off the green,
when his perfectly lined chip shot
struck the stick and dropped in the
hold. He beat Henning, who had
birdied, in their sudden death
play-off.
Sylvia Cruz of Laredo--bumps the ball ~gainst UTSA Monday night.
"This is my home course, so I The women lost (15-6, 15-12) in their last tri-match of the season.
had a great advantage," said the
(Photo by Delcia Itzel)
24-year-old junior. "You have alot
of opportunities on this course to
make birdies, if you can keep it
straight and stay out of the
coaching career that we have
The Lady Volleyball Broncs
bunkers."
beaten A&I," Coach Becky de los
Olsson went on to say this was wrapped up their season last ight
Santos
said . "It was nice to take
after taking on Texas Southmost
the best tournament ever.
both
Trinity
and A&I and it was
"I've had good rounds before, College. The Lady Broncs won
a
good
match."
but I've never kept it up three days their tri-matches with Trinity and
The scores against Laredo and
Texas A&I, but lost a heartbreaklike this.
UTSA
were, PAU-Laredo JC
ing match to UTSA Monday
15-2, 15-11. UTSA-PAU 15-6,
Olsson is majoring in finance night.
15-12 .
and plans to become a gold pro.
The scores from the Trinity"We felt we can have won and
"I hope to play in tournaments A&I tri -match are 15-5, 14-16,
we couldn't believe w'e lost," comin Sweden and Europe, at least,"
15-11 and 8-15, 15-9, 15-6.
mented de los Santos. " We had no
he said.
"This is the first time in my
defense at the net agaisnt UTSA.

Volley closes season

Ma:·ten Olsson

Olsson led the tournament at
one point after shooting an uphill ,
45 foot putt scoring an eagle (two
under par) on the 54th hold .
Three other1op golfers were playing on the ninth hole who had the
chance to beat him.

Introducing the 84' Netters
Sports ed's note: This is an intr.oduction on the 1984-85 tennis
te,am , complied by head coach
Bryce Young, the remaining
players will be highlighted next
week.

nis interest continues outside of
college tennis as assistant to Cimmarron Country Club ·1enms Pro
Bill Gates in Mission, Texas."
Edmundo Mesta , Torreon,
Mexico. "Northern Mexico junior
tennis rankings of .number seven
in 1983 and number six in 1984
have motivated Edmundo to continue to develop his tennis game.
Pan American's conditioning program has him at his highest fitness
level as he begins earning his college tennis achievements."

"Francisco is following a family
tradition of representing Pan
American in tennis. His older
brother Hugo is a alumnus and his
younger brother is John Newqombe's Tennis Ranch is a ranki)lg junior player. I feel that Francisco can achieve wins against
JS.ICAA Division I opponents as a
(,-eshman . He earned the f,1exico
Junior claycourt title and is ranked seven in Mexico Juniors."
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Augustin Salazar, senior,
Durango, Mexico. ''Augustin is
one of only two seniors on the
1984-85 Pan American University
tennis team. His record of achievement in Mexico includes
representing the Junior Davis Cup
team and a number three 18 under
ranking. Following two conference championships for Coach
Sara Carrasco at Laredo, Texas
Junior College, Augustin earned
the number one singles position
at Pan American. <:;oach Young
sees the mental and physical
toughness of Salazar as qualities
which will earn him top NCAA
victories in his senior year."

--

422 1/2 E. University
Edinburg

383-9035

llltlt,~
Ke,·in Smith

After graduation Smith hopes
to either work as a tennis pro or
open a tennis shop.

WHITE FLOUR

PATOS

November Special
Enchilada Delight 4 Enchiladas-topped with
our own chili. lettuce.
tomato, cheese and a
16 oz. Coke

$2.50
All year around Special
2 Patos of Same Kind. Sp~nish
Rice & Ranchero Beans

$1.98
For Josrn s c·rl'k(
c·n/1

011 01<ln

383-0725
Aero~~ from P,111 Am
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\\OM EN

The Latest In PERMS AND CUTS
/\\ON .· SAT.

R AM to 6:00 PM
383-7122
1114 Closner
Edinburg, TX
78539

011

20% Di!;COUIH
ull rcguldr sen ice'.,
with 1/Jh I\D 11 !

PLUS A FREE GRADUATION

DIAMONDS & WAf
FINE JEWEL
IFTS FOR ALL OCC

\

KEY CHAIN. ASK FOR
•

I

COMPLETE DETAILS.
GOLD LANCE CLASS RINGS.

313-2432
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IU. UTI

GIFT WRAP
ENGRAVING
JEWELRY

:A.,

•

LIFETIME WARRANTY.

VIVA REAGANI
_5.£

GRAMM
Stand Up For A Strong And
Proud ·America Vote Reagan/
Bush-Gramm Tuesday,
November 6, 1984
(PAID FOR VICTORY '84 CAMPAIGN)

Tuesday:

Mexican Plate

110 NORTH TWEU·TH
EDINBURG, TX
78539

Wednesday:

Taco Plate .. .
Chicken Fried Steak

Thursday:

Chalupa Plate
Chopped Steak

Friday:

Chicken Envueltos .. . ....... . ... .
Fried Fish . .
. ....... .... .. .

CLIP THIS AO AND BRING- TO OUR STORE

WATCH REPAIR

LEVI'S ORIGINAL
501 Button Fly
Come see our new line
of 501's
Reg. $28.00 now ONLY $19.95
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Enchilada Plate

PORTER'S JEWELRY

. .,_,.....-

· Men ·s & Ladies· Apparel- ·

-
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NORTH 10TH & TAMARACK 686-8409
201 S. 17TH, McALLEN - 687-5392
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Specializing in Mexican & American Food and Breakfast
- - - DAILY SPECIALS - - -

. . , 2•4 WEEK DELIVERY.
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Caprice Hairstylist
l

As for a distriq tournament invitation, de los Santos says the
Lady Brocs won't know until a
couple of weeks.
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Save up to $59
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Kevin Smith of Houston feels
the Broncs conditioning program
has helped him improve his tennis game this season.
It's been helping me stay alert
and I have no problems with getting tired during practice:· said
Smith.
Smith played varsity tennis at
Spring Branch high school for
four years. winning district in
doubles and third in regionals his
senior year.
Before coming to PAU Smith attended two Junir colleges: Wharton and Temple. Smith heard
about Temple from his coach. and
he was offered a scholarship to
play.
"Last year we had about 4 good
players on the team," commented
Smith. "This year the whole team
is good."
"We are currently working on
our singles games and games we
don't usually play, serves and
volleys."
Smith has teamed up with Kansas City transfer Bob Bell to play
doubles this year.
"We play good together. we're
both real aggressive and so far
we've won a doubles crown at the
Harlingen Rebel Days tourney."
Smith is majoring in general
business and minoring in computer information and is hoping
to travel to Sweden next summer
to play in some tournaments. For
his personal goals, Smith said he
would like to achieve a 3.0 GPA
and, "beat some of the top players
from UH, A&M and SWC
schools. How well you do tells
you how you would play against
a pro and where your confidence
should be."

.

, Jo e Martinez, sophomore,
McAllen, Texas. "Joe brings an
outstanding high shcool doubles
record to Pan American. Joe
helped earn McAllen Memorial
High School the district doubles
'and team championships. His ten-

,(~

discipline, dedication to conditioning and self-improvement
which make them outstanding Pan
American Tennis team representatives.

Jonas Olsson, freshman,
Halmstad, Sweden. Jonas follows
close friends and Anders Gustavsson and Bjorn Stenquist as products of the Swedish Junior Tennis program under me. I credit
each of the Swedish representatives with qualities of self-

Wes Lincoln, sophomore,
Kingwood, Texas. "Wes is a ten1.nis convert who is applying high
school track and football experience to his new sport of tennis. I see Wes as an outstanding
team member whose personal
faith leads him in putting team
.goals above his own goals."
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Fajita al Kilo (D inner for 2) ..... . $9.9
Fri. - Sat.
Sun. from Sat.

24 hours
6 a.m. - 11 p.m.

1012 S. CLOSNER

EDINBURG. TEXAS

383-5676
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University Fund." In 1982 is
worth $156 million. The bonding
capacity was limited to 20 % of the
cash value of the (PUF). Twothirds of the (A!.JF) is allocated to
the Universtiy of Texas and onethird to Texas A&M University.
In June 1983. A&M was given
$52 million.
"Currently there are thirteen
branches that are not part of the
(PUF) fund" said Gumencindo
Ybarra, Pan American Student
Association president. who has
been actively supporting the
amendment, "but because of Proposition two they will now be added to the fund."
The proposal would also make
all twelve University of Texas and
Texas A&M component institutions eligible to share in the hundreds of millions of dollars currently not available to those
systems thru the re-structure of
the Permanent University Fund.

WHAT, WHERE & WHEN
T H u_________________

Rodeo Club Meeting. Anyone who is interested in join-

Bible Study. The Pan American Christian Fellowship will ing the Rodeo Club can attend a Rodeo Club meeting held
meet during Activity Period in the Science Building. 118.

every Tuesday in LA 2 05.·

Frankenburger Speaks. Professor Earl Bud Frankenburger
of the Department of English will give a presentaFajita Taco Sale. The Young Democrats will sell tacos bettion to the Philosophy Club during activity period in LA
ween 9 a.m. - 1 p.m. at the University Center Circle.
125. His topic will be the issue of environmental Ethics.
Psi Chi Speaker. Dr. Mark Winkel will speak on the topic
"Political Commercials, Personality, and Voting" during
Activity Period in the 121 .

Texas will and Probate Laws. The seminar will begin at
9 a.m. till noon in the Ballroom. It's is free and open to
the public.

PAU Concert. The Pan American University Choir is
scheduled for 8 p.m., Nov. 1 in the Fine Arts Auditorium.

Bible Study. The Pan American Christian Fellowship will
sponsor a Bible Study during Activity Period in Science
Building 118.

MON_ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
·"Progressive Revelation". The PAU Baha'i Club will
sponsor a meeting on this subject open to all students,
faculty, and staff. The public is invited to attend the
meeting in UC 306 at 4:30 p.m.

Concession Stand Opens. A new concession stand at
Jody Ramsey Stadium will offer entrees including soft
drinks and grilled menu items. Everyone is invited to try
out the new items.

WED

Career Day Scheduled. The Boys Club of McAllen will
be having their first Annual Career Day from 5 - 8 p.m.
in the girls wing in the corner of 27th and W. Galveston.
Over 100 companies will attend. All university students
are invited and encouraged to attend and gather important ideas and information for future careers. Students are
asked to dress accordingly because they will meet with
company representatives.

"At a time when the state faces
financial shortages in meeting its
financial obligations. Proposition
2. if approved. would guarantee
smaller schools like PAU a fund
to draw from to meet construction
and other · demands for years to
come:· said Uribe. "If Valley
residents are concerned about
PAU's future in providing our
students with a quality education
at our only local institution. they
will vote yes for Proposition 1:·
Hill feels otherwise.
··we have 30 billion in the
legislature to work with.'' Hill
said. According to Hill the state
could allocate the money to the
Universities ..."if they need ;t."
"Their main concern is to
please their constitutients."commented Ybarra. Accordin2 to
Ybarra the legislature i~ si;1ply
interested in their specified areas.
"They are not aware of the needs
of other Universities."

Leather man hunt continues
tion of $1,000 towards his tuition, , and an all -expense paid trip to
Pan American in Emilia Hall 100.
a
selection of merchandise prizes,
New York to be photographed by
The editorial staff of this paper
a leading photographer.
will select three male student
representatives of this campus as
semi-finalists~ Each will receive
MIND POWER INSTRUCTOR
a gift set of men's toiletries.
Learn and experience simple yet powerful proven
A panel of judges, selected by
techniques for:
the manufacturer, will select one
Total Mind and body relaxation
campus winner who will be enAlpha brain wave power
tered in the national finals.
Better memory and learning abil ity
The national winner will be the
Better and faster rejuvenation
English Leather Musk Man for
Better creativity and visualization
1985 and receive a cash contribu- 1
Better sel f control, pain control , and
dream contro l.
Restful sleep, normal blood pressure,
and psychic enhancement
Instructor,
Richard Rommel Rodriguez
Served on the faculty of Baylor University and the U.S. Army Academy of
Health Sciences, Behavioral and
Community Sciences, Behavioral and
"Christmas Special',
Community Science Division, Psychiatric
Social Work Branch, 1972 - 1976. Stress
1 - 11 x 14 PRINT
Management Instructor at Pan American
20 - Christmas Cards
University, 1977 - 1984. Inducted into
The International Education Honor
Society
(KO TT) in 1978.
~
Call Now For An Appointment
~""J......- - -........
For more information call (51 2) 383-8300
630-4128
First class scheduled this Satu rday, Nov. 3 at McAllen Holidome
&,
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November 15 is the deadline to
enter the campus search for the
English Leather Musk Man contest.
To enter, contestants or friends
of contestants must send one
photograph, color or black and
white, taken within the last six
months, each no larger than 8 x
10 inches and no smaller than 3
x 5 inches.
Entries should be submitted to
the editorial department of The
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Bible Session. The Christian Fellowship will meet with
interested students today in UC 305 during Activity Period.

'Writer's Connection'
utilizes experience
About three years ago, Dr. Paul
Mitchell came up with the idea of
having a service that would utilize
the University\ English faculty's
experience in order to aid the
omn nity.
The " Writer's Connection" is
a call-in service which allows
anyone who may have a question
concerning writing to call and
receive a correct answer. Mitchell
says, "usually the questions concern grammar usage."

(2) To create a positive image
for the English department.
Mitchell feels that offering the
service will cause people to think
positively of the department and
of the Univer~ ity.

Available from 8 a.m. to 4:30
p. m., the service provides a quick
response for callers. " Writer's
Connection" not only gives an
answer, but also tells how that
answer was arrived- it teaches.
Attorneys, business people and
physicans have benefited from this
service.
According to Mitchell, the service has two main functions .
(l) To make the more than 200
years of training and experience
of the faculty available to the
community.

Feel free to call the " Writer's
Connection" at 381-3421 whenever the need arises.

r------------.1
PERSONNEL AGENCY

Jennie - Alida - Vivian
4311 North 10th
Professional Plaza, Suite C
McAllen, Texas 78501
687-7766 • 686-2123
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Two sisters from lto ly and a young
German p r,ncess ... The girls

The hol!MI Xroled movte
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-made.
You must
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"FOX TROT"
LATE SHOW

X

FRIDAY
SATURDAY
ONLY

Eat At Blue Fox
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I EXAS VIDEO ~
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1akea6Pack

home to mom.
Your 6th ticket is half price,
12th is FREE on Southwest Airlines!
Here's a 6 Pack your mom will be happy to pay for: A Southwest
Airlines' 6 Pack Discount Ticket Book.
Simply explain you'd love to come home more often, and
Southwest has this great deal for college students. She'll get the hint.
~
Here's how it works:
'--- _
• Make one simple payment, and
c:>>
receive a 6 Pack or 12 Pack Discount
Ticket Book, good for travel to any
of our scheduled Southwest cities.
)
• Pay only for 5½ tickets with the 6
Pack, or 11 tickets with the 12 Pack.
The rest is on us.
• If you're 21 years of age or younger
( does not apply to unaccompanied
... . ... . .
children between the ages of 5 and
12), you can fly anytime day or
night for our lowest fare ( usually
our Pleasure Class fare).
• Tickets are good for one full year
from date of purchase, and unused
·•
tickets in Ticket Books are refundable prior to the expiration date.
• Ticket Books may be purchased at
your local Southwest counter,
or through your travel agent. A
valid I.D. proving your age will
be required when traveling.
Six of one, a dozen of the other, with a Southwest Airlines' Discount Ticket Book and a
home-cooked meal,you're home free. For additional information and an order form, write:
Southwest Airlines
P.O. Box 97393
Dallas, Texas 75397
Or call your travel
agent.
We're keeping fares low

-•:
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Satisfactions

(SALES & RENTALS)

$69.95

"The 'Writer's Connection'is a
truly successful service", says
Mitchell. "The more this institution does for the community, the
more the community will do for
us."

EVERY DAI
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continued from p. 1
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Reagan takes 49 states in land slide victory
"You ain't seen nothing yet. .. our
work isn't finished there is much
work to be done."
Mondale's only victory was his
home, Minnesota and the District
of Columbia, giving him 13 electoral votes. The former vicepresident conceded to defeat in St.
Paul Minnesota and told supporters, "The American people
have heard me out and treated me
fairly." Mondale said, "This fight
didn't end tonight. It begins
tonight.' '
In another concession statement

President Ronald Reagan won
a landslide victory over former
vice-president Walter Mondale
Tuesday night, falling short of being the largest landslide victory in
United States history.
The largest popular vote in
history belonged to Lyndon B.
Johnson , elected with 61.05 % of
the vote in 1964. This election fell
short of the historic 61 % by 2 %
margin, with President Reagan
receiving 59 %.
President Reagan said in his
victory speech in Los Angeles,

'

from Queens, N .Y., Congresswoman Geraline Ferraro stated
"He (Mondale) opened the door
that wiJI be never closed again."
Ferraro is the first woman to be
nominated for th second highest
national office.
As soon at the Texas polls closed at 7 p.m., Reagan had already
accumulated 280 electoral votes,
ten more than what was needed
to become president of the United
States.
The final total was 525 electoral

votes for Reagan and only 13 tor
Mondale.
Texans joined in the Reagan
landslide Tuesday with the Republican incumbent sweeping better the 64 % of the early vote;
however, the Rio Grande Valley
remained loyal to the Democratic
camp. Hidalgo, Starr and Willacy
counties' popular vote went to
Mondale. In Cameron County,
President Reagan received 24,938
votes and Mondale 24,526.
ln the Senate race, the sea1
vacated by former GOP senator

Bronco queen forms available
Candidates may have their pictures taken at the office of Student
Publications in Emilia Hall,
Room 100, through Nov. 20. Pictures of the queen candidates will
appear in the Nov. 29 issue of The
Pan American.

The deadline is Wednesday,
Nov. 14 in UC 314 and UC 205.

This year's Bronc Queen will
be announced at a homecoming
party on Dec. 7. She will then be
crowned at half-time of the homecoming game on Dec. 8.

Elections will be held Tuesday
and Wednesday, Dec. 4 and 5 according to Election Commissioner Bob Gutierrez.

Leadership conference cancelled

"We are planning on trying to
hold some other type of event
similar to this, possibly a lecture
series on student leadership later
in the year," said Brad Nibert.

-;chonls.

Only 25 reservations had been
made by the Monday deadline.
The two organizations needed at
least 50 persons to attend the
seminar to warrant the expense

Registration fees for those who
already registered have been
refunded.

Yearbook distribution continues
The '84 El Bronco yearbook is
currently being distributed in
Emilia Hall Rm . JOO between 9
a.m. and 4:30 p.m .
Students are asked to bring their
receipts, if possible, when getting
their yearbooks.
Those who are not able to pick
up their yearbooks may send someone with their receipt and ID
card . Students may also mail
$2.50 to: Student Publications,
1201 W. University Drive, Edin-

burg, TX. , 78539, and their yearbook will be mailed to them.
"In addition to the '84 yearbook, we are still distributing
copies of the '83 and '82 yearbook which are free to anyone
who comes by this week ," said
Brad Nibert, '84 E l Bronco
editor.
There are currently 100 copies
of the '84 El Bronco available for
sale at $20 each . Plastic covers
are also available for $1.

New computer course offered in Spring
and computer science, "CS 1300
will fulfill that requirement.
Two lectures and one lab per
week are required. The lab is
located in the new CAS building
room 348 for anyone who would
like to see the microcomputers
and find out more about the
course. Hours are from 8:30 12:30 p.m. MWF and 10-2:30
p. m. TT.

A course description for Computers and Society, a newly require? course for all students
entermg unde r the 1984 Student
Catalog. was inadvertantly left out
of the catalog.
'"All incoming freshman must
take some type of computer
course as a requirement," said
Mrs. Pearl Brazier, assistant profossor for the department of math

Library Holiday hours set
The library will be open Sat.
Nov. 24 between 9 a .m. and 6
p.m . It will also be open Sunday,
Nov. 25 between 2 p.m. and IO
p.m .

The PAU Library has rescheduled its hours for the
Thanksgiving holidays.
It will be closed Thursday, Nov.
22, a~d Friday Nov. 23.

Blood drive today
Baseball caps will be given to
all who donate blood today at the
Ballroom from 9 a.m. to 4 p.m.
Pe rsons who donate blood
should eat a meal before hand according to Dora Castillo, students
health services coordinator.
Donors must be at least 17 years
old and weight at least 110 pounds.
PAU-B will also sponsor a
Blood Drive in conjuction with
the M cAlle n United Blood Services on Tuesday and Wednesday
from 9 a.m. to 4 p.m. at the TSC
Student Center.
Plastic Mugs will be given to
the fin,t 100 donors.
According to Castillo. there is
a big demand for blood donors
since there 1s a shortage in blood
supply.

The shortage in the blood supply is due in part to the recent rulings by the State Legislature in the
Education system
"Forty-five percent of the total
blood supply for the year comes
from hig h sc hool students
throughout the valley," said
Esmeralda Alamia, director of
donor resources. "This year, asig nificant decrease has been
noted in blood collections.
The policies, aimed at reducing
extra-curricular activities do not
prohibit blood drives directly, but
do limit the number of hours available for this purpose.
Presently, lobbying is be ing
done in Texas to exempt Blood
Drive from these eduational
policies.

See Reagan p. 2

a marginal 3 per-:ent of the vote.
There was no real movement on
the ir part towards the Republican party:·
People seemed to have voted
around the issues that directly at~
fected them. Some of them include jobs. social programs for
the elderly and children. the
quality of ed ucation. and health
care, according to Hernandez.
The exit poll gauged not only
Hispanic voting pattern,_<.;, but also
di ffe rences in income group
voti ng, the importance and need
for bilingual ballots. how views
(on issues ) corre lated wi th
choices for presidential and
See .Poll P. o

American . Theater
Festival begins today

and effort of the event according
to Assistant Dean of Student Elvie
Davis.

The Sixth Annual Leadership
Conference co-sponsored by
PAUSA and UCPC scheduled for
Saturday was cancelled Monday
due to a lack of interest from campus organizations and high

much things going bad fo r the
democrats as things went well for,
Texas:· Gramm said ... Ob\'iou~ly l'rn happy tonight that tn y
decided to send me to the !-len<1te.
All four valley counties cast
the ir popular vote in favor nf
Lloyd Doggett .

Valley Hispanics
vote Democrat
About 80 percent of Texas
Hispanics voted for Walter Mondale and 82 percent voted for
Lloyd Doggett, according to the
general results from an exit poll
conducted Tuesday by the Southwest Voters Registration Project.
The deputy director of the project, Andrew Hernandez, stated
the poll results indicated traditional Hispanic voting patterns
had taken place.
"There was little difference
from the 1980 election results
(among Hispanic voters) and
Tuesday's ," Hernandez said.
"Hispanics in the Valley seem to
have voted overwhelmingly Democratic, with Reagan picking up

News Briefs
Applications for Bronc Homecoming Queen canidates are now
available in the PAUSA office, UC
314. Application requirements include a photograph and a $5 fee.

.

John G. Tower was filled by
Senator Phil Gramm. who led by
a 60% to 40% margin popular
vote. The Senate race between
Phil Gramm and Lloyd Doggett
exceeded $11 million. the most expensive campaign in Texas history.
"I don't know that it was so

•~ unique gift that only you can give'!- M. Sanchez donates blood during the McAllen Blood Services Drive which continues today in the
Ballroom from 9 a.m. to 4 p.m.

Eight Texas colleges inducting
PAU are participating in the
American College Theater Festival this weekend. The festival
will be held in the Fine Arts
Auditorium, admission is $3 and
anybody with an ID gets in free.
Two plays are scheduled today.
At 1:30 p.m., La Compania de
Teatro Bilingue from Texas A&I
will perform "Schubert's Last
Serenade." The other play will be
"Lu Ann Hampton Laverty Oberlander" by Temple Junior College
at 8 p.m.
Friday two more plays are to be

presented. Corpus Christi State
University will perform ..The
Outsider.. at l:30 p.m. and Praric
View A&M "The Shadow Box··
at 8 p.m.
T he final three plays of the
fest ival will be performed on
Saturday. At JO a.m .. "The New
Adventures of Raggedy Ann and
Andy" a children's show will be
performed by Howard College. At
2 p.m., a play titled '·True West"
will be performed by Southwest
Texas State. Finally, Lamar
University will perform "Captain

See Theater festival p. 6

Priority registration begins Monday
Priority registration for the
spring semester will begin Monday and will end Dec. 4, in order
to allow for the processing of
materials.
Each department will schedule
a period of advisement for their
majors. Many departments have
already sent out cards informing
their students of their advisement
sessions.
Although registration is
scheduled to begin Monday.
some schools and departments
have set specific dates for their
students to register.
Priority registration for the
School of Business Administration will begin ~n Nov. 26 thru
Dec. 4.
Registration will be in BA 226
from 8 a .m. to 4 p.m . and from
6 to 7 p.m . thru Dec. 3. On Dec.
4, registration will be from 8 a .m .

to 12 p.m. only. No appointment
visers, students will receive
is necessary. Students are remindcourse section request forms that
ed that registration for the School
will contain seven assignment
of Business will not start at the
blanks. This will allow students
same time as the rest of the camto make first and second choices
pus, and they will receive no furof the particular courses and secther notification from their detions desired. Students should fill
partments.
this form out in order of importance.
Priority registration for the
School of Education will be on
Schedules and fee statements
Nov. 19 from 8 a.m. to 5 p.m. and will be mailed during the Christon Nov. 20 from 8 a .m. to 9:30 mas holidays; therefore, students
are asked to make sure that their
p.m. in the lobby of the Educalocal address will be where they
tion Building. No appointment is
necessary.
receive their mail during vacation.
Students whose address differs
The history department will
have night registration on Nov. 26 during the vacation should fill out
and 27 from 7 p.m . to 9 p.m. in an address change form at the OfLA 319. No appointment is . fice of Admissions and Records
necessary.
before Dec. 7. This will insure
that students receive their stateFreshmen should schedule an
ments on time and meet the Jan.
advisement session with their
4 deadline for pay ment of fees.
counselor in order to register.
Intructions for payment of
Upon meeting with their ad-

registration fees will be included
in the fee statements, and students
should read and follow these instructions carefully in order to
avoid having their schedules
voided .
Students who do not participate
in priority registration may register during regular registration
which w ill be held on Thursday,
Jan. 10, and Friday, Jan. II.
Regular registration for evening
and graduate students will be on
Wednesday night, Jan. 9.
Brownsville campus students
will not participate in priority
registration . Regular registration
for Brownsville classes will be
held on Tuesday, Jan. 8.
Classes for the Spring semester
will begin on Monday, Jan. 14.
For further information, contact
the Office of Admissions and
Records at 381-2206 or 381-2201.

Prop 2 passes with flying colors
Proposition Two, which received support of the state's major
universities and both political parties, won by a large margin in
Tuesday's election.
The propostion, listed as
amendment two on the ballot ,
establishes a $100 million annual
appropriation for college
construction.
"We can now concentrate on
people's issues instead of contruction," said Dr. Miguel Nevarez,
University president.
The amendment sets up the new
dedicated appropriation of $100
million per year, staring in 1986.
The 26 eligible institutions could

use the money to acquire land,
construction or equip and rehabilitate buildings , and acquire
capital equipment and library
mate rials.
According to Nevarez, the next
step to take is to wait for the
legislature to set up an agency so
they can set-up an "equitable formula."
" We want to make sure that
PAU will be treated fairly," added Nevarez, " in the equitible formula.''
" We don't want to make it as
political as possible," he added.
Nevarez says they will probably
designate someone impartial in

the distribution which probably
won't be until the January legislative session.
Proposition Two is a long
awaited compromise, designed to
keep Texas A&M University and
University of Texas officials happy while also reaching to other
colleges.
State universities other than
Texas and A&M were left without
capital improvement cash after the
state dumped its property tax in
1982. T hey have been pushing for
more state money or a share of the
permanent university fund .

T he proposal would also now
make all 12 University of Texas
and Texas A&M component institutions eligible to share in the
hundreds of millions of dollars
currently not available to them,
before the restructure of the Permanent University Fund .
" I don't think the Austin campus will suffer," said Nevarez.
"They will be using those funds
(PUF) and sharing with other
systems." added Nevarez.
According to Nevarez, it could
be as close as Sept. I, 1985 when
Pan American University can see
the money come through.
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Editorial

Falwell needs lesson on
separation of Church,State
One of the worst by-products of the new conservative movement that is sweeping the nation is the
emergence of the Rev. Jerry Falwell to national prominence in this country. Although the moral majority leader seems to have gotten most of his power
by self-proclamation, his influence in Washington
is as indisputable as it is frightening.
In his "Master Plan to Save America" Falwell
attacks the militant homosexuals, feminists, ACLU,
NOW (National Organiation for Women), NARAL
(National Abortion Rights Action League), Planned P-arenthood, NEA (National Education Association) and others who he claims are trying to purge
God out of American society.
A striking example of Falwell tactics was recently
cited in the Washington Post.
"Militant homosexuals are plotting a dangerously
different future for America!," said Falwell in a recent fundrnising newsletter. Falwell's trip to the
Democratic convention in San Francisco "convinced" him that "Militant homosexuals plan to force
every major American coorporation to set official
policies giving them favored job status ... to pass laws
forcing churches and Christian schools to hire
homosexuals and lesbians even if they flaunt their
lifestyle."
Along with his report Falwell sent along photos
"in the sealed enveloped to protect children from
such sights. I must warn you, these photos may
shock you. Please destroy these photos after looking at them ." Under a headline "FOR ADULTS
ONLY" is the smaller headline "Explicit
Photographs enclosed: Please do not let these photos

fall into the hands of innocent, impressionalbe
children." One photo of transvestite Sister Boom
Boom had appeared previously on the front pages
of newspapers around the country. The other showed
two men kissing.
"For those who send $25 or more," Falwell wrote,
"I will send you a 'Photo Journal' of my San Francisco experience, featuring pictures taken by my
17-year-old son Jonathon, who went incognito into
the streets." His son obtained even more
"unbelievable" pictures than the two in the packet,
he added.
Apparently when Rev. Falwell is the distributor
of homosexual material it is God's work, but when
anyone else does the same it is the devil's doing.
Both are just trying to raise money. What's the
difference?
Falwell's activism began in the mid-seventies with
the Supreme Court decision that abortion was legal.
However, when it was to his advantage Falwell did
not make his views so well know. In the sixties he
supported segregation arguing that he was respecting God's law by advocating seperate-but-equal
facilities.
Falwell has pushed his way onto the political
scene, but there are those fighting to stop his narro\3/minded brand of politics. Among them are People
for the American Way whose director Rev. John
Buchanan describes his views as "Moral McCar- thyism."
With all his emphasis on the Bible andChristian
morality, Falwell seems to have missed an important part of our United States Constitution- that is
the seperation of church and state.- BN

WONl YOU HELP? -

·Letters to the Editor
'El Sol' coverage biased
To the Editor:
. I am writing to express my
dismay at the latest issue of Pan
,Amrican's "alternative" news:paper, "El Sol". Whatever hap'pcned to objective coverage of the
issues?
The Reagan administration is
.consistantly portrayed in very
.negative tones, and is never given
equal status. I'm sure somewhere
in the Political Science Depart.ment there is someone who could
add a pro-American point of view.
What I can't understand is why
this rag is allowed to be distributed on the university racks.
Shouldn't journalistic ethics be
considered when they allow the
distribution of material like this
on campus? You can only take the
First Amendment so far.
: It seems that most of the "El
Sol" staff are members of the
Social Work organization.
-~houldn't they find a few persons
wrth some journalistic experience, or are they all too smart
to associate themselves with this
paper. Maybe a class in Law and
pthics of Journalism for the "El
Sol" staff is in order.

.

Eddie Hernandez
McAllen, TX
P.S. I would have directed this
clirectly to the "El Sol" staff but
with their erratic schedule I was
afraid if it ever got printed I would
probably have already graduated.

Fan mail
To the Editor,
First of all let me say that Ithink
the newspaper has improved
tremendously since I have been
here. Your new size looks really
good and the changes you have
made are good also. In all the
years I have been here I have
noticed the many changes in the
newspaper.
For one thing it seems the
newspaper has begun to take a
bigger interest in national isues.
This was evident in last week's
Election '84 page. The page was
interesting and informational; I
was pleased to see that you gave
the election the attention you did.
At the same time, I am glad to
see that you have not ignored
campm, issues as well. I like the
news briefs column, in which you
manage to give prominence to
small announcements that are important to students. By this I mean
the constant reminders of the
deadlines many students need to
be aware of, such as student
teaching deadlines, etc ..
When I first read "The Pan
American" newspaper, the sports
section consisted of one page with
three stories. There has been an
extremely notable improvement in
this area. I notice you have no
sports writers, only a Sports
Editor. Does Ms. Benbow do all
the work herself? If so the n she
must be commended for a job
well done.

However, my favorite part of
all, has to be Ella de los Santos'
column . Ms. de los Santos writes
in a really funny entertaining
manner about matters which really are of interest to students.
Her column on the CAS building for example really touched a
sore spot with me. I have two
classes in the building and let me
tell you, it is really hard to concentrate with all the noise going
on. The walls are so thin that
many times I find myself listening to the other professors' lecture
instead of my own. I've since
learned how to conjugate seven
spanish verbs in my English
Literature class.
,,
It's really a shame that we have
to put up with this kind of inadequate facilities . I hope that in the
future, the administration will
allow a building to be completely finished before they set up
classes in it.
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Sylvia Gonzalez, Sr.
Ed's Note: Yes, Vivien Benbow
is the only person on the staff who
writes sports. We are especially
pleased with her work. However
Pan Am sports are growing and
Vivien is in definite need of some
help. If you or anyone else is interested , we welcome any volunteers who are interested in
writing sports stories.

-
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continued
Eight amendments to the Texas
Constitution were included in the
Texas ballot. Texas voters rejected
all but two amendments. Amend-

ment eight which would allow
$30 per day payment for legislators and amendment six would
allow public funds to be used to
pay mutual insurance companies

..:

:,...,,,,,,..,,,:--.,-...:.,

were both rejected by more than
65 % of Texas voters. Both of
these amendments would have
cost the taxpayer's extra money.

The Pan American

A freshman guide to
'priority registration
of the building safely without getting hurt too badly.
For procrastination majors, I
believe that Man, His Leisure
and Recreation sounds like a
good prerequisite for anything you
might feel like doing at any time-at least it could give you some
ideas.
People who are prone to kidney
infections or who are afraid to use
public toilets should sign up for
Urinalysis.
Women who have problems
figuring out how to dr~ss and
what colors to wear on thier face
to match their clothes could sign
up for Make-up and Costuming-at least you could figure out what
your colors are.
Then there is always The
History of Ideas for those who
wonder where teachers get test
questions from. Maybe you can
figure out those (somewhere out

F05TER R:>ISON ~OGRAM

I

There's A/ways Something

Just when you thought you had
things wired as far as classes were
-concerned a bunch of weirdos got
together and decided to put together a 16 page list of classes you
can sign up for next semester.
To begin, with I really think the
new class schedule ~as put together by a bunch of pre-med
students hoping to become optometrists. It's no wonder so many
people on campus wear glasses.
For all you freshman, you have
the opportunity to try to figure out
what to sign up for and how to do
it.
After grabbing a sneak peak at
the schedule I found some courses
some of you might be interested
in .
For those of you who think you
might be stuck with a class in the
CAS building. I suggest Survival
Training. This should help you
figure out how to get into and out

City------~-----Zif-

of left field) questions that are
always worth about 20 points.
Probation and Parole is a
class that seems perfect for those
planning to be sent to Huntsville
at some point in their life.
People who have big-time leach
friends could take Host-Parasite
Relationships so that they could
figure out what to do with the
suckers.
Students h eavy into Reggae
m usic and fans of Bob Marley
might want to look into Carribean Literature, I hear it's really a laid back class.
Oralfacial Pathologies sounds
like a good course for people who
have problems spazzing out or
who have a nervous twitch . . .
but then agian they might also
want to sign up for Sensation and
Perception.
People desperately wanting to
bring up their GPA's and are in
{

33rd Year

Pan American

Edinburg, Texas

Nora Lopez
Editor

need of Divine help could register
for Acts of the Apostles---these
guys seem to have done O.K.
For those of you who want to
change somethngs about yourself
there is always Behavior
Modification or Ritual Belief
and Healing.
Students who own portfolios
might want to audit Portfolio
Managment and maybe get an
idea of how to carry these things
and walk at the same time.
These of course are just a few
of the classes offered here at one
time or another.
As a senior, I've had the opportunity to take alot of these classes
but never relly took advantage of
those mentioned.
Maybe I should have taken Problems in Guidance.

Brad Nibert
Managing Editor
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'Razor's Edge' sharp drama
man in search of the answer and
meaning of life and existence.
Many moviegoers will probably
not enjoy this film if they are after
entertainment and do not want to
deal with any emotional involvement.
In fact, that may be one of the
main reasons that this film has experienced limited popularity in its
first few weeks.

By Ella de los Santos
Production Manager
The thin line between life and
death, reality and fantasy, and survival and existence is as sharp as
"The Razor's Edge".
In, this, the latest Bill Murray
film, the sharp witted expert with
one-liners displays the ability to
switch from comedian-class
clown to troubled questioning
young man.
Because this film is based on
the novel of the same name by
Somerset Maughan, the characterization of Larry Darrow by
Murray was thought to be one that
would be hard to pull off.
Murray, well known and admired for his comical hits portrays
the char~ter well and is convinc'ing in the role.
Altho_ugh Murray still has many
great comical lines geared to
break the ice in several highly
powerful and emotional scenes he
does a good job of portraying a

PRE-CHRISTMAS SALE..

around his childhood friends and
the experiences they must all face ••
in the troubled era and how each
one reacts differently to war,
death, financial ruin and rela- ••
tionships.
The cinematography in this ••
piece spans a wide spectrum of
sights---from the lawn panies of
the affluent to the trenches of the ·•
warzonetothelonesnowcapped
mountains of India. At times the
visuality of the piece seems harsh
and much too real, it's transition
being as subtle as thought changes
in the average daydream.

M 0V/e
. Rev,ew
•
The average moviegoer wants
entertainment and is not always
able to let himself get involved in
the theme and symbolism of this
work.
The film is set in the time of the
first World War and continues
through the post Depression era.
The setting is both in the United
States, Paris and India and follows
the travels of this young man trying to understand his reason for
existence. It also is centered

The best impression one is left
with after seeing this film is the
fact that no one is beyond or above
life's hardships and what the fates
have dealt us.
It was very moving, emotional
and easy to empathathize with;
that perhaps is the only tlaw---as most members of the average
audience will not find such a v«>rk
entertaining.

r. B. . . . . . . . .::·;::····•

to Letty Valadez. The music 1s
composed and arranged by Paul
Clark.

••

•

IN

McAllEN

(FORMERLY THE POPULAR)·

AdidAs T-sltiRTS IR's

••

••

AssoRTEd JAckETs

$19. 99

& Up

AdidAs LAdiEs WARM-Up SuiTs

by Rob McConnell, the Canadian
Boss Brass Director will feature
Frank Cervantes, trombone
soloist, and Ed Miranda, guitar ••
soloist.

"One Big Happy Family;'
composed and arranged by Les
Hooper is an easy "Grove" featuring bari saxophone soloist
Earnest Rodriguez. "US", composed by Thad Jones is a classic
jazzrock selection. "Darn That
Dream;' arranged and recorded

CORNER of BusiNEss 8 J

••

Jazz·. Ensemble Tuesday
The University Jazz Ensemble
will perform Tuesday at 8 p.m. in
the Fine Arts Auditorium.
lhe guest arust w111 oe Letty
Valadez, vocalist and anchorperson for KRGV Channel 5 T.V. Admission is $3 for students and
senior citizens and $5 for adults.
Letty yaladez currently broadcasts news and weather during the
mornings for KRGV Channel 5. ,
Letty is a graduate of PAU with
a major in Communications. Prior to becoming a communications
major she was a music major and
had sung with the Jazz Ensemble.
She is currently enrolled pan-time
at PAU to obtain her teachers
certification.
Letty will sing the John Lennon
and Paul McCartney song
. "Micbell£," arranged. by Gene
i:.,Puerling-trnd rescored by Jazz
Ensemble director Wally Tucker.
Additionally, she·wru be mistress
of ceremonies and sing the song
from theLinda Ronstadt album,
"I Don't Stand a Ghost of a
Chance With You;' arranged by
Nelson Riddle and rescored by
WallY, Tucker.
The rest of the Jazz Ensemble
program will be selected from
nine other compositions.
Manteca,'' a LatinR.ock tempo
with Ramiro Garza, alto saxophone, soloist, music by Dizzy
Gillespie, Walter Gil Fuller, and
Luciano Pozo Gonzales, arranged by John Berry, "Shuffle, Cut
and Deal;' featuring J.O. Mata,
alto sexophone soloist and brother

1,

"Rosewood", a bright jazz tempo piece by Woody Shaw, arranged by Bob Lowden completes the ••
list of selections. It will feature
Dan Timmer, tenor sax s_oloist. ••

REGULAR $40.00 AssoRTEd SWEATERS
$9.99

LAdiEs O.P. SWEAT SltiRT IR's
NikE WARM-Up SuiTs

LAYAWAY YOUR GIFTS
NOW AT PORTER'S
JEWELRY FOR A MERRY CHRISTMAS.

PORTER'S JEWELRY
110 NORTH TWELFTH
EDINBURG, TEXAS 78539

GIFT WRAPPING
ENGRAVING
JEWELRY
WATCH REPAIR

WiNd BREAkERS

0. P. SltoRT SLEEVES T's IR's

.. f

~

t

t ,s.:,-~t

,,

Academy of total fashion
687-7628
2201 NORTH 10TH (Petite Mall)
McAllen
Haircut:were $9.00 Now $4.00
Perms:were $35.00 Now $12.00

~l!Ei£-l1!litiii~
_

787-1322

_

~
~

•

)f

, ' ..1 I

LiGltTENiNG BolT SltoRT SlEEVEd T's

LiGltTENiNG BolT LONG SLEEVEd T's &
HoodEd LONG SlEEVEd T's

IATINEES
EVERY DAY

CoNVERSE LEATltER Hi-Tops

Alex deRenzy·s

REGULAR

Hui PINK

s~4.

99

Alex deRenzy's Best! Starrin(J a we/I-known
cover air/. (Sorry we can't use her name).
Featurin(J three new centerfold (Jiffs.

Life is a celebration.

Proclaim it with Balloons
at eoerg occasiotL
Eajoy a little extra Balloon
excitement with our
Characters for Adults!

Mascara

**

Jacque Hull, Owner
4801 North 10th
McAllen, Texas 78601
512 - 686-5252

FRIDAY
SATURDAY
ONLY

LATE SHOW

$29

Rated
X
Starts
at
10:30

**

Babylon Gold

-

0. P. SWEATERS & JAckETS WltolesAlE pRicEd
1/2 OFF REGULAR RETAil!

Sweet Cheeks

~

IEXAS

VIDEOa ..~~

(SALES & RENTALS)

BEST sELEcT10N

ChildREN's T's

REqvlAR $ ~- 99

IN

~ VHS & BETA

AssoRTEd PANTS

DELICIOUS • NEW • REFRESHING
J)iscover A New W~ay to Eat Fruit

-ITALIAN ICES-

• Only 118 calories per 4 oz. serving
• Available in 11 delicious fruit flavors
• FREE SAMPLES - Come & try 'em all

NikE Socks

• Lemouaclc· 98 c· alories
• Waternu-lon 68 calories

WidE AssoRTMENT of NikE ShoEs SAMplE SizEs

-WE ALSO HAVE• Sandwiches • Homemade Italian Dishes • Lunch 11 · 2:30 & Dinner
• Salad Bar
• Homemade Lasa~na Daily • Orders to go 687-4558

BUY I ICE
GET 4 oz. ror 50'
Limit I per customer
(with ad)
EXPIRES 11·15·84

$

Old Fashioned
Italian Ice

Open Daily 11- 10
Sundays 12 • 10
"Fresh Fruit Ices

Of Italy"
4123 N. 10th

$pEciAl PRicEs
LEoTARds
WoMAN's AERobic DANCE ShoEs

~.
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Record now 2-1

Lady Broncs win series, beat adm.
with 15. The "mean-green" cagers
top scorers were John Bokina had
10 points, Rick Maville chipped
in 6 points and Bryce Young 5
points.

By Vivien Benbow
Spom Editor

ministration coach, Dr. Roy
Flores. "They shot well, and I
notice the women have height and
strength in both first and second
strings."

While many student-; and faculty stayed home election night to
watch Ronald Reagan be elected
"I thought it was a very good
as our 49th president, the Lady
Broncs had a little celebration of game," commented Coach John
their own, as they defeated the McDowell. "The intensity was
"mean-green" administration eratic and we need to work on our
cagers 61-48 for the second shooting and boxing out on plays.
straight year in an "election- The women are communicating
very well, that is no problem."
night" shoot out.
The high scorers, for the Lady
"The women played very agBroncs were Becky Dube pumpgressively," commentte~ ~ding in 18 points and Sofif~ rlP A lv::-i

The first-half started off slow
with the Lady Broncs controlling
the ball and jumping out to a 24-15
lead with 6:34 left to go. But
when the buzzer sounded for the
second half, the administration
narrowed the lead down to 10
points after two penalty shots.
In the second-half the game
picked up with fast breaks and

grappling for the ball. with
players ending up several times on
the floor Rick Maville shot in two
pins with 5 :40 left to narrow it to
57-40. Zeke Granado chipped in
a shot with 15 seconds left for the
final score of 61-48.
Maribel Silva from Pharr commented after the victory, "it was
great to have my shots go in. I am
playing guard, point guard and I
am really happv we won."
"I really believe the women will
go to the play-offs again this year,"
Flroes said. "And we'll win by
five next year, cause we'll practice more!"

Great Pool Great Drinks Great Music and NOT-IUD Sandwichc,
Wednesdays "Ladies Night"
All Drinks

.50¢

The Only Supcrwcll in town!
Best billard tables in the Valley!
1415 Austin St.
Downtown, McAllen

Mon. - Sat.
11 a.m. - 2 a.m.

686-9408

ONE HOUR OF FREE POOL!! W/this AD and PAU 1.D.
EXPIRES NOVEMBER 18. 1984

May I have this dance?--Maybe not, but Jorge Guerra of administration cagers and freshman Lady Bronc, Shannon Sharp got pretty close
guarding the zone this past Tuesdav ni2ht. The Lady Broncs won 61-48
in their annual contest. (Photo by Delcia ltzel)
If she's a member of Army

offers the same opportunities for

r;:;:;;;:~;:;:;;i1 young women as it does men.
In ROTC, she'll have
the chance to develop
leadership skills and earn
money at the same time.
After graduation. she'll
become an officer in the

Army, where she'll get the
kind of experience employers value.
If your girlfriend wears
Army boots, she has a head
start on an exciting career
after college.
For more information,
contact your Professor of
Military Science.

By Hernan Figueroa
A senior Lady Bronc out of
New Orleans is planning to run
a marathon for her grand finale
as a PAU runner.
Lori Guerrero, a transfer from
Texas Women's University joined
the PAU track team her soph-

ARMYROTC.

BEALLlOU CAN BE.
MAJOR MIKE SHIELDS
381-3600
Bldg. A

PERSONNEL AGENCY

Jennie - Alida - Vivian
4311 North 10th
Professional Plaza, Suite C

McAllen, Texas 78501
687-7766 • 686-2123
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'84 Yearbooks are here. ·1r
you paid $20 last year,
come pick them up in
Emilia Hall 100. Limited
number available to
those who haven't
already purchased one.
•

•

Valente Rodriguez and Kerry
Morse . Also. the-entry forms are
due Nov. 21 for the Bowling
league which will start Nov. 26.
The Lady Broncs travel to
Houston-Tilotson tomorrow and
then to St. Edward's University on
Saturday. The women will open
at home against Texas Lutheran
College on Nov. 17. The Lady
Broncs won their ..election night ..
shoot out this past Tuesday night.
by defeating the administration
61-48.

Sports Editor

The Bronc soccer team clos2d out their season Saturday
defeating Texas Lutheran College.
5-2. The Broncs stand overall at
9-4 and Jose Salinas a sophomore
from McAllen was the top scorer, with 17 goals.
The Bronc Netters ~ill play in
a member-guest tourney at the
Cimarron Country Club this Sunday. Next Wednesday the Broncs
~ill play at Texas A&I University.

The Bronc basketball team The Bronc baseball team will
play a scrimmage tomorrow with

has been working out everyday inpreparation for their season home
opener N ov. 24 against Texas
Luthe a c 11
lnt:a~ ~I ege. C h J h
u news--- oac O n
McDowell has announced that
volleyball forms are due today at
. ffi
Al
.
th e a thl e t1c
o ice. so 3- 3 mens
and women's basketball forms are
d ue nex t F n·ct ~y, N ov. 16·
.
The_ badmmton tourney is
a Iso rn progress and Coach
McDowell asks for students to
. .
. d.
•
s how up d urmg act1v1ty per10 m
.
ti
the G ym, topIease remain or the
nets to be cleared.
The winners from the pieeating contest which was held last
Tuesday are in the co-ed division
Wendy Caceres and Andy
Domcre, other winners were

Texas Southmost at 2 p. m. and on
Saturday at 12 p.m.
Fl ti tb 11
d
ag- oo a games 1o ay at
' 4 p.m. Men's on Field I. CAMP
vs. No Names and Women's on
F"te Id 2 . Stars vs. BSU. The c ham.
.
.
p10nsh1p games will be held next
Th d
.~Trsh ay._
.
. h. ·h
e pte-eatmg contest w 1c
was held Tuesday in the snack bar
went great:· said McDowell. ··1
was challenged by two couples
· · ·
and lost. As far as parlic1pat1on
••
B h
goes, 11 s been great. ut t e on•
ly losers are those who don t par. .
..
t1c10ate.
Remember if you or your team
has an important event coming up.
and need publicity. drop it by
Emilia Hall Room 100. the Monda before ublication.

This Sunday, the Bronc Netters
will play at the Cimarron Country Club, at Mission. The tournament is one in a series of fundraisers Coach Bryce Young is initiating to permit the tennis team
to present PAU at spring intercollegiate tennis tournaments.
The Broncs are coming off one
of their best tournaments ever, the
10th Anniversary Torreon Country Club Invitational Tennis tour-

Guerrero trains for marathon

Rare, that's a real compliment.
Because she knows that Rare

;:;;;;;;;;;;;i_~l=
...::=~~
~~~~
-

By Vivien Benbow

"When TW U cut their track
program, and my parents decided to move south, I contacted
Coach Martinez," Guerrero said.
"He offered me a scholarship and
I joined Pan Am's track and cross
country team."
Guerrero usually runs long
distance races and holds the
school records for the 3000 meter,
5000 meter and 10,000 meter.
"The longer the race, the better I feel," she said. "I always
hope to run a good race and a
good time."
To prepare herself for the
Dallas White Rock Marathon, she
is running an average of 90 to 100
miles a week.

11
•

Guerrero will graduate m
December and plans to continue
her education at the University of
Houston, where she hopes to get
a masters degree in physchology.

Lori Guerrero

~1 ••••••. •r•ll"• •••11"••••·

• AboRTioN
• PREGNANCY TEsTiNG
• BiRTk CoNTRol SERViCEs
• PRohlEM PREGNANCY CouNsdiNG

AU
SERViCEs
STRicTfy

C01'1fidE1niAl

FORMERLY TREASURE HILLS WOMENS CENTER

•

2220 HAINE

428-6242

SUITE 35

nament. The netters earned three :
championships, one second. one ·
'
third and one fourth place.
The singies cfwmpionsh1p went '
to Mexico's number one ranking '
singles player Alfonso Gonzalez, ;
a former Pan American tennis ·
player.
"I am pleased with both the ,
sportmanship and the quality of .
perfomance from our doubles :
team," said Coach Young. "The,:
Torreon Country Club issued an :
invitation to Pan America, :
University to provide a tenni~ .
clinic for their tennis students and::
to return for their l~ 5 tennis.:
tourney."
A doubles team of Juniors Bob
Bell and Kevin Smith won a hard
fought doubles crown over
freshman teamates Tony Fink and
Fransisco Hamdan, 7-6, 5-7, 8-6.
Roi Ian Fuller and Augustin Salazar earned third place in doubles.,
Salazar also reached the semi's of
the singles and finished fourth. ,
Coach Young won the !tingles.
and doubles championship in the
men's regular division. He de-,
feated Hector Flores from Tor-·
reon, 6-2, 4-6, 6-1 in the singles
and teamed up with Flores to take
the doubles crown.

Classified
Room For Rent 1/2 Block from PAU .
Come Join Our Family! Call 381-6455
(Norma/Dolores)
Students from Mexico. Rooms for rent.
705 West Samano. 383-2227.

overnment Jobs. $ 16,55 9
50,553/year. Now hiring. Your area . Fo
informa1ion Call 805-687-6000 Ext.
R-5008.

• LOCATIONS IN AUSTIN, CORPUS. EL PASO, SAN ANTONIO & WICHITA FALLS

•
Is it true you can buy jeeps for $44
through the U.S. government? Get the
facts today! Call 1-312-742-1142 Ext.

•

8300-A

Professional typin~ (reports. re~umes.
e1c. ) $ 1.50 per page . Call Maria Tues.Sat. , 8 a .m. - 4 :30 p. m . at 2596 (on
campu~) .

•

Save 25% to 65%
ONE DAY ONLY
NOV. 10 SATURDAY

••a••
University - Plaza
407 E. University Dr.
Edinburg, TX
(512) 383-1621

...'

Netters play at
Cimarron Sunday ,:

NOW OPENING SUNDAYS 3-10 P.M.
Watch the Dallas Cowboys on GIANT Screen T.V.

(ONE COUPON PER PERSON)

Sports Lines ·

◄►

SAVE ON
DIAMONDJEWELRY!
25% -50% OFF•all diamond bridal sets!
25%-50% OFF•a11 diamond pendants
and earrings!

25%-60%

All Seiko, Citizen, Pulsar wutchesl

25% OFF manufacturer's suggested retail.
25%-50% OFF original prices
of other famous names In w..uches~
Jntennedlate markdOIVIIS may haYe been taken.

OFralldiamondfashJonrings!

SAVE ON
GOLDJEWELRY!

AND MORE!
25%-45% OFF•speclalgroupsof
genuine gemstc,ne Jewelry!
25%-33½% OFF•speclalgroupsof

6'0% OFF*

tri-color 14 karat gold
chains and chain bracelets!

cullured pearl rings, pendants, and earrin~!

40% -65% OFra1114 k2nt gold

glftware!

earrinp!

30% -50% OFF•special groups of men's
and women's 14 k2nt gold f,elry!

40% •7 5% OFF*special groups of
40%-80% OFF*all jewelry boxes!
"Off regular prices.

$100
off
Any large or medium

PIZZA
With this COUJ>On
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Journalism Course offered
A course that has not been
taught in quite some time will be
offered next semester. The course.
Comm. 4323 Journalism for
Secondary Teachers. will be
taught on Monday evenings at 7: 10
p.m. by Vernon Davis.
The course will involve the actual putting together of a news-

WHAT, WHERE
AND WHEN
THU _ _ _ _ _ __
University of Texas Recruitment. Placement, Testing &
Cooperative Education will coordinate recruiters from U.T.
Office of Graduate Student in the University Center lobby between 9:30 - 4:30 p.m.

·-------~----------------------~--1
Caprice Hairstylist
MEN -

Bible Study. The United Methodist Campus Ministry's
spiritual growth and fellowship sessions during activity
period at the University Center 305.
Booktable. The Inter-Varsity Christian Fellowship will inform students about the Christian religion from 11:30 a.m
- 1:30 p.m. in front of the snack bar.
Latin American Student Association. LASA, a new
organization in campus will have their organizational
meeting during activity period in the Liberal Arts 117.
Bible Session. The Pan American Christian Fellowship
will meet in the Science Bldg. 118 during activity period.
Blood Drive. The McAllen Blood Drive Services will be
accepting blood donation at the Ballroom during office
hours.
Theatre Festival. The Pan American and University
Theatre will serve as hosts at the theatre festival. The program begins between 2 p.m.-8 p.m. at the Fine Arts
Auditorium. The festival will continue through Saturday.

TUE _ _ _ _ _ __
Dr. Manuel Justiz. The director of the National Institution of Education will speak at 7 p.m. at the Media Theatre.

FRI
PAU shQlokan Karate Club. Exercising in martial arts will
be held at the old gym between 1:45 - 3:30 p.m.

Twain tour scheduled
Mark Twain is alive and well
and coming to Edinburg!
Wednesday Oec. 5, at 7:30
p.m., television personality Ken
Richters, who appeared as Mark
Twain on the Public Broadcasting
System, will bring his one-man
show "Mark Twain On Tour" to
PAU for one performance.
Richters has been touring with
this production for the past six
years following nearly three years
of research in Mark Twain's
public and private life.
The actor, who is in his late
twenties, spends "nearly three
hours" in make-up in order to
transform himself into the elderly Twain.
Most widely known for The
Adventures of Tom Sawywer and
Adventures of Huckleberry Finn,
was born Samuel Langhorne Clemens at Hannibal , Missouri in
1835; the celebrated humorist
spent his 75-year life in a variety
of jobs, including steamboat pilot,
reporter, editor, publisher and
traveling lectureer.
The production , which began
it's yearly tour in September with
a series of performances in New
York and Boston, has been presented nearly 700 times in the past
six seasons.

Limited tickets are available for
this performance by calling Pan
American University Alumni
Association at 381-2500 or by
visiting the Alumni office in suite
Ill, University Center.

.'10:\!. · SAT.

The Valley-based Christian
rock group, Life, will perform
Saturday Nov. 17 at 7:30 p.m. in
the Fine Arts Auditorium.
"Our beliefs are strong," said
Sonny Salinas, lead vocalist,
"We're trying to bring our
message of love to the young people who will listen."
Salinas, a programmer for the
Computer Center, is attending
PAU as a part-time student. He
formed the group two years ago.
Although the group is still
young, it is making headway into
the competitive music business.
"We've gone to Houston to
record a cassette," he said, "We
also performed in an outdoor concert while we were there."
Next year the group will perform in Victoria. The concert will
feature big Christian band names
like the Resurrection and AD
which was formed by Keri Livtin, the lead singer of the popular
rock band Kansas.
"It's a big opportunity for us. ·
The concert is getting statewide
publicity and is being advertised
in Rolling Stone magazine," he
said, "We're expecting 20,000
people at the concert."
The group was formed in the
Valley and consists of members
from Weslaco, Pharr, McAllen,
and Edinburg. Members include
Salinas; Michele Whaley, keyboard and vocals; Manuel Flores,
guitar; Tom Masha, guitar; Jesse
Adkins, drums; and Mark
Russell , base and vocals.
"We all feel we have been called to do it, not by church or by
man but by God," said Salinas.
"To us it's more than just going
to church on Sunday, it's the life
that we live."

MISSION 585-4575
EDINBURG 383-508:7

0
8

PUT.uSTO-iHi-TiSi! 1'

The group wishes to attract the
younger audiences through its
style of hard Christian rock.
Salinas explained the group
wishes to share their message
with the younger people through
their lyrics.
"First of all, we love rock
music but we don't like what is
happening with the lyrics in
secular rock. Secondly, we feel
God has called us to share the
message of his love for us all.
Basically we just put the two
together (to form the lyrics.)"
The concert is sponsored by the
Inter-Varsity Christian Fellowship
and Life Productions. Admission
is free with a volunteer donation
accepted at the door to defray
costs of equipment.

_J •

• Permanent Centers open days.
evenings, weekends.
• Complete TEST·N-TAPE·•
lacilities.
• Skilled ins1rvetors and
dedicated, lull-time stall.
• Homestudy materials constantly
updated by Resean:h Experts.
• Low Hourly Cost.
• Transfer privll eges to over
120 locations.
CALL DAYS, EVENINGS
&WEEKENDS:
3302 BOCA

CHico
11617 N. CENTRAL EXP.

SUITE 203
BROWNSVILLE. TX 78521

DALLAS. TX 78543

EDUCATIONAL

CENTER

(512) 541-2454

(214) 750•0317

T£ST PflEPAAA1lON SP£CIAUSTS SN:E 1938
In New 'lor1c Slale Slanley H Kaplan Educal1onal Cenl,< l10

TRIPS TO MEXICO • TWO WAY RADIO
AIR-CONDITION

EDINBURG TAXI
511 E. CANO

383-6666 or 383-6532

INews Bulletin I
Greeks are entering

the
Taco Mal'J{et
and win~iP}· ..~n>-l

~Yk◊$·
GREEK.TACOS

11. a.Jn_.-,:11 p.l]l.

$1

OFF -

----, $1

BOTANA PLATTER

I

Call
630GYRO

10th at
Hackberry
McAllen

I$ 1 @
~ :
;
~~d :

Tostadas with beef and cheese,
guacamole and Fajitas.

OPENING SOON!

PHARR 787-9431

. Photographer position avail~

~

~

~

able at Student Publications.
Go by Emilia Hall Room 100

~

or call 381-2541. Flexible

AEROBICS

I.

I.

hours. Earn money while participating in campus events.

Miniature Golf

3

10TH. Mc ALLEN -E DINBURG
(5 MINUTES NORTH OF NOLANA ON 10TH)
5 }"4 MILES N .

(]

I

-----------

McALLEN 686-6671
WESLACO 968-5039

383-8581
for hours

Phone :

STUDENTS 1 PRESENT YOUR PAN AM
I.D. WITH THIS COUPON AND RECEIVE
ONE FREE GAME OF GOLF WITH PUR·
CHASE OF ONE ADULT GAME AT THE
REGULAR PRICE 11
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For contraceptive care, pregnancy and VD
testing, counseling, and educational programs.

I

Tin V~ Tee

0
8

011

20 % Discount
all regular sen-ices
\t'ith this AD.111

PLANNED PARENTHOOD:
It Makes Sense.

=sQs=s -~-~~~-~~-- <~- SQS0s0

~e

8 AM to 6:00 PM
383-7122
1114 Closner
Edinburg, TX
78539

Christian musicians
perform Nov. 17

■

I

\\'01\\ EN

The Latest In PERMS AND CUTS

Bake Sale. The International Student Association will be
selling their bake goods again at the L.R.C. between 8:30
a.m. and 3 p.m.
Student Barca. A guest speaker will inform the public
about the Sanctuary Movement in the Liberal Arts 101 during activity period.

1

paper and a yearbook. It will also
deal with the administrative
aspect of school newspaper and
yearbook.
Any student interested in this
course or who desires more information about the course is asked
to contact Davis at Southwick
Hall 216 or call 381-3581.

"With the look and feel that'll make you move!"
2116 Nolana
Nolana West Shopping Center
McAllen, Texas
Kelly Drescher, Mgr.

-----------------Instructors Needed!!
Auditioning will be held Sat. Nov. 10 at 9 A.M.
Ms. Diane Keany, M.A. Dance, M.A. Theatre,
Aerobic Consultant/Coo.rdinator for Studio Five-O
will be here from the exclusive Texas Club in Houston
for the audition.
FOR INFORMATION CALL 686-7096 OR 631-8217
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. .

conference focuses on Central America
Surprise registered among
some of the 17 students after
listening to several perspectives
on Central America during a confer,ence sponsored by the Honors
Program at the Bahia Mar on
Padre Island last weekend.
"The information I picked up
was a complete surprise," Janie
Villegas, a sophomore from
Hidalgo said. "When I first got
there, I didn't understand anything
about Central America. (But) now
I feel that I do."
Another student, McAllen
sophomore Edna Martinez, was
also surprised, but it was because
of the student's reactions rather
than the material.
"I was surprised by people's
reactions ... they were against U.S.
interventionist policies in Central
America," she said. "That surprised me because of the conservative trend in the country (U.S.),
especially among young people."
The material, generally new to
everyone in the group, was presented by four PAU professors and
a Valley Lutheran pastor.
A historical perspective was
given by Dr. Hubert Miller of the
History Department. Miller
covered several eras of Central
American development, beginning with it's independence from
Spain to the present.
The area emerged from its independence as a united country,
as opposed to the five seperate
countries of today. According to
Miller, there is an ideal (though
unrealistic) desire to return to that
state.

Poll cont'd. from p. 1
senatorial candidates, and differences among choices between
old and young people, according
to Hernandez.
As for the validity of this poll,
Hernandez compared it to the
Gallop polls.
"We had 1,751 respondants in
the Valley alone," he said "(In
comparison,) Gallop will interview about 15,000 people nationwide, without breaking down nationalities."
The poll, conducted in cooperation with the University of Texas
at Austin, targeted Hispanics in
Los Angeles, Miami, New York
City, as well as all of Texas, according to Hernandez.
" It was a great experience, I ·
liked worki11 ~ close!) with th~
people," Leo said. "However, l
,,.. reallv, , 1ppoin1 ·d that 1onu<.1,.., lvst L~...:aw,e some ()J the
voters stood in line for hours,
thinking a vote for him would
mean jobs that they need desperately.'j

THE
OUTDOOR
STORE
BRiNG Tltis Ad foR A 10%
discouNT off REGULAR
pRiCES ON ANY iTEM iN
sTock.

2224 N. 10Tlt STREET
McALLEN, TX

686-2204

WHITE FLOUR

PATOS

November Special
Enchilada Delight
4 Enchiladas-topped with
our own chili, lettuce,
tomato, cheese and a
16 oz. Coke

$2.50
All year around Special
2 Patos of Same Kind. Spanish
Rice & Ranchero Beans

$1.98
For faster seruice
call an order

383·0725
A cross from Pan Am

Another topic presented was
The choice of topic (Central
fessor Dr. Samuel Freeman, who
religion and its role in the CenAmerica) was arrived at through
compared the present conflict in
tral American conflict.
an election in the Honors ProCentral America (specifically El
Reverend Armand Steege, a
Salvador) to that of Southeast Asia
gram.
Lutheran pastor from San Juan,
(specifically Viet Nam).
According to Villegas, the
spoke of his exprience in
According to Freeman, "there
group met early in the semester
Nicaragua and El Salvador.
is a pervasive consistency in the
and came up with several topic
Steege was there last summer
choices, before voting on Central ·
attitudes and policies of the U.S."
as a member of a task force on
with respect to these t~o areas.
America.
hunger and justice.
A professor of Military Science
spoke on the presence of U. s.
military in Central America. 1.
Major Michael Shields began ·
10% off with Ad-Call Ahead For Faster Service
his presentation with the precept
that the security of our allies conAllow 30 minutes on carry-outs
tributes directly to the security of
$1.45 on deliveries
the U.S. Shields followed up with
strategic importance, national
Delivery to McAllen / Pharr
95e
strategy, and U.S. policy.
Open 7 Days a Week
Politics in Central America was
addressed by political science pro- ·
fessor Dr. Gary Mounce.
While he defined the meaning
100 East Miracle Mile
of politics at length, Mounce
Corner of 1st & Miracle Mile
focused on positve aspects. Ac·
78501
McAllen, Texas
cording to Mounce, the newly in682-6108
dependant country of Belize, for
example, has great commercial
and archeoligical potential.
I Delicious

Curry at 8 p.m.
In addition to the performances.
two noted critics will be the guests
at a workshop series and critique
session .
Jeremy Gerard. a theater critic
with the Dallas Morning News.

will be the guest m the workshop
series.
Robert Benedetti. one of the
most famous acting teachers in the
country. will be the guest at the
critique sessions being held in FB

135.

Mama Mia Pizzeria

The final presentation was
given by political science pro-

)

'

if,,

Chicago-Style
Sandwiches

Chicago Style
Homemade Pizza
at its Best

• THE NEW TRANSPARENT HAIR COLOUR

FROM SEBASTIAN
10% DiscouNT ON
ANY SERvicE whk P.A.U. 1.0.
1220 North 10th
631-4191
McAllen, Texas
....................................................... .............................................................................................................................
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Reagan expecte·d to sign student aid bill
Students who did not qualify
for 1984 federal financial aid programs may find some new sources
of help if President Ronald
Reagan signs the fiscal 1985
education funding bill.
Experts predict Reagan will
sign H.R .6028, which contains
the federal education budget for
the Oct. I , 1984 to Sept. 30, 1985
fiscal year, and was passed on
Oct. 11 by both houses of Congress.

Student financial aid funds request for 1985 and provides a
comprise nearly $8 billion of the great deal of aid."
total $17. 9 billion education
Nevertheless. some aid direcpackage, with $3.6 billion ear- tors around the country feel the
marked for Pell grants and $3 increase may be too little, too late
billion for Guaranteed Student to help current students, and that
Loans (GSL).
they're not big enough to help
students new to the aid programs.
" We think the increase will
Still, the aid budget is $1.7
loosen up financial aid substan- billion more than last year's, and
tially," Lou Dietrich, Department nearly $41 .5 billion more than the
of Education spokesperson re- president wanted in the 1985 budports. "The budget exceeds our get.

In his budget request, delivered
to congress last February, Reagan
wanted to fund the Pell program
at its 1984 level , eliminate Supplemental Educational Opportunity Grants (SEOG) and State Student Incentive Grants, drastically cut National Direct Student
Loans (NDSL) and increase
Work/Student and GSL allocations.
I addition, the Office of
Management and Budget earlier

this year proposed letting inflation

$37.5 million more than 198-1levels.
keeping .... Jgets the same through
Many fi nancial aid director
the next four years.
worry that the new increases will
cover little more than the now
Congress instead had increas- higher cost of living increases.
ed the total education budget by noting that the funding is not as
14 percent and sent it to the White substantial as it looks.
House for Reagan's signature.
The GSL increase wilt CO\c't
If the proposal passes. the defaults and differences between
SEOG program will get $40 mil- the nine percent student interest
lion more NDSL's 35 million rate and the actual GSL interest
more and College Work/Study rate.
eat away more aid programs by

ROTC prepares
for field exercises
As you're getting ready to hurl
yourself down the side of a
building, remember-Don't look
down
Just think of it as a totally new
experience but keep in mind,
you're already halfway down and
there's no turning back.
Although no one forced the
ROTC cadets to scale down the
side of a building, they did just
that last Thursday afternoon.
The cadets rappelled, or "scaled down; ; the Edinburg Fireman's
Tower as part of their preparation
for a camp they will be attending
this weekend .
Rappelling is done by making
a seat, out of a 12ft. rope, around
your body. A snap link is then
connected to the seat and a rappelling rope at a designated site.
Sixty-six cadets will be traveling to Camp Bullies, a small training post for Reserve, Army and
ROTC units across the state, near
San Antonio tomorrow morning
and will return Sunday afternoon.
This camp will "give cadets a
chance to put into practice what
is learned in the classroom," said
Officer Training Captain, Max
DeSosa.
The cadets will be divided into
several classes. The land navigation and survival training classes
will each have about 25 cadets
while the Ranger class will have
about 15.
Cadets in land navigation will
have to guide themselves through
heavy terrain by reading land
maps and using compasses. This

will be done during the day and
night. "Cadets will be given two
maps to follow and both courses
together should take about 4 hours
to complete," DeSosa said.
Hunting for their food and preparing their own shelters will
highlight the survival training
classes' weekend. "Each group
will be given its own scenario to
follow," DeSosa said. The groups
will stay in the wilderness Friday
afternoon till Saturday afternoon.
Ranger cadets will be conducting tactical manuevers and exerciese in the woods. They will also
undergo a 12-mile land navigation
course using maps and compasses
to locate coordinates.
All cadets will meet at some
cliffs, about iOOft. high, Saturday
for rappelling exercises.
MS4 cadets prepared the operations order of the weekend. This
practicum was done with the guidance of instructors, M j. Shields
and Capt. DeSosa .
This camp "produces good will
and gives the cadets a chance to
get to know each other better,"
DeSosa said.
This camp is also a preparation
for a mandatory six week camp
at Fort Riley, Kansas. Cadets attend this camp, which is neccesary to be commissioned, the
summer before their senior year.
At this camp, cadets are placed in
situations a lieutenant would realistically have to go through. The
purpose is to train and evaluate a
cadet's leadership potential.

News Briefs
Unemployment seminar today
The employment, problems,
and opportunities of Hispanics as
related to the U.S. , Mexico and
Latin American will be addressed tomorrow at the next presentation of the Latin American
Studies Center in LA 101 during
Activity Period .
Pedro Ruiz Garza, the executive director of national SER, will
speak. Garza, a Valley native, has
been instrumental in working with
employment and education policies at the inte rnational, national
and state levels affecting the
Hispanic population.
He has served as an advisor on
employment and training issues

Library Holiday hours set
The PAU Library has rescheduled its hours for the
Thanksgiving holidays.
It will be closed Thursday, Nov.
22, and Friday Nov. 23.

noon. Hard work and training will pay off as the cadets gets read)' for
weekend at Camp Bullis. (Photo by Delcia Itzel)

Registration continues till Dec. 4
Priority registration, now in full
swing in most departments, continues through Dec. 4.
Departments that have scheduled specific dates for students to
register are:

Education Building. No appointment is necessary.
History. Priority registration
for history majors will be on Nov.
26 and Tl from 7 to 9 p.m. in LA
319. No appointment is necessary.
All other majors should contact
Business Administration.
their
department to set an appointPriority registration for all busiment
with their adviser to prioriness majors will begin on Nov. 26
ty
register
for the spring semester.
thru Dec. 4.
Freshmen should schedule an
Registration will be in BA 226 advisement session with their
from 8 a.m. to 4 p.m. and from counselor in order to register.
6 to 7 p.m. thru Dec. 3. On Dec.
Upon meeting with their ad4, registration will be from 8 a.m. viser students will receive course
to 12 p.m. only.
section request forms that will
Education. Priority registra- contain seven assignment blanks.
tion for education majors will be . This will allow students to make
on Nov. 19 from 8 a.m. to 5 p.m . first and second choices of the
and on Nov. 20 from 8 a.m . to particular courses and sections
9:30 p.m. in the Lobby of the desired. Students should fill this

with the Ford, Carter, and Reagan
Administrations. Garza has also
spoken nationally about employment, social issues and educations
of Hispanics.
Introducing and responding to
Garza's presentation will be Dr.
Jose Hinojosa, asssistant professor of political science. HinoPeople involved in the sancjosa has done and continues to do
tuary movement may find
extensive research on public
themselves the target of an antipolicy related to immigration,
terrorist bill, according to Stacy
manpower and employment. He
Merkt, a Christian layworker who
has headed a Job Corp Center in
spoke here Thursday in LA 101 .
San Marcos, and has directed
"Reagan is trying to pass a law
Community Action Agencies in
'terrorists'," Merkt said.
.
against
San Marcos, San Antonio and
"People
like me (those who help
Victoria.
Cenral American refugees) are
considered 'terrorists' ... (and)
he is setting aside money to set up
not be announced until a pre- camps for 25,000 'terrorists'."
homecoming game aprty on Dec.
According to Diane Elder, wife
7. The new queen will be crownof Casa Oscar Romero's director
ed during ,half-time on Dec. 8.
Jack Elder, a terrorist is anyone
Candidates may have their pictures taken at the Student Publica- who law enforcement officials
suspect of working against the·
tions Office Emilia Hall Room
government (and considered to
100, through Nov. 20. Pictures of
be) engaged in "anti-government"
the candidates will appear in the
activities". (Casa Oscar Romero
Nov. 29 issues of "The Pan
gives refugees a sanctuary for two
American" and can be used to
weeks and has been open for
meet application requirements.
almost two years. According to
Merkt, the Casa has recieved
1,863 people in that time).
The library will be open Sat.
Another perspective on this has
Nov. 24 between 9 a.m. and 6 been provided by Political Science
p.m. It will also be open Sunday, professor Dr. Gary Mounce. AcNov. 25 between 2 p.m . and 10 cording to Mounce, what conp.m.
stitutes a "terrorist" is so loose-

Queen applications ready ·
University women wishing to
become candidates for Bronc
Homecoming Q1:1een can pick up
an application at the PAUSA office, UC 314 or UC 205.
The deadline for returning the
applications along with the $5 filing fee, is Tuesday Nov. Tl at 4 :30
p.m.
Students will vote on Tuesday
and Wednesday, Dec. 4 and 5.
The winner of the election will

'Walking down a thin line!--as part of field training exercises, Martha
Silva rappells down the Edinburg Fireman's Tower on a windy after-

form out in order of importance.
Schedules and fee statements
will be mailed during the Christmas holidays; therefore, students
are asked to make sure that their
local address will be where they
receive their mail during vacation.
Students whose address differs
during the vacation should fill out
an address change form at the Office of Admissions and Records
before Dec. 7. This will insure
that students receive their
statements on time and meet the
Jan. 4 deadline for payment of
fees.
Instructions for payment of
registration fees will be included
in the fee statements, and students
should read and follow these in-

structions carefully in order to
avoid having their schedules
voided.
Students who do not participate
in priority registration may
register during regular registration
which will be held on Thursday,
Jan . 10. Regular registration for
evening and graduate student<; will
be on Wednesday night, Jan . 9.
Brownsville campus students
will not participate in priority
registration. Regular registration
for Brownsville classes will be
held on Tuesday, Jan. 8.
Classes for the Spring semester
will begin on Monday, Jan . 14.
For further information, contact
the Office of Admissions and
Records at 381-2206 or 381-2201.

Refugee work 'terrorism'

Anti-terrorist legislation too vague
ly and widely defined that people
who work in the sanctuary movement are fearful that this bill can
be used to include them.
Specifically however, the bill
will allow the Secretary of State
to determine which foreign
governments, factions, or groups
are terrorist organizations, according to the lobbying arm of the
American Civil Liberties Union
(ACLU). The bill , introduced to
the Senate in April by Senator
Strom Thurmond (R-S.C.), would
make it a crime for any citizen to
engage in training, supporting, or
inducing terrorism.
Should anyone be found by the
Secretary of State to be a " terrorist" under these conditions, the
finding would be conclusive and
the validity of the designation can
not be challenged in court by any
person prosecuted for supporting
a designated group, government,
or organization , according to the
ACLU.
Merkt also spoke about the
legal proceedings she has been involved in after her arrest in
February for transporting

refugees. (Merkt, along with
layworker Diane Muhlenkamp
and a reporter for the Dallas
Times Herald, was stopped on
Feb. 17, 1984. After a trial in May,
she was sentenced to a two-year
probated sentence which she is
now appealing.)

Her apellate lawyer, Dennis
Riordan of San Francisco, is considering three possible alternatives for appeal. According to
Merkt, the first involves the judge
who tried her case. She says he
illegally instructed the jury on the
decision .
The second option involves the
status of the refugees themselves.
Merkt says that according to the
1980 Refugee Act and the Geneva
Convention, anyone has the right
to help peope fleeing a war torn
state.
In addition to these, there is
also the legality of the police stop
itself. According to Merkt, the
stop was not warranted.
"When I asked the officer what
we had done wrong, he did not
answer me," Merkt said.

The appeal will be presented
this summer before the Fifth
District Court of Appeals in New
Orleans, LA. according to Merkt.
Merkt also spoke about the increase of refugees at the Casa
from Honduras and Nicaragua
within the last two months.
" This tells me that it's getting
even harder to live in Central
America," Merkt said.
Elder adds that this increase
correlates with the increased U.S.
militarization in those two
countries.
In terms of the legalities of
helping refugees, Merkt relies on
her religious convictions with
respect to helping "the stranger in
our midst".
Merkt's presentation was sponsored by Student-BARCA (Border
Assistance for Refugees from
Central America). BARCA president Minerva Montes stressed
the importance of raising student
awareness on the crisis in Central
America.
" It is extremely important to
have Stacy here because students
should be concerned about this
(crisis)," Montes said.

.. ,
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Battling year-end blues
With only four weeks left in the semester, many
students are beginning to feel the pressure of
finishing their last research paper and maybe pulling a borderline 'C'.
School, work and family problems all seem to
have a way of merging together, causing many of
us to feel unduly stress.
For the past two years now, researchers have noted
an increase in student stress. Two years ago, college counselors blamed the sluggish economy, depressed job market and increasing academic pressure for the rise in student stress.
Today, even with the improvement in the economy, many experts note tha although things aren't
getting worse, they aren't getting better either.
A "Newsweek" On Campus poll conducted earlier this year showed that three out of every five
students claimed they suffered from psychological
stress, including burnout, depression and anxiety.
The same poll showed that about two-thirds of
; the students blamed academic pressure, uncertainty about the future and financial worries as the
leading cause of their stress and anxiety.
The poll also found that one out of every eight students had seriously considered suicide while in college. Five percent admitted to actually trying to kill
themselves.
While there are no know cases of PAU students
committing suicide, Dora Castillo, student health
services coordinater, says they have received calls
from students threatening to kill themselves.
Castillo said they get a least 10 students in one
week who get counseling on stress-related problems.
She said the problems usually stem from bad
" eating habits and inadequate management_ of tim~.
Many students skip meals and stay up until four m
the morning studying for class.

Recently, a University of Utah study showed that
college classes can give students harmful doses of
stress and pressure.
The study found that many college classes placed a great emphasis on grades.
Witholding grades and test scores, publicity
posting grades and uncertainty as to what is expected
of them in a given class can create high levels of
anxiety among students.
The need to excel and do one's very best can bring
about a tremendous amount of pressure on a student who also works, as in the case with most PAU
students.
Because most of us are hitting the homestretch
into the end of the semester, professors should
realize that we are human and we do worry.
However, most importantly we as students should
realize this and take the time out to get help, even
if we don't have suicidal tendencies.
Insomnia, lack of energy and appetite are all
symptoms of stress.
If a student feels he is getting "bogged down"
and can't come up for air, then he mustn't be afraid
to talk to someone and seek help.
Not all stress is negative according to the author
of the U of H study. In fact the right amount of stress
is positive because it is motivating
But too much stress can be damaging. If one feels
his stress is getting out of control, then he must take
the time to sit down and think about where he is
going.
Many times, a simple break from one's normal
routine can do the trick to help keep stress down.
Remember, right now we are still students, we are
still learning what life is all about. Don't be afraid
to learn how to live and have a little fun. It's good
for yom
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to acquire an education, to receive
better health care, and to have our
rights protected, are diminishing.
Social programs on which Mexican Americans unfortunately
must depend for survival have
been cut in order to increase
defense spending.
Something is terribly wrong
with a nation when it gives prio ity to military buildup at the expense of its needy people. This is
especially true considering the
fact that the U.S. presently has
sufficient strategic nuclear
weapons to drop at least nine atomic bombs on each city in the
Soviet Union with a population of
20,000 or more. There is no need
for such overkill. But there is a
need to bring equality and justice
to many people in our society.
President Reagan appears unconcerned with the needs of the
poor and disadvantaged. The selfish, the greedy, the affluent, the
privileged (including a relatively
few minority persons) may have
reason to support Mr. Reagan.
The rest of us, especially minorties, can believe in Mr. Reagan's
policies only if we can believe in
an "Alice and Wonderland
World ."
El Sol tries to give priority to
the needs of all the disadvantaged who are largely without repre-

sentation or voice in our commercially oriented society where a
person's worth is measured by the
size of hisher bank account.
Because we see President Reagan
as working against our goal, we
will continue to oppose him as
well as his policies and programs.
El Sol is an alternative newspaper. The igltemative press in this .
nation has a long and admirable
history which stretches back to
the very founding of the nation.
There are few things in our society more American and more fundamental to our political system
than the right to dissent. ,,, ,
Everyday, we are bombared
through our schools and the
media with deceiving "information" by the administration and its
supporters while the views and
need of Faru:workers, working
mothers, parentless children, and
the elderly are ignored.
Therefore, El Sol's job is to cover
these issues. Responsible journalism demands that we present
the facts accurately and that we
have a legitimate basis for our
criticisms. It does not demand
that we refrain from criticism.
Bias is in the eye of the beholder.
Mr. Hernandez accuses us of bias
because he disagrees with our
philosophy. That is his right. We
happen to believe that Time and
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Letters to the Editor
Shocking behavior
To the Editor:
As a Communications student
enrolled in COMM. 1301, I am
required to complete twenty lab
hours. These hours are to be completed outside of class in order to
receive credit for the course. We
are encourage to work in the
various media fields offered at the .
student level at PAU. The purpose
of this is to familiarize each of us

'El Sol' publication necessary
· Ed's note: the following column
was submitted as a letter to the
, Editor; however due to the length
and content we felt the letter
. merited guest column status.
Mr. Eddie Hernandez' letter in
~ the Pan American on Nov. 8,
· 1984, expresses "dismay" at the
"unobjective" nature of El Sol.
His views demonstrate the need
for a publication like El Sol. Its
purpose is to preserve our Mexican Heritage, and to create
awareness among the Mexican
, American community about
' issues that are relevant and critical
to us.
We believe that, whether by in. tent or accident, the dominant
white class has attempted to
deprive Mexican Americans of
" our culture, of our basic human
rights and of the rights supposedly
' granted to all citizens by the Constitution. This is supported by our
personal experiences as well as
• history and substantial scholarly
research. Unfortunately, our
society continuously discriminated against minorities.
Because we are individuals who
believe in social justice and true
· deqtocracy, we will not tolerate
being discriminated against. For
four years Mr. Reagan's policies
have done just that. Our chances
, t? improve our standard of living,

-

-

Newsweek are biased. That is
both our right and the reason for
El Sol. No one is without bias.
That is neither the question nor
a ground for legitimate criticism.
The question is whether we are
accurate and truthful in what we
report. We are convinced that we
are because our arguments are
based on facts and scientific
studies. If the Reagan administration is "constantly being portrayed
in negative tones," is not because
we so wish, but because the administration itself is negative.
· We welcome· responses from
our readers, even critical ones. As
an alternative newspaper, we
know the value of dissent. We
wish to encourage it not stifle it
as would Mr. Hernandez.
We are disappointed, but not
surprised, that a MexicanAmerican criticized our paper.
For decades the dominant class
has attempted "to keep us in our
place" by stealing our minds and
making us ashamed of our own
culture. The very fact that they
have been successful in preventing
us from recognizing our own interests and fighting for our inherent rights, not just as citizens
of a free and democratic society,
but as human beings, affirms the
need for El Sol.
Minerva Montes

in the many different media career
areas. Lab hours can be gained by
working in the speech and hearing clinic or in the different student publications; The Pan
American or the El Bronco.
These all seemed like relatively
painless ways to get credit. I was
even looking forward to getting
some experience in the various
areas. As it would turn out, my
experiences would be pretty unpleasant.
I arrived in the paste-up room
of The Pan American last
Wednesday ready and willing to
help in any way I could. At the
time I thought that staff member
Ella de los Santos was just in a
bad mood due to deadline pressures and other responsibilities
that go with her job. But this
wasn't so. Apparently she always
has an attitude problem.
Miss del los Santos did not
know who I was because this was
my first visit. However she is
aware that 1301 students often
drop by to help in any way they
can. The minute I walked into the
room, she addressed me as a
"weirdo". Everyone in the room
heard her express her opinion of
the "weirdos" that come in off the
streets. I was shocked into silence.
After this outburst, she shoved a
piece of paper to me and suggested that I go to the print shop.
I really didn't think it was necessary for me to be subjected to this
kind of treatment. I didn't think
that she had any right to talk to
me the way that she did or to call
me a "weirdo".
I think Miss de los Santos was
unnecessarily rude. After all I was
only there to help her and the rest
of the staff. Her attitude is very
unbecoming and unladylike. I am
stunned by the liberites she takes
with the English language. But
what more could ( expect from a

person who. in her weekly col-:
umn. has a cynical and negative;
attitude towards most anything .,·
If she tried to embarrass me in:
front of the entire staff. she did :
not succeed. I was only embar-:
rassed for her. Imagine. a person .
in her position behaving like she':
does. The manner in which she:
·conducts herself totally under- '.
mines her personality. Surely'
under all of the rudeness there is~
a bit of charm waitin to surface .•
This is an extremely unprofes-:
sional way for a person in her.
position to behave. I think Miss'.
de los Santos is due for an attitude
adjustment.
Debbie Reid
Mercedes, TX
In reply to your letter concerning the incident last Wednesday, {
appreciate your willingness to
help; we are so understaffed.
However, since I happen to be Production Manager it is my responsibility to assign lab students different tasks. When I asked if you
needed anything you responded
that you were in the office to speak
to Ms. Benbow. Naturally, I
understood from your reply that it
was just a social call and we do not
have time for this when we are on
deadline.
I am sorry you were so easily
distressed and shocked. As for my
attitude, since we have never met
formally, perhaps your summation
of my character is presumptuous.
I really don't know where you
could have gotten the impression
that you did since you left so quickly. Feel free to come by the office
to discuss your problem anytime.

Tunnel vision

Ella

To the Editor,
In response to Mr. Eddie Hernandez's letter concerning his
"dismay at the lastest issue of Pan
American's alternative newsContinued on page 4.

:,There's A/ways Something

The Pan American

'~xtra Credit, please?
Do's and Don'ts
With exam time getting closer
and closer and Thanksgiving
Break just around the corner,
students who feel they can take
some time out from gorging on
turkey are asking the never-ending
question : What kjnd of extra
credit can I do to bring up my
grade?
Those of us who have been in
the above situation before have a
list of do's and don'ts for you to
follow.
First of all read the syllabus.
Make sure that you understand
what each sentence says---get a
translator if necessary.
Secondly, be sure that you
need the extra credit before you
ask for it. Check all your grades
and try to figure out how many
points you really need.
Thirdly, if you are taking any
science courses and there is a

blood drive on campus--Volunteer to give blood for extra credit (a humanitarian effort
on your part, remember no pain
no gain).
Fourthly, remember you are
the one who needs the points, so
appear needy when you make the
appointment with the professor
(in person) .
Before you go to the appointment make sure you have plenty
of questions and show an interest
or else the professor will decide
he is wasting his time.
Never under any circumstances---lie to the professor.
These people have secret detection warning radar in their offices
(usually found somewhere qn the
chair he asks you to sit in or on
the Big-time Ph.D. diploma looking at you in the face).

Once the interview gets underway, try not to upset the professor in any way.
If he says you have been lazy,
not doing your homework or
missing too many cl~ meeting-agree with him. He is always
right.
After he makes you feel about
2 centimeters tall and if you have
convinced him of your sincerity,
he will give you an impossible
amount of work to do during the
holiday.
Just remember you asked for
it.
When you leave his office go
straight to the library and stake
out a spot for yourself. Chances
are you won't be the only one
there.
Finally you must remember
not to tell anyone---even the person who talked you into it, about

33rd Yea,

Pan American

Edinburg, Texas

Nora Lopez
Editor

any extra credit work your professor has so graciously agreed to
give you.
Professors have a thing about
not wanting students and their collegues to know they have a soft
spot somewhere deep in their
hearts, (or that they have hearts).
Make sure you do all the work
you were assigned and be
responsible enough to turn it in
when you get through with it no
matter what time, day or night--it shows initiative.
After the holidays be sure to attend all class meetings and appear
as studious as possible if you still
have problems go and talk to the
professors and tutors.
If none of these helpful hints
work out, then remember to sign
up for the same class with a different professor.
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Homecoming

News Briefs

plans

LAE career seminar Friday
Career opportunities in the
criminal justice field will be the
topic of a seminar sponsored by
Lamba Alpha Epsilon tomorrow
in the LRC Media Theatre during activity period.
Henry Johnson, the director of
personnel and training for the
Board of Pardons and Parole will

As the bas~etball season approaches so does the Homecoming festivities. Homecoming week
has been scheduled for Dec. 3-8.
This year however, several traditional activities have been canceled.
Activities not being held this
year are the chariot races, the
parade and the bonfire. Brad
Nibert, chairman of the University Community Affairs Committee, stated that "The cancelation
of these activities is due to the
lack of participation shown in the
past."
These three activities were not
very successful last year. Only
two fraternities competed in the
chariot races and attendance to the
parade and bonfire was very low.
Homecoming activities this
year, according to Nibert will be
"the
BroncOlympics,
a
Homecoming party and the coronation of the Homecoming
Queen at the game.

be one of the speakers, according
to Dr. Rosemary Stanford, criminal justice professor.
Also expected to attend will be
representatives from the Federal
Bureau of Investigations, the
Texas Youth Council and the
parole commision, Stanford said.

Hinojosa speaks on discrimination
State Rep. Juan Hinojosa will
address the problem of sex discrimination for women' in the
work place, a seminar sponsored
by Lamba Alpha Epsilon to be
held during activity period next
Tuesday in the LRC Media
Theatre.
According to Dr. Rosemary

Stanford of the criminal justice
dept., Hinojosa was asked to
speak because she wanted students in her special topics course,
"Women in Criminal Justice" to
"augment what's being presented
in class with the information of a
Texas legislator".

Yearbook distribution ends Nov.30
Deadline for the distribution of
the '84 El Bronco is Nov. 30.
Yearbooks are begin distributed
in Emilia Hall Room 100 between
9 a.m. and 4:30 p.m.
Students who have already paid
for their yearbooks are asked to
bring some form of ID and their
receipts, if possible. Those who
are unable to pick up their yearbooks may send someone with
their receipt and ID. They may
also mail $2.50 to: Student

Publications, 1201 W. University Drive, Edinburg, Tx., 78539.
A few copies of the '84 El
Bronco are available for sale. This
edition of the yearbook was not
included in the Student service fee
and costs $20.
Copies of the '83, '82 and '81
yearbooks are free to students
enrolled in those years.
Also available are plastic yearbook covers for $1.
health, will speak at 7:30 p.m. in
the Media Theater.
Her visit to campus is being
supported by funds provided by
the Pan American University
Foundation.
For more information, call Dr.
Delores Reed-Sanders, 381-3326.

17 scholarships available
Seventeen $250 Wiolcox scholarships will be awarded for the
spring semester, but the deadline
for applying is Nov. Zl.
Wilcox scholarships are based
on GPA only·

Children's
concert'
Sunday

Students majoring in preengineering, physics, math, or
computer science are eligible.

Jennie - Alida - Vivian
4311 North 10th
Professional Plaza, Suite C
Mcl,\llen, Texas 78501
687-7766 • 686-2123

511 E. CANO
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383-6666 or 383-6532
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Call Now For An Appointment

630-4128
Great Pool Great Drinks Great Music -

0. P. SWEATERS & JAckETS WltoLEsALE pRicEd
1/2 OFF REGULAR RETAil!
ChildREN's T's

and NOT- BAD Sa11dwid1c.:,

Wednesdays "Ladies Night"
All Drinks

$999

AssoRTEd PANTS

.50¢

The Only Superwcll in town!
Best billard tables in the Valley!

NOW OPENING SUNDAYS 3-10 P.M.
Watch the Dallas Cowboys on GIANT Screen T.V.

Mon. - Sat.
11 a.m. - 2 a.m.

ONE HOUR OF FREE POOL!! W/this AD and PAU 1.0.
(ONE COUPON PER PE RSON)

NikE Socks

$

WidE AssoRTMENT of NikE ShoEs SAMplE SizEs
$pEciAL PRicEs

Meet your friends for a
pitcher of beer on
Fridays for $2.00
GYRO

(FORMERLY THE POPULAR)

JEWELRY

~Yk~$
GREEK TACOS
10th at
Hackberry
McAllen

McAllEN

LAYAWAY YOUR GIFTS
NOW AT PORTER'S
JEWELRY FOR A MERRY CHRISTMAS.

1415 Austin St.
Downtown, McAllen
686-9408

630-

IN

$4.99

Greeks are invading
the
Taco Market
and winning.

Call

•

Applications are available in
Physcial Science Room 123.
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.. WiNd BREAkERS

TRIPS TO MEXICO • TWO WAY RADIO
AIR-CONDITION

The; Music Department will offer a concert especially designed
for children of all ages on Sunday
afternoon at 3 p.m . in the Fine
Arts Recital Hall .
The performe rs will preface
their selections with brief explanations of the music, composer, instrument, or text of the
songs, in order to create an informal atmosphere, and a greater appreciation of music.
Presented by talented music
students and two guest performers, Chris Bradley, 9 from
McAllen, and David Vasquez, 15,
form Harlingen, the music is by
such composers as: Mozart,
Rossini , Vivaldi , Chopin, Rorem,
Dubois, Humpe rdi.
The program will include the
following selections: " Woodwind
Revels" performed by a clarinet
trio : Estella Basaldua from
Mercedes, and Claudia Canales,
Graciela Naranjo, both from Rio
Grande City.
1
"Concerto No. 21 in C Major
by Mozart will be performed by
Chris Bradley, accompanied by
his teacher, Dr. John Raimo.
The concert will close with a
thristmas Novelty, "Fruitcake",
a recipe for voices and piano.
' The program have been coor•dinated and directed by Lucila
· Montoya-Waldman , Associate
Professor, voice faculty and
assisted by Dr. John Raimo, professor, piano faculty. The public
is invited to attend the free cocnert
accompanied by children.

.

PRE-CHRISTMAS.
SALE .
.

Starting off the Homecoming
week will be the BroncOlympics
Tuesday, Dec. 4 during activity
period. Elections for Homecoming Queen will also be held Tuesday and will continue through
Wednesday.
••
Festivities will continue Friday
Dec. 7 with a Homecoming party from 8 p. m. midnight at the
Snack Bar where the Homecoming Queen will be announced.
Snacks and beverages will be
available and music will be provided by KRIX.
Saturday Dec. 8 will be the
close of Homecoming week when ••
the Broncs take on the Texas
A&MAggiesandthecoronation
of the Homecoming Queen at ••
halftime.

Health issues addressed Mon.
An authority on national health
issues and the problems of older
Americans will give a lecture here
Monday.
Dr. Marta Sotomayor, president
pf the National Hispanic Council
bn Aging and a consultant to a
federal task force on minority

.
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WHAT, WHERE, AND WHEN
THU _ _ _ _ _ __
Art Club Auction. An exhibit will be displayed at the University Center Circle during activity period. Interested buyers
can set their own price in artwork and supplies.

Oxfam Fast. Catholic Campus Ministry is sponsoring the
event for Third World countries. A table will be set up in
front of the LAC between 10 a.m. till 1 p.m . for contributions.

Bible Study. The Pan American Christian Fellowship will
meet during activity period in the Science Bldg. 118.

ISA Bake Sale. Bake goods will be sold in front of the
LAC by the International Student Association between
8:30 a.m. - 3 p.m.

Criminal Justice Seminar. Placement, Testing and
Cooperative Education will coordinate speakers from
Board of Pardons & Parole and the FBI. The speakers will
address students and faculty in the Ballroom during activity period.

Religious Discussions. The Latter Day Saints Student
Association will study scriptures during activity period at
H&PE Bldg. 113.

Fajita Taco Sale. The Pan American Rodeo Club will sell
tacos at the University Circle between 9 a.m. - 2 p.m.

Male Dancing. The P.A.U. Young Democrats will present
a "Thriller" Male Dancer Show at the snack bar. Two
shows will be performed beginning at 7 p.m. and thesecond starting at 8:30 p.m., with a $3 cover charge.

Book Tables. The Baptist Student Union will distribute
pamphlets and books during activity period in front of the
LAC and Snack Bar.

·---------------------------~----Caprice Hairstylist
MEN -

WOMEN

Friday Nite at the Movies. Students interested in viewing video tapes an critiquing them can visit the Baptist
Student Union Center between 7 p.m.-10 p.m.

The Latest In PERMS AND CUTS
MON . - <;AT.

8 AM to 6:0() PM

20% Discount
on all regular services
with this AD!!!

383-7122
1114 Closner
Edinburg, TX
78539

.
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To the Editor

his part.
First of all, perhaps if the

AboRTioN

SUITE 35

• LOCATIONS IN AUSTIN, CORPUS, EL PASO, SAN ANTONIO & WICHITA FALLS

PUT Us To THE TEST I
•

• Permanent Centers open days,
evenings, weekends.
• Complete TEST-N-TAPE·•
lacllltles.
• Skilled lnslNCtors and
dedlcaied, lull-lime staff.
• Homestudy materials constanlly
updated by Research Experts.
• Low Hourly Cost.
• Transter privlle11es lo over

120 locations.

CALL DAYS.EVENINGS
& WEEKENDS:
3302 BOCA CHICO
SUITE 203
BROWNSVILLE . TX 78521

EDUCATIONAL

11617 N. C~NTRAL EXP.
DALLAS, TX 78543

thing pos1t1ve for the people of the
Rio Grande Valley, for a change,
I am sure El Sol would be more
than happy to publish it.
Secondly, what is meant by a
"pro-American point of view"?
Mr. Hernandez' use of this term
insinuates that El Sol is antiAmerican. Obviously, Mr. Hernandez does not realize that one
can have different opinions of
President Reagan's policies and
still be pro-American. If this were
not the case, then former Presidential candidate Walter Mondale
would also be accused of being
anti-American.
In Conclusion, Mr. Hernandez's statement that "you can only
take the first amendment so far,"
in my opinion, this apparently
reflects his narrow thinking: You
can take it as
as Mr. Hernandez thinks it should be taken.

far

Lamar Saldana

TEST-SP£CIAUSTSSINCE1938
In New ""'1c Stale Saniey H Kap1o,'I Educibonal Cent,.< l10

PLEASURE
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FRIDAY
SATURDAY
ONLY

Starts

This terrific lady writes hundreds of degree plans, teaches
courses 1301, 2301, 3302 and
others, has and is (I think) working on her doctorate, counsels
undecided undergraduates, is a
great sounding board for frustrated undergraduates and God
only knows what else she does
professionally, plus add to that being a mom and homem aker.

from the bottom of my heart one
week before Thanksgiving-time
for thanking the Lord for our
blessing; and you have been one
of my biggest blessings. With all
my love.

Mary Chris Olague
P.S. I am sure I spoke for many
other students as well.

Ed's Note: Due to lack of space several letters in response to Eddie Hernandez were not printed this letters will be printed in the next issue of
"The Pan American."

I cannot remember how many
times I have gone to her to revise
my degree plan, talk, ask for
academic advisement, discuss a
personal problem and many other
visits to her for different things.
I know for a fact that there are
other students who have done the

same as I have. As a matter of fact
I recafnmend this_ professor highly
to many, many, ·p eople because to
me she is "THE BEST
AROUND".

I
I

Having Delicious
Lunch
Specials Everyday
Orders to Go

VI DEOz ~

(SALES & RENTALS)

There is a professor at Pan
American University in the edu-

since 1982 when I first found out
about her illness is that she is loved and thought of often. She is
one of the most inspiring professors I have ever had and
because of her I KNOW I WILL
MAKE A DIFFERENCE, when
I graduate as a secondary school
teacher next year.
Professor J.W. thank you for
you patience and understanding,
compassion and best of all In-

LA COSINA
RESTAURANT

All year aruund Special
2 Patos of Same Kind, Spanish
Rice & Ranchero Beans

Wicked Sensations

I EXAS

November Special
Enchilada Delight
4 Enchiladas·topped with
our own chili, lettuce,
tomato, cheese and a
16 oz. Coke

$2.50

Nasty Girls

~

Psychology speaker. Dr. Mark Glazer, professor of Anth ro po Io g y
will
give
a
presentation
on
Psychologist/Philosopher Carl Jung's theory of the mind.
The presentation will take place at the Liberal Arts 125 1
during activity period.
·-

........

PATOS

Rhinestone Cowgirls Ra~ed
LATE SHOW

Estate Planning Seminar. "Texas Will and Texas Probate
(Advanced)," will be the topic at the Ballroom between 9
a.m. till noon.

tling against an illness that we can
only imagine in our worst nightmares. What I would like to say
to this professor in this open letter is what I have neglected to say

WHITE FLOUR

Starring

BROOKE FIELDS
Directed By

Problems for Women. State representative Juan HiQojosa will speak with students and address the problems
for Women in Criminal JustiQe during activity period at
the Media Theatre.

All this may seem like the normal course load and work for a
university professor, but there is
a difference. This professor is bat-

IATINEF.S
EVERY DAl'

ROBERT HOUSTOi.

BESO Fajita Sale. The Bilingual Education Student
Organization will have their fajita sale in the foundation
patio at the Education Bldg.

(214) 750-0317

CENTER

(512) 541-2454

Ecumencial Thanksgiving Service. The Catholic Campus Ministry, Methodist Campus Ministry and the Baptist
Student Union will all get together in a special Thanksgiving service during activity period at the PAU Chapel.

Letters cont'd. from p. 2 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - in the last two years that she has spiration! I pray that you will be
paper, El Sol," I would like to
Thanks J.W.
point out two neglected issues on
guided me. What I forgot to say here for many years. I thank you

_________________________________ J

•

FRI
PAUSA Senate Meeting. The meeting will be held at the
University Center 306-306A at 3 p.m.

TUE

,

$1.98
For faster service

BEST SELECTION
IN

VHS & BETA

call an order

524 West University Dr.
Mon. -

6 A.M. -

Sat.
7 P.M.

383-2277

•~nimaJ Kingdowm"---Carol Ann
LeMaster Animal Kin~dom holds

383-0725

KAYPRO 2, $1295.

Across from Pan Am

COMPLETE WITH SOFT\VARE.

Students who have paid for
their 1983-84 EL BRONCO
Yearbook must cqme by
Emilia Hall Room 100.

For $1295, a Kaypro 2 not only comes complete
with all the hardware you need, it comes complete
with all the software you need:
• Word Processing/ Spelling
• Data Base Management (filing/
reporting) • Financial Spread,
sheeting. And with CP/M,
m•118111imes':::!Kaypro can run thousands of
other programs for more specialized
needs. Come in today for a =--=-==-=-=- :·_-;g f§
complete demonstration. The=Complete
=-~= =
===
Business
Computer.

Deadline to pick up books
is November 30, 1984.

South Texas Calculators
1307 Pecan - McAllen
687-5371

~

Get Credit!
~ With Kayp_ro Qu_ick-Credit

one of her thorough.bred show
jumpers at LeMasters Stable on
Freddy Gonzalez Dr. "Animat"
will be one of the jumpers competing this weekend at the Annu,al
Hunter-Jumper Horse Show at the
Stable. Six PAU students in her
horsemanship will be participating. Ribbons for six places will be
awarded in each of the 14 divisions,
with champions and reserve champions also receiving awards. ·

THE
OUTDOOR
STORE
BRiNG This Ad foR A 10%
discouNT off REGUlAR
pRiCES ON ANY iTEM iN

sTock.

2224 N. 10Tlt

STREET

McALLEN, TX
686-2204
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record 2-0

Home opener for Lady Broncs Saturday
By Vivien Benbow

half to come back and win by one
point.
"The women really pulled toge-

Sport~ Editor

The Lady Bronc ba.,ketball
team ho:-.t:-. Texa:-. Lutheran College thi'> Saturday at 3 p.m. for
their <,ea-,on home opener. Coach
John McDowell ha:-, named hie,
:-.tarting line-up a:-.
elda
Bille:-.ca:-., :-.hooting guard; Becky
Dube. '>hooting forward; Sofie de
Alva , :-.hooting guard ; Kerrie
Brown. strong forward : and
Rachel Juarez , po.,t.

ther. Dube had 41 point:-.. de Aha
29. and Martha Lopez along with
Sharp performed well abo:·

I

The Lady Bronc:-. combined
.,hooting depth and height to win
over Hu:-.ton-Tilt:-.on 91-90 on Friday and defeated St. Edward\
Univer:-.ity 77-69.
The women arc going into the
game with a 2-0 record.
"We have never :-.tarted off this
well before," McDowell said.
"The height of the girls ha:-.
helped alot. In the pa:-.t we've had
good shooting, and now we have
a little or both."
The Lady Broncs fought back
.from a 15 point deficit in the first

\1cDowell said. Also contributinl!
was Juarez with 12 points. Bro\,-~
grabbed for eight rebounds and
both Lopez and Sharp scored 10
points each.
High scorers against St. Edward's were Dube with 26 points,
de Alva with 25. Juarez with 10.
Billescas with 8 and Brown \\'ith
6 points and 8 rebounds.
Sara Busboom stands out from
the Texas Lutheran line with a 22
point average and 15 rebounds
from last season.
"We are still so young this
year:· McDowell said. "Texas
Lutheran has all their team returning with 3 :-.ix-footers. and I
predict they will be in the pla)offs this year. They beat us by two
last year in our tournament. and
again by two up in Seguin so we
really want to win:·

ports-----------------happen in gs------Today's happenings-- ,,·omen's tennis sing11..·, and
doubles championships \,·ill be
held during acti\·ity period at
the PE Tennis courts. Fl,H!football games on field I me;-s
CAMP \ 'S . No Names and
men·s field 2. Stars ,·s. Independents.
Friday----Intramural 3-3 men's
and women's basketball forms
due tomorrow and can be turned in at the Athletic office.

,,o-

Sat u rda, ----Lad\

Brnn1..·
baskctbali \~. Te\a·s Lutheran
at 3 p.111 . at the field Hou~e.
Broncs intra-~quad game at
7:30 p.111. Students and faculty are in\"ited~
Tuesda~·----intramural ,ol leyball in the gym at 6 p.m .
Wed nesday----1 nt ra mural
bo\\ling ti.mns due and can be
turned in to the Athletic office
or Coach Stu rd) \·:111t\ office .
Competition bei.!in~ Nm. 26.

Intramural Volleyball Schedule
Teams

Day

Date
20

CAMP vs. Independents Tuesday
Angels vs. CAMP
Tuesday
Independents vs. Angels
Championship game

Time
6 p.111.
6 p.m.
6 p.m.
' .

The 1984-85 Lady Bronc Basketball team,--(first ro\\) team manager~:
Rosie Hernandez, Lolly Castillo and Donna Paradise. (Seated) Margie
The Lady Broncs are hoping for
Acevedo, Sofie de Alva, Shannon Sharp, Becky Duhe. (Standing)
a large crowd Saturday for a game
Estefana Luna, Lenae Cooley, Kay Dee Benavidez, Kerrie Brown, Rachel
McDowell feels the Lady Broncs
Juarez, Martha Lopez, Christi Rodriguez, Patricia GuidrJ, Nelda
are
capable of winning.
Billescas and Coach John McDowell. Not pictured is Sylvia Pittman.

J.R.'S T.V. & STEREO SALES
We sell, install, repair
have 2 111011 th layaway plan.
1406 W. UNIVERSITY

EDINBURG. TEXAS
(512) 381-8568

SONY, CONCORD, ALPINE, JENSEN
Large selection of car stereos, speakers, amplifiers.
5% discount with this coupon .

.....

••·

Sofie de Alva

Becky Dube

i~Greek intramurals
!:·o ffer excitement
The excitement of the ancient
Greek games can be seen in the
intramural games of the campu~
Geeks.
Eight sports, bowling. football,
tennis, raquetball , basketball .
volleyball, :-,oftball and swimming
arc played throughout the year
with the winner of the most
games rccieving a trophy at a
sports banquet in May. Winners
in individual events will receive
small trophic:-. or plaques depending on the sport.
"These games offer fraternity
members one of the few opportunities to intermingle with other
frats:· said Gurne Ybarra. Phi
Kappa Tau member, "They also
create a healthy compctative atmosphere."

Bowling over l.000. winning 3
out of 3 football games and most
recently winning the doubles tennis match has kept Phi Kappa
Theta in the lead f<)r overall

I

1..ha.. 1pions.
If Phi Kappa Theta holds its
first place position it will be their
fourth victorious year.
Phi Kappa Theta treasurer Alex
Perez reels confident that PKT
will hold their lead.
However, these games are not
all competition.
"The intramural games help
develop a lot of brotherhood between the Greek organizations,"
said Charles Snodgrass, Phi
Sigma Kappa member. "Even if
we don't win. they're still a lot of
fun."

The games makeup a 14 year
tradition of inter-fraternity competition . The games are some of
the most visible contributions of
the Greek community to campus
activities. The public is invited to
attend all games. Dates and times
of these events will be posted at
a later date.

!

Kerrie Brow~

~

Bronc, Lady Bronc
games
Upcoming Bronc & Lady Bronc home basketball games
l

Men's
Date
Nov.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.

24 (Sat)
5 (Wed)
8 (Sat)
10 (Mon)
15 (Sat)

Time
7:35 p.m .
7:35
7:35
7:35
7:35

Women's schedule
Date
Time
Nov. 17
3 p.m.
Nov. 30
*TBA

* To

Team
Texas Lutheran
Texas A&I
Texas A&M
University of Arizona
Emporia State University

Team
Texas Lutheran
Southwestern

be announced

~]]~~~
0
0

TROPHIES
RIBBONS

O
O

PLAQUES
ENGRAVING

2523 West Pecan Blvd. McAllen Tx .
In The Courtyard - At Pecan Plaza

Call Today
Mon.-Fri. 10-5:00

Outside Engraving Done
Special Discounts To All

682-2329

*Tin*SNAck
* SNACK
BAR SPECIAL * * *
BAR iNviTES you TO ATTENd ouR
"GOURMET BURGER BAR BUFFET" foR
$} .00 AplATE ON FRidAy, Nov. 16Tlt. FEATUREd

will hE AVARiETY of ddicious ToppiNGS TltAT CAN
hE USEd TO MAkE TIIE "GOURMET BURGER
OF YOUR DREAMS'~
JuST AS AN EXAMplE: MAy WE SUGGEST A OuARTER PouNd Buf PATTY
ON A BuN wiTh GREEN ChilE, ShREddEd ChEddAR ChEESE, Chili CoN
CARNE, ToppEd whit A spRiNkliNG of slicEd JALApENo PEppER To GivE
you ThE 11CISCO KID BURGER" OUE BUENO., A SMALL dRiNk ANd
fRENclt fRiES ARE iNcludEd. SEE YOU THERE.

il[lllllllllllllll!lllllllilllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllltllllllll§

A~~'S

i H~;s, i

•·~
•• §
•~

422 1/2 E. University

~
~

Edinburg

383-9035

PLANNED PARENTHOOD:
It Makes Sense.
For contraceptive care, pregnancy and VD
testing, counseling, and educational programs.
MISSION 585-4575
EDINBURG 383-508:>

McALLEN 686-6671
WESLACO 968-5039

PHARR 787-9431

~

..

:·fil11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111f

Specializing in Mexican & American Food and Breakfast
- - - DAILY SPECIALS - - -

-.

...

Monday:

Enchilada Plate

Tuesday:

M ex ican Pl ate

Wedn esday:

Taco Pl ate ...
Chi cken Fri ed Stea k

Thursday:

Chalupa Pl ate
Chopped Steak

Friday:

Chi cken Envue ltos
Fri ed Fish . .
Fa jita al Kil o (Dinner fo r 2) . . . . . . $9.9

BEER

ASK FOR IT.

Fri. - Sat.
Sun. fro m Sat.

24 ho urs
6 a.m . - 11 p. m.

1012 S. CLOSNER
EDINBURG, TEXAS

383-5676
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Sports Lines
By Vivien Benbow
Sports Editor
The Lady Broncs host Texas
Lutheran College for their home
opener thi, Saturday at 3 p.m. in
the field hou,e. The women are
2-0 with victories over HustonTilot,on 91-90 on Friday, and St.
Edward\ 77-69. Come out and
-,upport the Lady Broncs!
The tennis team will head to
the Valleywide Invitational Ten.nis tourney in Harlingen on Satur<lay, after taking on Texas A&I in
a dual match yesterday and they
abo competed in a member-guest
tourney at Cimarron Sunday.
The Bronc golfers are coming
off their finest victory this
season by placing 2nd overall at
the Trinity Intercollegiate Golf
tournament this past weekend in
San Antonio. The Bro ncs total
score was 608 to tourney winner
McLennan Jr. College of 596.
Congratulations!
Intramural news---there will
be an Intramural swim meet
Nov. 27, 7-9 p.m at the PAU pool.
Any intere:,,ted student who wants
to participate may come to the
pool and sign up.
The divisions will be women's,
men's division and "Minnow"
and "Shark" division . The events
will be 25 yard freestyle , 50 yd
free, 25 yd backstroke, 50 yd
back, 25 yd breaststroke, 50 yd
breast, 100 yd medley, 200 yd
swim, underwater swim, plunge
dive contest, waiter relay and
class relays .
Intramural volleyball is
this Tuesday night at 6 p.m and
will be played on Tuesdays until

the champonship game. Badminton tourney i:,, still going on on
Tuesdays and Thursdays during
activity period.

The men's and women's flagfootball champions will be
decided today at 4 p.m . on Field
I CAMP vs. No Names and Field
2 Stars vs. Independents. Come
out and support your team'

14 teams competing

Netter of the week

Golfers
take
second

Bell excells -in doubles

The Bronc golfers played their
best tourney this past weekend by
placing 2nd at the 14-team Trinity Intercollegiate Golf tournament
in San Antonio.
The women's tennis singles
Lars Tamen shot a 149 score,
and doubles championship will
Marten Olsson fired 152, Mike
be held today during activity
Brisky 156, Jose Fabres 159 and
period at the P.E. tenni~ courts.
David Foley 160. The overall team
The men's singles, doubles and
scores were I) McLennen Jr. Colmixed doubles championship will
lege 596; 2) Pan American
be this Tuesday during activity
University 608; 3) Texas
period.
Wesleyen 611; 4) Angelo State 613;
3-3 men's and women's 5) U.T.S.A. 614; 6) Mary Hardin
basketball forms are due tomor- Baylor 615; 7) Abeline Christian
row. Bowling forms are due next 617; 8) Texas A&I 638; 9) Texas
Wednesday, Nov. 21 and can be Lutheran 643; 10) Trinity 658; 11)
turned in to the Athletic office or McMurray 675; 12) St. Mary's
Coach Sturdyvant's office. Com- 682; 13) St. Edwards 801 and 14)
petition begins Nov. 26. In- Southwestern U. 732.
tramural Director, John McThe individual medalists were
Dowell reminds students that,
Marty Board of McLennen who
" the only losers are those who
shot 69-72 for 141 , second was
don't participate."
Roger Salazar with 72-73 for 145
In the Coach's spotlight Golf
and Dan Kloza with 72-74 for a
Coach, Tony Guerrero along with
146 tally.
Gregg Crost, Lamar; Jim Clayton
of UT have been selected to the
NCAA District 6 Advisory committee. This committee helps the
NCAA select the top teams and
individuals to compete in the
NCAA national championships.
That's it for Sports Lines this
week , you can catch the Lines the
week after next, because we'll be
taking a break and eating turkey
during the Thanksgiving Holidays
next week. See ya later---

. ·when. you········

!

can't be there.

i,:h:':~.:.:~! !~·...,Ii
NCAA district VI
■
■
l
i
Cross-country f1n1sh:1'
l
at Georgetown
! ~:.;~;::::::·~~~;:.~
3
family and special friends

how much you love them.

Callorstopbyourshopandj
order a THANKSGIVING AR-

!,==::=_=

The cross-country team is looking forward to track season next
·
· h'mg their season
spring,
a fter ti1ms

last Saturday at the NCAA District 6 meet at Georgetown.
Out of 20 teams the Broncs
placed 14th, with marten
Westberg finishing 24th with a
f 32 00 ~ th l0K ace
time o
:
or e
r
,
followed by Oscar Rivas and Fortino Gonzales.
Tht: team title went to dctending.
ch:w,nion A•L·1n<;as who hml ,3
po11 ~- fUllll\\Cd b) u r witl_1 76
points and UH with 127 points.
The win puts Arkansas along with
UT in next Monday 's NCAA National Cross Country Champion-

Classified

ships at State College, Penn.
Roland Reina took the individual honors with a time of
30.·25, beat1'ng out teammate Paul

1-"ROM

0Rdrn E,\Rly
ALLEN ,--n
floRAl2, by
BETTY INc.
J8J-6822
6
n 18 I\ Cln~NER,
EdiNbURG

Donovan with a few hundred
yards left in the race. Donovan
paced to a 30:27 second place
finish, and Arturo Barrios of
Texas A&M finished third with

20
Send
your thoughts

~

with special W ®care:M

j

i

!
.
l:,:

was Alfonso Gonzalez. the
number one ranking Mexican
player. who along with his brother
withdrew in the quarter finals
against Bell-Smith because of leg
cramps. Bell-Smith went on to
defeat Hamdan-Fink in the finals.
Bell is majoring in Communications and minoring in
Physchology. For competition and
playing experience. Bell along
with some teammate hopes to play
in some tournaments in Europe
next summer.

Bell grew up in Mission Hills.
a Kansas city suburb and started
to play tennis at the age of JO. In
high school he played varsity hi s
junior and senior years, placing
first in regionals and advancing to
quarters in state his last year of
high school.

................................... :.i. •••• '\,

It was at the State tournament
where he first met Coach Bryce
Young who invited him to play
tennis at Bethany College. Bell
decided to play for Southwest
Baptist University instead and
after a year of playing a few matches at SBU he decided to call up
Young.
"My chances of beating out the
top five at Southwest were pretty
tough, and I want to play in college tourneys," Bell said. "One of
my friends was gong to Bethany
and I had met Coach Young at
state and I knew he was a good
coach."
After a year at Bethany, Bell
decided to accompany Coach
Young who was offered the head
tennis coach position and assistant
athletic director at PAU.
"I saw coming to Pan Am as a
challenge, because I wanted to
play NCAA tennis," Bell commented. "When you play that
competition all the time, you improve. Also, here we can train all
year around which is a great advantage."
"I think our team gets along
real well, we all come from different backgrounds, the guys from
Europe and Mexico are used to
playing on clay and they are
strong serve and volley players,
while the rest of the guys who
have been play on hard courts are
more base-net players," Bell said.
At-Torreon, th~ celebrity player

PHONE FOR AN APPOINTMENT

BOBBY FALCOH

·•·•·•··•·••·······•·•·•··•······•····•····•..··········6············································..
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.
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Can you picture yourself
swinging down a clifP. Or
shooting the rapids? Or ·
crossing a river using only
a rope and you r own two
hands 1
You 'II have a chance
to d o all this and more in
Army ROTC.
Adventure training like
this helps you develop
many of the qualities you "II
need as an Army officer.
Qualities like selfconfidence. Stamina. And
the ability to perform
under pressure.
If you'd like to find out
more, make a date to see
your Army ROTC Professor
of Military Science.

ARMYROTC.

BEALLYOU CAM BE.

PAN AMERICAN
UNIVERSITY

SPECIAL
$40 perms with H/C

• Bea
• Olga 2002 W. Side Plaza
University Drive

Schic~

Super11

NOW $28

Phone

383-9133

PiERCES'

Specially Fashioned
in our school colors

RESTAURANT

321 W. University
383-9075
Edinburg, Texas

;UARANTEED STUDENT LOANS
availahlc for 84-85 semester. Call
im Pun:dl 585-7970. Phoenix Financial

THAN

MOREADVE

Transworld Delivery Associal1on .

Stylists

~in-22n.

E. UNIVERSITY
EDINBURG

NORMA DELEON

................................................................. .

dtrno[d cRami.uz

MEXICO.

no

JOE FALCON

ANNABELLE GARCIA

November

ROOMS FOR RENT. 705 West Samano.

JSJ-9012

STYLISTS

HAIR MASTERS

• Rosa

Bob Bell

'Registered trademark ot Florists'

30:41.

00111 For Rent 1/2 Block from PA~.
'nmc foin Our Family' Call 381-64::,5
Norma Dolorc,)

Tt.:DENTS

·

Bob Bell. a junior Bronc net. ter from Kansas City. Kansas.
feels the team is past the
rebuilding stage and ready for
NCAA competition. Bell along
with doubles partner Kevin
Smith. also a Junior. won the
doubles' crown at the 10th annual
Torreon In vi tational tenni s
tourney held two weeks ago at
Club Campestre.

Get a Free Schick Super II Razor with
two Schick Super II twin blade cartridges
and a coupon good for 25¢ off your next
Super II purchase plus ...

WltERE TltE GOOd AMiGOS MEET

11!1\~

A chance to win a Schick Super II
Athletic Bag in your school bookstore's
sweepstakes. Every bookstore has at
least 25 or more winners!

uNdER NEW OWNERskip

Nct~ork.

LUNCH SPECIAL
ENCHILADA PLATE
$2.75 with this ad on PAU I.D.
BREAKFAST SPECIAL $1.49

Is it true you l"an buy jeeps for $44
through the U.S. governme nt'? Get the
facts today! Call 1-312-742-1142 Ext.

8100-A

Just fill out the coupon below and bring it
to the bookstore to receive your special

FREE REFILLS ON ALL SOFT DRINKS

FOR SALE
CANNON AE-1 with 1.8 lens and case:
$200.00. Call 38 1-8306.

razor.

ROOM AVAILABLE FOR PRIVATE GATHERINGS
OR BUSINESS MEETINGS
NEED TO RESERVE ROOM 24 HRS. IN ADVANCE

MoN. - TltuRs.

DO YOU PLAY D & D
2 adventurer, looking for someone to

FRi. & SAT.
SuN. Till
home made pies

!.:ad them and instruct them in the art of
the Dungeon Master. All other players
arc also 'wl'lrom•:. 687-1671.

The Super II twin blade shaving system
features Super II twin blades that are
custom honed for close, comfortable

~:JO A.M. - 11 P.M.

shaves.

24 HRS.
2 P.M.
home style food

Quantities are limited and will be distributed on a first come
first served basis. Act now and experience great shaves
courtesy of Schick Super II.

- ~ ~ ~ ~ : - : , . - , : ...
-~rJJJY

JUSTIN ROPER

f

Tan and Grey

$ 79 .95
LAYAWAY FOR X-MAS NOW!
NORTH 10TH &
TAMARACK
686-8409

-------

ONE PER STUDENT ONLY

201 S. 17TH

687-5392
McALLEN

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

University
Bookstore
and

University
Center

STORE COUPON -

Schic~n

Super

-

-

-

To receive your free
school razor. first l111 in
Ihe required Informa1Ion
Then bring this coupon
10 the bookstore

Iii

Hurry' quantItIes are lim,ted

ONE PER STUDENT ONLY.

Name1_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Address, _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
City _ _ _ _ _ _ __

State ___ Zip Code _ _ __

I
I
I
I
I
I

Phone#·_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

I

This coupon is your entry to the Schick Super II Athletic Bag Sweepstakes.

I

... ----- --------------- ..
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·10 co-eds vie for Bronc Homecoming Queen title
Ten candidates will vie for the
title of Bronc Homecoming
Queen next Tuesday and
Wednesday.
Announcement of the winner of
this year's contest will be at a
"Homecoming Party" Friday,
Dec. 7 in the Snack Bar.
First on the ballot is Susanne
Miller of Harlingen. She is the
only independent candidate and is
a: member of the Honors Society
and is a PAUSA senator.
"I feel that I would make a good
PAU representative," Miller said.
"Through the position of homecoming queen not only will I
represent PAU but also the basketpall team and the student body."
In the second position on the
ballot is Sandy Campos representing the Residence Hall Association. Campos, who is from Rio
Grande City, is also an office
assistant at the women's dorm.
"I feel that I am qualified for
the office of Bronco Queen,
because I enjoy participating in
activities that promote spirit," said
Campos. "I know if I am elected
I will find ways to encourage other
students to participate in these
activities.
Third on the ballot is Social
Work Club candidate Rosit;Lopez.
the Edinburg resident is current-

Susanne Miller

Sandy Campos

Griselda Garza

Blanca Rivera

ly treasurer of the Social Work
Club.
"The reason why I feel qualified for the position of Bronc
Homecoming Queen is because

first of all I am a native of the
area," Lopez said. "I chose to
come to PAU, not A&M or UT
and I feel that I can thoroughly
represent the student body and

Rosie ·Lopez

Patricia Silva

Mimi Garza

Debra Lynn Castellano

Eloisa Carrillo

Mirty de la Rosa

understand the uniqueness that
makes PAV the best."
Patricia Silva i·s fourth on the
ballot representing ROTC. Silva is
from Lozano and is in ROTC.

"I am seeking the office
becausF even though I haven't participated much on campus, I feel
that it is a very good opportunity
to get more involved," Silva said.

"I wil start knowing more people."
Fifth on the ballot is Noemi
See Bronco Queen p. 3

PAU contributes 51 students to '84-85 Who's Who
Fifty-one students have been
selected to represent PAU in the
1984-85 edition of Who's Who
Among Students in Amt;,, ican
Universities and Colleges.
Students were selected on the
basis of their, "academic achievement. service to the community,
leadership in extra-curricular activites. and potential for continued
success," said Judy Vinson, dean
of students.
Out of 85 applicants, the following students were named to
Who's Who by the Committee on
Student Awards and Recognitions:

Rise Atkins of Weslaco is a
mass communications major. She
is a member of the ):>AU Choir and
PAU Theater. Atkins is also a
member of the Honors Study Program, and is active in the Mid
Valley Civic Theater Board of
Directors.
Adriana Babiak of Bronwsville
is a senior majoring in Medical
Technology. While attending TSC
shewas president of the Medical
Technology Society. (Jte is also
Music Club vise-president and
student senate representative.
Babiak is also on the National
Dean's List.

News Briefs
Dec grad letters in mail
Eligible- candidates for
December graduation should be
receiving a letter by next Wednesday according to David Zuniga,
registrar. December graduation is
scheduled for Dec. 23.
If a graduating senior does not
receive a letter next week then he
should call Admissions and
Records to clarify the problem.
Linda Flores, registrar assistant. said that sometimes simply
correcting a changed address is
the root of the problem. All
diplomas are mailed to graduates
and it is important for Admissions
and Records to have the correct
mailing address.

Over 800 students are elegible
to participate in the December
commencemnt excercises. The
graduating ceremeony includes
312 students who completed
degree requirements in August
and 500 prospective students for
the Fall semester.
The commencement procession
will begin at 5 p.m. at the
gymnasium.
Rau I Gonzalez, associate
justice to the Texas Supreme
Court will be the guest speaker.
Gonzalez was recently appointed
by Governor Mark White to serve
as the first hispanic Supreme
Court Justice.

Jaime Balli of Weslaco is a
junior majoring in Political
Science. He is member of the
National Honor Society and PreLaw Society. He is also a member
of the Weslaco Jaycees, and a
March of Dimes Volunteer.
Lisa Barth of McAllen is a
senior majoring in Corrections.
She is currently involved in an
extra-curricular research project
on probation and parole officer's
attitudes towards the police. This
paper will be presented at the Annual National Meeting of the Academy of Criminal Justice Sciences
in Las Vegas in 1985.

a

Nelaa Billescas of McAllen is

a senior majoring in physical
education. She is a member of the
Lady Bronc basketball team and
has been for the past four years.
She voru:,L1;:, rs her time at the
Mental Health & Retardation
Center in McAllen and the
Special Olympics in Mission.
Brain A. Blevins of Pharr is a
senior majoring in medical
technology. He has been on the
National Dean's list several times
and works part-time as a chemistry tutor.
Deborah Castillo of Mission is
a senior majoring in accounting.

The homecoming parade and
bonfire were canceled unanimously by the PAUSA Senate
at their last meeting on Nov. 16.
f\lthough the Exective By-laws

of the Traditions Package states
that all homecoming events
should be performed, the Senate
cancelled the two events by applying the "safety clause". The clause
states that if an event cannot be

on its team. Team members
should wear appropriate clothing
because of the nature of the
games.
"I can't say what the games are,
but their new," said Alex. Tapia,
UCPC vice president, "I hope
everyone and the organizations go
out there to participate and have
fun."
Trophies will be awarded to the
first, second, and third place
winners.

AP recruiter on campus today
A recruiter for the Associated
Press will be on campus today at
1:30 in CAS 171.
Interested students should bring
a current resume and a clipping
file of published work.
The Associated Press is a nonprofit. cooperative news service

..

founded in 1848.
The news service, with headquarters in New York City, has
120 bureaus and correspondent
posts in the United States and 63
aboard. It employs more than
1,500 full-time reporters, editors
and photographers worldwide.

Ann Chance of Edinburg is a
junior majoring in Biology. She
has been a member of the PAU
symphony for 5 years and a
member of the Honors Program
for 2 years. She has recieved
numerous scholarships from the
Honors program and Music department.
Victor Cantu of Raymondville
is a senior majoring in advertis-

ing art_ He is a member of El Sol;
and the Baptist Student Union. He·
is a recipient of the LemontWilcox art scholarship. He also'
placed 2nd in the art competition
of the 1983-84 edition of the
Gallary magazine.
Jack Damron of Rio Hondo is
a graduate student majoring in
education
administration.
Damron graduated Summa Cum
Laude from Texas A&I, ranking
9th in a class of 348.
Jan Elleson of McAllen is a
senior majoring in speech and
See Who's Who p. 5

PAUSA cancels parade, bonfire

BroncOlympics forms due
Organizations whishing to participate in UCPC's BroncOlympics need to turn in applications
- tomorrow by 4 p.m. to UC 205.
Only 10 teams will be allowed
to participate because this year the
games are restricted to activity
period this Tuesday. Last year
third period courses were cancelled at a professor's discretion to
make more time for the activities.
Each organization is required to
submit a $2 fee for each member

She is a member of Alpha Kappa
Psi, Beta Gamma Sigma and Vice
President of the Accounting
Society. Castillo is a volunteer for
the March of Dimes.

carried out, it can be cancelled
with a 4/5 senate vote.
Also at the meeting, the Senate
voted to offer the Bronc Homecoming Queen a $250 Scholarship from the Dean of Students
office and to raise the campaign
expense limit for the queen candidcites from $50 to $75.
Senator Jose Limas proposed
the waiver of Section 9.12 of the
election code.
Limas said the $50 limit set in
the present election .codes was not
enough because of the rising costs
of princing, and other campaign
expenses.
The code was amended to read
"No candidate may spend more
than $75 on an election or more
than $25 on a runoff election."
Each candidate must submit a
campaign expenses form to the
Election Commission within 24
hours after the certification of the
election results.
The campaign expense form
must include all expenses incurred for campaign material including poster boards, paper,
markers, printing costs, clothing
permanently marked with campaign slogans and other media used to promote a candidates name.
In other business, the senate approved the budget for homecoming activities presented by Senator
Brad Nibert, chairman of the
University Community Affairs
committee.
PAUSA's share of the expenses
came to $539. Cost breakdown
was as follows: Music by KRIX
(split with UCPC) $200, foodpunch $20, decorations $15,
advertising $1° ci~·vers for candidates $81 , floral arrangements
for stage $38.
The senate also discussed other
0

Tom Fiepke shoots for two--against Texas Lutheran last Saturday night.
The Broncs won their home opener 104-71 with Fiepke as the leading
scorer with 20 points. (Photo by Luis Bentancourt)

prizes for the Bronc Homecoming queen and the two runners-up_
Senators Isaac Saenz and Delia
Buendia were appointed to check
with area merchants on other
prizes for the contestants.
In its committee report, the
judiciary committe~ presented
their list of election commissioners and associate justices for
senate approval.
Ted Sunderland already approved as a associate justice, was
unanimously approved for the
position of Chief Justice.
Approved as election commissioners were: Jorge Solis, Laura
Chapa, Martha Longoria, Debbie
Castillo, Elizabeth Reyna, Ray
Villarreal, and Fransisca
Hernandez.
The PAUSA work-study secretaries were also approved as
election commissioners. Those
secretaries approved were: Sergio
Villarreal, Edwinna Ramirez,
Rosalinda Luna, Sylvia Angulo,
and Araceli Esquivel.
In new business, an ad hoc
committee to revise the student
handbook was formed. Senators
Barbara Cantu and Wendy Morse
from the Rules and Policy committee and Senators Deanna Garcia, Danny Rodriguez and Nibert
were appointed to study the
document. ·
A proposal for a Student Informational booklet was presented by
Senator Susanne Miller. The
booklet includes information
apartments in the Edinburg area,
leases, tenant rights, landlord
rights and campus information.
Miller's proposal to print 1,000
copies of the booklet at a cost of
$238 was approved by the senate
after a discussion on the need for
such a handbook.

tl
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As was very evident the day after Thanksgiving
the Christmas season is here.
Area merchants are optimistic about this year's
Christmas shopping season. Although many stores
have been hurting since the peso devaluation, a
number of merchant<; are readying for a busy season
by hiring more temporary help.
Its not too late to get out and apply for those temporary jobs according to officials at the Texas
Employment Commission. They have been getting
calls from employers seeking temporary help on a
daily basis.
Every year most stores get hundreds of applicatiom, for help at this time of the year, so you'll have
to be on your toes and act quickly. One good note,
many of the merchants contacted said they would
be hiring at least 15 to 20 percent more employees
for the holiday rush.
The christmas season is a great time for a temporary job. After finals you are free to work long

hours in stores full of people screaming for help
and little lost children crying frantically for their
mother. Just think about the check at the end of the
week and it won't be so bad.
A few things to remember when things get really hectic are that the customer is always right, but
don't ever let them know it. Whatever can be stolen.
will be stolen and over-time means time and a half.
When applying for a job be sure and look neat,
honest and strong. Especially strong. That's what
employers look for in part-time help. They need
someone that can grab a pair of socks out of a
shoplifters hand, ring-up a customers sale, and keep
a little kid from spilling a coke on the fur coats-all at the same time.
A temporary job during the holidays is a great
opportunity, Besides the money which will come
in handy, you'll get to meet all sorts ,of people and
if you go into the military maybe they'll let you count
it as combat experience.--BN
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Letters to the Editor
'El Sol' response
To the Editor,
In reference to the letter from
Eddie Hernandez in the November 8, 1984 Pan American Newspaper concerning El Sol's biased
reporting, I could not help but be
concerned for M r. Eddie Hernandez. )bur sweeping remarks
and statements leave your position
rather weak and questionable.
I have several questions for Mr.
Hernandez and for those readers
who may identify with his position.
Question Number One: Mr.
Hernandez, arc you attempting to
provide honest -feedback or are
you striking a low-blow? From El
Sol's perspective it appears like a
low-blow and one which leaves
you wide open for a counterattack We welcome feedback and
constructive criticism that can
ultimately be of benefit to us,
however we do,'t necessarily have
to aggree with your perspective.
Question Number Two: Are
you attempting to descredit us or
the Social Work C lub (SWC), or
both? I can only speak for El Sol
and to set the record straight, only
ONE staff member is a member
of the social Work Club. The rest
of the staff members come from
various disciplines. Incidentally,
we welcome input from any organization that wishes to express
a point of view reflective of our
Mexican-American experience.

Question Number Three: Since
when is not agreeing with President Reagan's policies (or any
other politicians) Un-American?
Your accusations are unjust and
unfair. Perhaps you should do
some research and discover what
freedom of choice and freedom of
expression is all about.
Question Number Four: Are
you aware that El Sol exists for a
purpose? Through its publication
El Sol attempts to relate to our
Chicano experience that is based
on "reality". Perhaps you have not
considered that our articles reflect
our cultural reality and focuses on
those conditons that affect our
lives, including politics. Any
biases you see are .mirrored because of your own biases.·

.

Since you made no reference to
our first page on the last El Sol
issue, you failed to recognize, that
El Sol is searching for students
wit~ journalistic ~lent and is.
therefore, awarding two scholarships for any student who qualifies.
Lastly, my advice to Mr. Hernandez is that he re-examine his
own ethics and principles and
allow for freedom of expression.

Jorge Lopez
President
El Sol Newspaper

To the Editor,
I would like to respond to Eddie Hernandez' unjust accusations
of "El Sol" and indirect accusations of the Social Work Club's
biased views on the presidential
campaign. It seems to me that
Hernandez is very ignorant of the
facts as far as his accusations are
concerned. In his letter he refers
to the Reagan Administration as
being portrayed in negative tones.
Well I would like to tell Hernandez that this "rag", as he referred to El Sol, represents student
viewpoints. The Reagan Adminisstration has done nothing for the
students but instead has cut many
funds which could be beneficial
for many students. Perhaps if
Reagan would have done something positive for education the
criticism of not agreeing with
Reaganomics would not have been
so negative.
I would also like to point out to
the statement Hernandez referred
to someone in the Political
Science Department who could
add a "pro-American point of
view". Since when does being and
thinking Democrat mean that you
are anti-american? It seems to me
that Hernandez is mixing his
oranges and his apples al}d does
not know which is which.
I would also like to inform Hernandez that it is not nice to mix
organizations as he mixed his
fruit. For your information and

anyone else who might be confused about the situation there is only
ONE Social Work major in "El
Sol" staff.
Don't be misunderstood, our
club does submit articles to be
printed in El Sol, but all organizations have that same privilege.
Hernandez does however, needto stop suggesting what courses
are needed to be taken by El Sol
staff and he should consider
reading the print of a newspaper
and not read between the !ides.

It is totally impossible to write
an in-class essay or complete any
other type of assignment while
two people (on opposite ends of
the hall) are conversing at the top
if their lungs! It seems only fair
that these people restrain
themselves from making all of
this excess noise until they are out
of the building so as to let those
who want to study and/or learn be
able to do so.
Surely this can be done unless, of course. these people have
very large and powerful muscle
impulses (around the mouth that
is).

Yolanda Esquivel

Jose Eloy Pulido
Parlimentarian
Social Work Club

Fast works
To the Editor:

Shut up
To the Editor:
In a recent issue of "Pan
American University" it was
stated that the noise from the
hammering of the construction
workers in the new CAS building
was making it almost impossible
for students to study and/or learn.
I am writing to you not to constradict the statement made in
Miss de los Santos' article but to
add something she forgot to mention. Not only does the hammering of the construction workers
(which seems to have diminished)
make it almost impossible to
study, but also the talking,
laughing and shouting that goes
on in the halls during class hours.

There's Always Something

On Thursday, November 15. the
Catholic Campus Ministry sponsored a fast for a World Harvest .
Oxfam America is the official
sponsor and people all over the
United States especially on College and University Campuses
sponsor the fast.
We thank you for the generosity. We will send $60.00 to Oxfam
because of your donations.
Also we had over 500 signatures go to President Reagan asking to send more food and health
supplies to Ethiopia at this time
of crisis. Bread for the World was
that sponsor. It's good to know we
have people who care here at Pan
Am!

Sister Brenda Gonzales, SCN

We part ways
To The Editor:

I respect you Rodney, et. al.
Rodney Dangerfield move over.
There are several people whose
work affects students in one way
or another. These folks work hard
and have a legitimate contribution
to provide society.
But. they don't get no respect1
Heading the list are maintenance engineers (janitors to you
and me). These men and women
make life easier for us and yet we
don't even remember them at
Chirstmas. Just think how terrible life would be if these custodians decided to go on strike. Oh
n01 (Even Mr. Bill wouldn't like
it)
Working in a newspaper office.
one sees alot of garbage and one
also tends to be untidy to say the
least. Our custodian says he always saves our office for last
because its always !he worst mess
in the building. He thinks its funny that no matter what time he
comes in someone will have just
finished eating and created a bigger mess. Our favorite janitor just
laughs (and probably prays for our
graduation day). picks up the
mess. stops to chat and then asks
us to make sure we turn off all the
lights. radios. and T.V. He is
fatherly and is always ready to
listen to complaints yet the respect
he gets from the general public is
minimal. Yes he is distantly
related to Rodney Dangerfield.
Another person whose work is
neces ary for student survival is

the all-night D.J. (of course I'm
talking about a live show) who is
still learning to work the controls,
talk on the air and who still
believes the myth about John Q
Public being important.
These people tend to (a) stutter (b) mess up when talking
about the weather and (c) play any
song you request at 3:25 a.m.
cause he's thrilled to have an audience. Poor guy, he doesn't
realize that you're only awake
because your procrastinating personality forces you to spend frequent all-nighters studying. This
guy gets no respect. He gets no
fan mail and he doesn't get to give
away any prizes. He is as much
a non-entity as you are and his
Dad is Rodney Dangerfield.
Have you ever read a calendar
of events and said "Boy, I'm so
thankful someone took the time
out to compile all this information
for me''? Of course you haven't.
This person gets no respect. In-·
stead you probably say "Can't this
person find anything else to do?"
or maybe "this person didn't get
the info on the meeting straight".
Where's the respect? Somewhere
out in left field . This person is
probably always called a cute little girl and is Rodney's niece.
Even groups of people working
as a unit get no respect. You'd
think there was power in numbers. Ever go to a basketball game
and cheer for the band? No, of

course not, you cheer for the
team, the cheerleaders, the refs,
and the coach but never for the
band. And just who do you think
get people going out there? The
scorekeeper's? No way---its the
band . After all, they have the
beat. But they get no respect
either. I say three cheers for the
band. They even put on a better
show than those cheerleaders can.
But, their band director is Rodney
Dangerfield.
Students and librarians get little if any respect at all. Student
librarians (or library aides) get a
big zilch on the respect meter.
They are such understanding people too, usually thirty minutes
before closing on a Sunday night
some procrastinator will run in
begging for copies of microfilm
that he needs to turn in the next
morning. These student librarians
have already begun counting
down the seconds til they can
leave. Their work area is cleared,
their car keys are out, and they
have already begun their trip to
the door. Yet they feel sorry for
the poor schmuck who is down on
his knees (along with his friends)
begging for last minutes copies.
His plea goes something like this:
"Oh please, please, I need it for
the morning---please oh please
just this once. You will, great!"
Ar.ct then the schmuck gives them
a two page list. Poor student
librarians. they are so eager to

help and so easily forgotten. The
thanks they get. They were trained by (yep, you guessed it), Rodney Dangerfiled.
Lastly but certainly not least are
typesetters. You know the ones.
They type about a million words
per minute and are responsible for
anything that is printed. They sit
in a far off corner somewhere and
are surrounded by big machines.
And all day 8 to 5 they have to sit
there and type up somebody else's
work. They're not even allowed
to edit the copy they are setting.
They get no respect but lots of
credit---for all and any mistakes.
Afterall, no one knows where
they are located except for a few
writers and an even smaller number of people who claim to be
writers. They work hard all day,
type their little fingers to the bone,
develop shoulder and neck problems and owe their paychecks to
the chiropractor; deal with inflated egos. NR (NR means no
respect). Rodney Dangerfield got
them their job.
So what does all this mean?
Clean up your own mess, listen
to the radio at night, clip out the
calender of events and put it on
your bulletin board, become a
bandbooster, never visit the
library on a Sunday night and
keep your typesetter happy by
mentioning her whenever possible!

Ella de los Santos

Ms. Montez's letter defending
the right of El Sol to exist is a
well-written exposition of the role
alternative newspapers have played in our nation's past and an excellent manifesto about the importance of these newspapers under
the First Amendment. Where we
part with Ms. Montez is in the
way her newspaper uses negative
terms to make its points and its

simplistic caricaturing of the
serious issues in\'Olved . Quite .
simply. El Sol and the \·iewpoinl
it represents is dangerously na iw
about the rea li ties of American
polit ics. This is especia llycounterprnductivc to the cnl ight-,
enment of minoritie:-. becau:-.e of
the narrow ,spectrum or choice it .
offers.
We believe that it is a !!.-OSs inaccuracy to state that President :
Reagan is .. unconcerned with the .
needs of the poor and the disadvanta!!ed ... The economic gains ·
undet his first term have ben;lited ~
the .. minorities" more than.
anyone else. While it is true that .
the plight of the powerless i1J
American society is not good. this '.
did not spring into place the firsi
day Ronald Reagan took office.
High rates of inflation and interest
anJ the general economic disarray of the Carter administration .
all combined to aggravate the .
dilemma faced by the under~
privileged. The dramatic decline '
in inflation in Reagan's first term. :
the creation of new jobs in the.
workplace and the economic
recovery have all combined to bet- ,
ter the plight of the minority ,
citizen. It is President Reagan's·
philosophy to ofter minoritie:-. a
concrete solution to their material ·
needs rather than providing a tem-_'
porary fix. This can only be ac-·.
complished
through
rcai'
economic growth, which is the
centerpiece of his economic .
recovery program . Contrary t<f.
Ms. Montez\ claim that ·'minorities can believe in Mr. Reagan's
policies only if they believe in an
Alice and Wonderland World ';;
the only possible way out the; ,
economic abyss is up the ladder '
of economic advancement.
Of even greater importance i~ :
the misrepresentation that the
Reagan admin istration is "giving~
priority to military buildup at the~
expense of needy people." Most ,
of the increases in defense spend.,,
ing have not gone for new weapons systems, but instead to cor· :
rect the sad state of our conver> ,
SeL• pg. -'
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Homecoming begins
Several organizations will participate in the BroncOlympics."
stated Brad Nibert, chairman of
University Community Affairs
Committee. These will be held
during activity period also on
Dec. 4.
Results from the Homecoming
Queen election will be announced Friday, Dec. 7 at the Homecoming party. It will be held at the
Snack Bar from 8 p.m . to midnight. Beverages and snacks like
chips and pretzels will be
available. Music will be provided by rock station KRIX .
"Michael T. Parker and Joe
Kelly have been requested to host
the event," Susanne Miller,
PAUSA secretary said.
Saturday Dec. 8, the new
Homecoming Queen will be
crowned at half-time during the
Homecoming game. The game
between PAU Broncs and Texas
A&M Aggies will mark the end
of Homecoming week.
"Due to lack of interest in the
past year, the Bonfire, chariot
races and the Toga party were
cancelled.'' Nibert said.

PAUSA and UCPC arc busy
preparing
act1v1t1cs
for
Homecoming week. This year,
Homecoming week will be held
from Dec. 3-8.
The election for Homecoming
Queen will start on Tuesday enc.ling Wednesday. Students will be
able to cast their votes from 9
a.m. to 3 p.m. at the LRC, UC
and LA Lobbies.
Several prizes will be aware.led
to the new Homecoming Queen
and her court. The Homecoming
Queen will receive a $250
sc holarship, a ladies watch
donated by L' Boutique Electronics and a $150 dinner for two
at the Tower Club in the McAllen
State Bank Tower.
The fin,t runner-up will recieve
a $25 gift certificate from the Tiffany Collection, a ladies western
outfit from Kalifa's Western Wear
and a one month membership to
Bodylines Health Spa. The second runner-up will recieve a $25
gi'ft certificate also from The Tiftany Colleuion and a color ana-·
lm.i , ftnrn \;:1il ~ J:, t

Eating disorders lecture Thursday
Eating disorders are serious.
progressive. and dangerous and
may affect anyone. Understanding
the problem and learning positive
ways to assist someone in accepting treatment can lead to
recovery. according to literature
from the Charter Palms Hospital
of McAllen.
In order to educate the public.
Charter Palms and Health Related

fact that a great majority of people supported the President's reelection including great numbers
of Minorities, ... "farmworkers,
working mothers and the elderly"
casts grave doubts upon her
claims. If Ms. Montez wishes to
theorize that the American people are easily bamboozled in their
election choice, then she is condemning the very people she
wishes to defend. In short, El Sol
is no different tha n "Time and
Newsweek" in bias and in addition plays fast and loose with the
truth under the auspices of the
First Amendment, which leads us
to conlude that perhaps the national scene is better off without
all three.

or

I

, In conclusion, we take exception to Ms. Montez's stating that
" if the Reagan administration is
constantly being portrayed in
negative tones . . . it is because
the admi nistration itself is so
negative." If this were true then
the winner of a landslide on Nov.
6 ~ould have been Walte r Mond·a,le and' nb~_fonald Reagan . The

Ruben Garza

David Ball
.'

"We are promoting health and
wellness ;,.. :: ,e population .

RegistereJ Diet ietian. ~! rs . Lihby Elrod. \,·ill also speak .
The speakers will abo spcal-. of
professional assistance for a
patient.

Or. Raul Rodriquez. psychiatrist and Medical Director of the
Addicti\"e D isease Program fr)r
Charter Palms Hospital. will
speak about early detection and
treatment as vital in helping
anyone who may be suffering
from an eating disorder.

··1 think the incidents of eating
disorders are increasing in area
(Rio Grande Valley)." said Julian
Castillo. director for the division
of Health Related Professions.

Other topics include total patient treatment that adJresses the
physical . psychologica l. Slll.:ial.
spiritual and fami ly aspects of
eating disnrJers .

V\lorkshop features motivational ed
An educator and author on the
topic of motivating children to
succeed in school will deliver the
annual Wilford Lee Memorial
Lecture tomorrow.
Dr. William Purkey, a professor
of education at the University of
North Carolina at Greensboro,
will also lead a workshop for
public school teachers and other
educators on Saturday.
Purkey's lecture. "Inviting
School Success," will begin at
7:30 p.m . tomorrow in the Media
Theater.

cident. The series is a project by
the univen,ity"s School of Educ.ttion to bring nationally-significant
speakers on the subject of educa-

To the Editor,

A workshop on implemeting
his theories in the classroom will
be held from 8 a .m. to noon the
following day in the McAllen
Holidome.
Regi stration fee for the workshop is $20. Admission for the
lecture is $10. Advance registration for both events will be $25.
Participants will receive certificates of attendance.
Purkey is the author of four
books including "Self Concept
and School Achievement," now in
its !8th printing, and " Inviting
School Success," pub! ished last
year.
The Wilford ~e Lecture Serie~

This is in answer to the letter
by Eddie Hernandez in last week's
issue of The Pan American:

is named in memory of a Pan . " ~ i l D I N f l l , i j l l - " ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~
American University professor
N~Wf'l'li
whowaskilledinacar-trainac-,
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I
tipnal forces. Incrc:i..,c, in pay and
n'!ore· money for spare parts and
modernization make up the bulk
of our "military buildup." Furtl:iermore, this spending is not at
the expense of the needy. Under
the Kennedy administration we
spent more on national defense as
a. share of the total budget than on
social welfare programs. Under
tfie Reagan administration this
f~ct is reversed- social wet fare
programs make up a much greater
share
our national budget.

Professionals will present a lecture on Thursday. Dec. 6 during
activity period in the Nursing
Education building auditorium
concerning this problem .

1. Newspapers are notorious for
their biased coverage. They print
what they want, when they want,
and where they want. Show me a
paper that has not , at one time or
another, supported a political
candidate.

2. Opposition to Reagan's administration does not make one
un-American. Haven't you ever
heard of the "loyal opposition"?

3. You called El Sol a rag. They
have yet to call Reagan a name.
Where does that leave you?
, 1'..,S~nce,you SJ~Y ,on~ c~n _gnJy,.,
ta~e the Fir§t A m_e ndment so far,.

'El Sol' respori~e _

I

•

tion to the Valley for the be nefit
of Valley educators.
For more information. call the
School of Education. J81-3-+ti6.

Philiosophy Club present Villarreal
on Mexican/American culture
The Philosophy Club will sponsor PAU provessor/novelist Jose
Antonio Villarreal next Thursday
during Activity Period in LA 125.

tcrcsts. The lectun: \\ ill CP\CI
education and the lifr o f
minorities.
Villarreal has puhlished three
noYds whose ti.Kus is reflecting
the specific Mexican America
culture and its particular
experiences.
Villarreal will be leaving the
university in December.

Th is will be Villarreal's last
speaking engagement on campus
and will feature his life experiences which have helped
shape his philosophy and in-

M k

_w_h_y-sto_p_w-it-h-cu_rta_i_lin-g-di-st-rib_u_-.

a e your THANKSGIVING
and CHRISTMAS BREAK plans now

!7rt

Call
~
~

tion of El Sol. Why don't we do
like the Elizabethans and "cut off
the hand that wrote agaisnt the
queen"?

38l-8000
523 South C/osner
Edinburg, Texas

5. The staff at El Sol may need
a course in journalism , but so do
the staff in most Valley papers. I
think you need a course in basic
U.S. History.

6. El Sol has no funds at its
disposal. The staff are probably
o ut earning their living. Could
that be why they are n't there at
your convenience?
• I

Irene · Ledesma ·
Dept. of History
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Academy of total fashion
687-7628
2201 NORTH 10TH (Petite Mall)
McAllen
Haircut:were $9.00 Now $4.00
1
Pe.rms:were $3s.oo -Now ·$11'.oo

l"""""'""H"O"'M'ECO"M"'i"N'G"'"""'"I
WEEK ·
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B1)mco Queen cont'd from p. 1 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

"I am a freshman and I am proud to be a student here," said
Castellano. " I want to become
more involved in campus activities and would be honored to
serve as homecoming queen."
The ninth candidate is E loisa
Carrillo who represents Alpha Phi
Omega. Carrillo who is from
Edinburg was a member of the
National Honor Soc iety in high
school and a member of the
Future Home makers.

(~imi) Garza representing Alpha
Kappa Psi. Garza, who lives in
M ission, is on the pledge committ~e of AK Psi.
0

.,"The title of Bronc Queen
wirnld
be an opportunity for me
( '
to represent Pan American and to
serve as an ambassador of the
school," Garza siad. "It would
also enable me to explicitly showoff my pride in my school and
gi'vc me a lasting memory."
Candidate numbe r six is
Griselda Garza of Edinburg. She
lists no campus affiliations.
:."I tee! that I am qualifed
because I will do the best to my
ability by representing the Universi1-y of Pan American." Garza
said. "Of course it will be
semcthing very different in my
life. For that reason I will give it
my a11 :·
•Seventh on the ballot is Blanca
~ivera who represents the Karate
(! lub. Rivera who is from Ed in1:(urg has modeling exper iehce.

"I feel I am qualified because
I meet the qualifications stated in
the PAUSA Election Code," Carrillo said . " I am running for office because I feel it will be a

munity functions," de la Rosa
said. " I would like to represent
Pan American University."
Crowning of the Bronc· queen
will be Saturday night during halftime of the Bronc game against
Texas A&M.

by Jae-Lin
Life is a celebration.
Proclaim it with Balloons
at every occasion.
Enjoy a little extra Balloon
excitement with our
Characters for Adults!

good experience to go out and
meet and ta lk to new people."

Jacque Hull, Owner
4801 No rth 10th
McAllen, Texas 78501
512 - 686-5252

The last candidate on the ballot
is numbe r ten Mirty de la Rosa .
De la Rosa representes the Ladies
of Camelot and is from Edinburg .
She is also a member of UCPC
and a mode l.
"As a students. I enjoy involving myself in school and com-

I

•;'""l

would like to meet people
~d feel like an important per~m," Rivera said . "it would be a
lfa rning experience that I know
J!ll always remember."

Activity Period -

•
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Bronc Queen Elections

;

LAC Lobby-UC Lobby-LA Lobby

I

i

WEDNESDAY

i

8-Midnight - Snack Bar
Music by KAIX - Admission $1

the
Taco Market
and winning.

SATURDAY

~Yk◊$

Available at

Meet your friends for a
pitcher of beer on
Fridays for $2.00

UNIVERSITY
BOOKSTORES

10th at

I

SB Circle

II

BroncOlympics

Homecoming Party

...

Greeks are invading

Hackberry
McAllen

=
=

=

FRIDAY

. [ News Bulletin J

Call
630GYRO

II

I

TUESDAY

LAC Lobby-UC Lobby-LA Lobby

,

GREEK .TACOS

=

Bronc Queen Elections

.; Debra Lynn Castellano is eight

on the ballot representing the Student Publications Association.
¢astellano, a n Edinburg native ,
was a cheerleader in high school
and works on the El Bronco year~ook.

I ~~

Hurry! Limited quantities.
Plus ... enter the SPECIAL SWEEPSTAKES

Broncs vs. A&M
Crowning of Bronc Queen at half-time
7:30 - Fieldhouse
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14
profs
awarded
grants
PRE-CHRISTMAS SALE

CoRNER of BusiNESS 8J
& MAiN iN McALLEN

6Jl-0629
AssoRTEd SltoEs-All AGES, MANY STylEs,
ColoRs ANd SizEs
AdidAs T-sltiRTS IR's REGULAR $14
$19.99 & Up

AssoRTEd JAckETS
~didAs LAdiEs WARM-Up SuiTs
REGULAR $40
LAdiEs PuMA WARM-Ups
MulTi ColoR, Zip Off slEEVES

$19. 99

$9.99
s~.99

LAdiEs O.P. SwEAT SltiRT IR's
PullovER & Zip Up
NikE WARM-Up SuiTs REGULAR $79. 94

SJ4.9s
$9.99

$4.99

0. P. SltoRT SLEEVES T's IR's
MEN's & Boy's Socks

6

PAC

$4.99

LiGltTNiNG BolT Sito RT SlEEVEd T's

•

CoNVERSE LEATltER Hi-Tops
REGULAR

s~4.

AdidAs LEATltER Hi-Tops
REGULAR $60

99

Dr. Ed Heckler. English. "The
acquisition of English sentence
structure in the composition of
bilingual students:· $203.
Dr. Frank Judd. biology.
"Fecundity of the Texas tortoise.
Gopherus Berlandieri." $4.920.
Dr. Robert Lonard. biology. "A
phenodynamic analysis of the

William Wilkim,on. ··Akohot
consumption and di fferentiaJ ,
drinking patterns within the Mexican American population in ths .
lower Rio Grande Valley." $3.15-l.

"Nationally, women represent of a high paying job, of middle to
53 percent of the population and upper class housing. and cli52 percent of the work force, yet maxing with people confined to
less than two percent earn $25,000 poor housing where the school
(annually) as compared to 17.5 district provides an inferior
percent of men who do." said Ber- education. After that, the cycle
tha Fabre, administrative assistant repeats itself, according to Fabre.
to State Rep. Juan Hinojosa.
Having warned the audience
Another factor she cites is the
she planned to hit them with a two socialization process of this socieby four between the eyes, Fabre ty that as led to "mainstream roles
used facts like the one above to prescribed to men and women ,"
address the topic of discrimination according to Fabre.
against women in the work force.
Fabre spoke at the LRC Media
Fabre also said that although we
Theatre two weeks ago during ac- have overcome and outgrown the
tivity period at a Lamba Alpha idea of the righteousness of
Epsilon-sponsored presentation. slavery a long time ago, we now
A major cause of such discri- have (what she calls) "male
mination is due to structural supremacy."
discrimination, according to
This supremacy manifests itself
Fabre.
in such statistics as women
Fabre explained that structural holding only 20 of the 420 ocdiscrimination is a cycle that cupations, as compiled by the
begins with denial of a good Bureau of Labor Statistics. Also,
education, leading to the denial of Fabre says that women comprise
good credentials, and to the denial 60 percent or more to the lowest

paid jobs and less than 15 percent :
of the higher paying ones.
Jn addition to employment.
there exists a "feminization of
poverty". according to Fabre.
While some corpoarate heads
maintain that women work for
pocketmoney. the reality is that
they work because they have to
Fabre says that 16 per~ent of al I •
families are headed by women. ,
but these households account for ~
half of all poor families .
Another factor tied up with this ·•
feminization of poverty i~ crime. "
according to Fabre.
'
"With many women and children falling in the poverty line, we _
are also seeing an escalation in
crime among children," Fabre ,
said. "There is a correlation bet~··
ween the number of children rais"·'
ed in poverty and the number of·:
children in crime."
As for solutions to dtscriination . ·
in the work place, Fabre says -:
legislation (such as a comparable ,
worth bill being presented by- ·
Representative Ernestine Gloss- ·
brenner), combined with chang.:i,
ing the way we think about roles,. ·J
would do much to combat it.
Fabre has been Hinojosa\ ad- ,
ministrative aide for two years . .
She is also vice-chair of the Texas:.
Women Political Caucus and has' .I,
recently been elected to Who\ 1
Who of Women in Texas.
,
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M-Th 11 am-11 pm:
. __

_.

Center
N. 23rd & Nolana

F-S 11am-12pm
Sun 12pm-10 pm
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New York Style Pizza

:
•
•

LUNCH SPECIAL
A.LL THE PIZZA. YOU CAN EAT . . . . . . . . . . $2.29
SA.LAD & A.LL THE PIZZA. YOU CAN EAT .. SJ.29

e

LA COSINA

••

Having Delicious
, Lunch

ee RESTAURANT ·~
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Orders to Go
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524 West University Dr.
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AssoRTEd PANTS

$9.''
$9.99

Specials Everyday
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WidE AssoRTMENT of NikE ShoEs SAMplE SizEs
$pEciAl PRicEs

•
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LiGltTNiNG BolT LONG SlEEVEd T's &
HoodEd LONG SlEEVEd T's
WidE AssoRTMENT of SAMplE SizEs
of NikE & LEvi CloTltiNG
1/2 PRICE OFF

'r ,

Structural discrimination
evident against women

$24.99

AssoRTEd SWEATERS
AssoRTEd VESTS

•,.

\'egetati on of South Padn: bland.'
S961 .
Dr. Jerr\' Pol inard . pol it icat
science. "A stud\' of the Votin~; '
Rights Act.' ' $2 .200.
Dr. Ray Sager. chem istry.
study of the copper co mplexe~ .
with Schiff base li~,tnd ~ dcri\'cd
from aldehydes ~ and a min o':
acides." S:L256.
' ..
Dr. Carl Scale. music. ·•Sinfonio de la Frontera. a musicar,:
composition for symphony or-: ·
chestra. chorus and dancers bas- '
ed on folk songs and dances of the ·
Lower Rio Grande border." $500.
Dr. Martha Tevis. education .
··Geonze Sanchez : Pioneer in '
Mexic;n American Education: · <
$L740.
'!'

Dr. Kenneth Bain . hisron .
"U.S. and Iran during the cruci;l
decade. 1941-1953." S3.6'l7.
Dr. David Garter. criminal
justice. "Probation and parole officer attitudes toward the police ...
$590.
Dr. Mohammed Forooqui .
biology. "Role of aging in
glutathione metabolism:· $2.400.
Dr. Jerry Gratz and Ivan
Williams. business. "Stress and
its implication for illness and accidents among small business
managers in the Rio Grande
Valley:· $550.

Fourteen Pan American University faculty members were
recently awarded research grants
totalling $25,724 from state appropriated faculty research funds .
Each Texas state university
receives funds based on its enrollment and level of research activity. Pan American has $43.000 in
state-appropriated funds budgeting for faculty research for the
current fiscal year.
Decisions regarding the awards
were made by the Faculty Research Council. Dr. Robert Trotter, coordinator of faculty
research development, said additional awards may be awarded in
December or January.
The reserach award recepients
were:
Dr. Terry Allison, biology.
"The crutasean macrofauna of
two contingious hypersaline
lagoons: a comparitive study,"
$2,553.
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Survival of the fittest: ROTC attends training exercises
8.} Porfirio Villarreal
Staffwriter

Imagine starting your day at
.5 130 a.m. and spending the day
in' the wilderness hiking, hunting
for your food and sleeping in a
cold wet tent. These were some
of the experiences that the Rare
cadets went through during Survi_val Training exercises at Camp
Bullis recently.
The camp, on the outksirts of
San Antonio, is a training post for
Reserve, Army and Rare Units
across the state. Rare cadets
from Pan Am attend camp every
semester.
Sixty-six Pan Am cadets, while
at camp, were divided into three
groups. Each cadet was placed in
a certain group depending on the
class they are enrolled in. The
ctasses were Land Navigation,
Survival Training and Rangers.
The Land Navigation class was
Who's Who cont'd from p.

divided into two phases, the day
course and the night course. The
first day of camp, before the
cadets actually performed this
field exercise, Captain Max
DeSosa gave a small orientation
to the class on terrain association
and proper map and compass
reading techniques.
The object of the night course
was to test cadets on compass
reading techniques. With their
compasses, the cadets guided
themselves to several different
predestined points on a track of
land. They had to travel anywhere
from fifty to three-hundred meters
to find these points.
The day course required the
cadets to use not only their compasses but their map reading
skills. Once again, the object was
to find several points but these
were at much greter distancs

"The exercise taught me to depend and have confidence in
myself," said cadet Juana Cantu,
who received a perfect score onboth the night and day course.
For one and a half days, the
group in the Survival Training
class stayed in the wilderness. The
cadets in the group obtained some
skill for survivial without common day commodities.
Each cadet had to set up his or

her own tent and practice their
skills on animal trap setting they
learned from reading books.
One thing that the cadets fromthis survival training group will
probably ever forget is how they
prepared their own food. The
cadets went through the entire
process of preparing a chicken
starting from the killing to the
eating.
The third group, the Rangers
also stayed in the wilderness like
the Survival Training group. The
Rangers attended Camp Bullis in
order to complete their training to
earn a Black Beret.
The Rangers went through a
reconaissance mission.
"This is an attempt to get
behind enemy lines and learn information about the enemy," said
Captain Heber Millar. Some of
the important information Millar
added, was the enemy's morale

and what type of weapons they
possessed.
For the mission. the Rangers
pretended that the enemy was the
Survival Training group. The object of the mission. was not to get
into combat with the opposing
force but to compile information
without being discovered.
Another requirement. that was
filled by the Rangers besides the
reconaissance mission was the
completion of a twelve-mile land
navigation course.

··o wr all the Rangers learned
a great deal but what impressed
me the most was their teanl\\ork:·
stated Mi llM
The last da) of camp. the three
groups met for rapd li ng exercises. Cadets rapelkd or scaled
down from a high and rock) cliff.
But it was not all work. work.
work. On the last Lia) of camp. the
cadets enjoyed a cookout that was
accompanied b) a little bit of
music and dancing .

1----------------------------------------

hearing therapy. She is a member
of Sigma Alpha Eta and nominated for the Opal T. White
award, (the outstanding student in
communications) in 1984.
Felipe Espinosa Jr. of Mercedes
is a junior majoring in management. Espinosa is a member of
the Honor Society and is on the
National Dean's List.
Deanna Garcia of McAllen is
a senior majoring in accounting.
She is a senator in PAUSA representing the acedemic council,
Beta Gamma Sigma, Alpha Chi,
Accounting Society and Chairperson of the Academic Committee.
George Garcia of Mission is a
junior majoring in English. He is
currently a Bronc cheerleader, active in intramural swimming and
has been scoutmaster for the past
3 1/2 years.
Ricardo Garcia of Mercedes is
a senior majoring in political
science. Garcia is a member of
the Rio Grande Valley Pesticide
Coalition and a member of the
Gu lf Coast Coalition for Better
Health.
Sandra Kay Greier of-McAllen
is a junior majoring in history and
english. She is Vice-president of
the Geology Club and student representative of the self-study committee and recieved the Anabel
Taylor Memorial Scholarship for
en~' lish majors.
·1ga Gonzalez of San Juan is
a senior majoring in political
science. She is PAUSA Senator
for the School of Arts & Sciences
and on the committee of Ideas and
Issues and is a member of the
Ypung Democrats and Student
Ppblications.

•

: Deborah Page Hacker of Edinburg is a senior majoring in
political science. Hacker is Presid~nt of the Honor Society, Honors
Council and was on the National
Dean's List for 1983-84.
I

; Susan L. Howard of Alamo is
•
a:junior
majoring in nursing. She
i$ student representative on the
Fiaculty Development Committee
f~r the Nursing department, and
also on the National Dean's List.
. Karin Hunsberg of McAllen is
a junior majoring in speech
pathology. She is a member of the
Residence Hall Association,
Sigma Alpha Eta, Texas Inter-

collegiate Press Association and
Student Publications.
Joshy Jacob of Edinburg is a
senior majoring in medical
technology. He is a member of the
PAU Medical Technology Society, International Student Association and Residence Hall Association.
Emmalou Keyes of McAllen is
a senior majoring in nursing. She
is class representative on the Advisory Committee. Keyes is president of the Texas Nurses Association and a member of the State
Professional Services Committee.
Leslie Law of McAllen is a senior majoring in applied voice.
She has held several major roles
in musicals. She is also a member
of Zeta Tau Alpha sorority.
Leticia Lopez of Edinburg is a
senior majoring in accounting.
She is Election Commissioner for
PAUSA and Vice-president of the
Accounting Society.
Elda Melendez of Pharr is a
junior majoring in elementary
education. She is a member of
Kappa Delta Pi and of Texas Student Education Association.
Mattew Naccarato of Donna is
a senior majoring in finance. 'fhi!; •
semester he has been involved in
establishing a new campus organization- the Pan American
Finance Association. Naccarato
was also the recipient of the Wall
Street Journal Student Achievement Award.
Sandra Nieto of Edinburg is a
senior majoring in accounting.
She is a member of Alpha Phi
Omega and Beta Gamma Sigma.
Nieto is also secretary for the Accounting Society.
Patricia Newton of McAllen is
a junior majoring in accounting.
She is a member of the Honor
Studies Program and is Asst.
Treasurer, Historian in the Kappa Delta Sorority.
Mary Ortiz of Mission is a
junior majoring in police administration. She is Treasurer of
Lamdba Alpha Epsilon and is a
member of the Honor Society.
Fidel Pena III of McAllen is a
senior majoring in political
science. He is a ambassador to
PAUSA and on UCPC Executive
Board. Pena is also member of the
Pre-Law Society.
Deborah Posada of McAllen is
a junior majoring in accounting. _

Unthinkable

Rated
X

Scoundrels

**

"The purpose of this field exercise was to have the students
that were instructed in the
classroom utilize their map and
compass reading skill and learn
methods of traveling in different
terrains" said Bravo Conpany
Commander, Silverio Macias in
charge of the day course. "As a
whole, the batallion if evaluated
could have passed the Land
Navigation exercise."
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She is a member of the Honor
Society, Pre-Law Society and Accounting Society.
Patricia Serviere of McAllen is
a senior majoring in mathematics.
She is a member of Phi Kappa Phi
National Honor Society.
Vivian Teegardin of Edinburg
is a senior majoring in Biology.
She is a member of the PreMed/Bio-Med Honor Society,
Tri-Beta Biology club and the
Elliot Chapter of American
Chemical Society. Teegardin is
also president of the Delta Zeta
sorority and representative to the
Panhellic Council.
Douglas Timmer of McAllen is
a junior majoring in Computer
Science and Music Education. He
is a member of the Honor Society and the United Methodist Campus Ministry.
Susana Villalon of La Feria is
a senior majoring in management.
She has worked as a newspaper
reporter and on the yearbook and
as a photographer. Villalon has
recieved many awards for out~tanding journalism and is also on
the National Dean's List.
Raymond Villareal of Edinbufg ·

r'

.

is a junior majoring in accounting. He is a member of the Accounting Society, Alpha Kappa
Psi and Beta Gamma Sigma.
Marten Westberg of Edinburg
is a junior majoring in Communications. He is a runner for
the cross country team and track
and field team.
Shirley Whalen of McAllen is
a junior majoring in music. She
has been a soloist in several
musicals and is a member of the
Valley Symphony Chorale.
Angela Yap of Edinburg is a
junior majoring in marketing. She
is a member of the Honors Study
Program, Honors Society, Alpha
Phi Omega and is a Phi Kappa
Tau little sister.
Miriam Zamora of Roma is a
senior majoring is Medical
Technology. She is a member of
the Medical Technology Society,
Chemistry Club. Zamora is also
on the Dean's List.
Terri Zavaleta of McAllen is a
senior majoring in elementary
education. She is a member of Phi
Kappa ,and Kappa Delta Pi. She
has also had a poem published in
the 1982 edition of the Gallery.

.,
Just one more step--After completing a rapelling exercise Cadet Janie
Cantu hikes back-up the cliff. Members of the ROTC Land '.'>ia, igation
and Survival Training classes and the angers went through the rapl'lling exercises on their semesterly trip to Camp Bullis near San Antonio.
(Photo by Porfirio Villarreal.)

PUT US TO THE TEST!
• Pennanent Centers open days,
evenings, weekends.
• Complete TEST-N-TAPE•
facilities.
• Skilled instructors and
dedicated, lull-time staff.
• Homestudy materials constantly
updated by Research Experts.
• Low Hourly Cost.
• Transfer privileges lo over
120 locations.

3302 BOCA CHICO
SUITE 203
BROWNSVILLE, T X 78 521
(512) 541-24 54 1

'NATIONAL MEO BOARDS

~-H.
MPIAN
EDUCATIONAL

MSKP •FMGEMS
FLEX ·NOB, .NPB
NCB •NCLEX-RN
· CGFNS · CPA.
SPfffl READING
Est INTENSIVE REVIEW ·
.:INTRODUCTION TO .
· · LAW SCHOOL
CALL DAYS.EVENINGS
&WEEKENDS:

CENTER

11617 N . CENTRAL EXP
DALLAS. TX 78543
(214) 750 ·0317

T E S T - ~ Sl'ECWJSTS SKE 1938
In New 'lbrk SUie Sianley H Kaplan EducatlOll.ll Cenl•• L16

Playth
Touchdfffl
It's a ~ap offl---.
Run or pass your way to the Super Bowl
or $10,000 cash.
Anyone can become a star quarterback with
Whataburger's ® Touchdown Challenge :rn
Just rush into any participating Whataburger
restaurant and pick up a game card. Then
the ball's in your hands.
You've got four chances to win.
Scratch off either run or pass, but
not both. If you make the play,
you win a free Coca-Cola or
fries, maybe even a big, delicious Whataburger. And
that's when the excitement
begins. You can settle for
the short gain and claim
your prize on your next visit.
Or go for the big play. Just

don't fumble or get intercepted. If you do,
you lose all prizes and the game is over. But
if you score a touchdown, you could win up
to $10,000 cash or one of five trips for two
to the Super Bowl in Palo Alto, California.
You'll have a ball no matter how you
play it.
Whether you win or lose , you'll have
fun everytime you play. So turn
your next trip to Whataburgcr
into a trip to the Super Bowl or
to the bank. Come play
the Whataburger Touchdown
Challenge.
It's not just a hamburger, it's a

WHATABURGER,.
Whataburgcr Toud1do,, n Challenge

end, Dc..:cmber

30. 1984. No pun:ha,c nccc,,ary \Vhilc ,uppl1c, la,1 You
mu,t be 16 or (>Ider 10 pla), Void " here pr, ,I, ibi1ed .
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Broncs to Denton for second game
The tlroncs travel to North
Texas State's "Mean-Green"
Devils at the "Super Pit" in Denton tomorrow and return next
Wednesday to take on Texas A&I

University and Texas A&M for
Homecoming Dec. 8. Coach Lon
Kruger has announced that the
Broncs will miss only one class
day this semester for out of town
contests.

The Broncs combined shooting
depth and defense to humiliate
Texas Lutheran College 104-71 in
their opener last Saturday night.
11 F" k
Sophomore om 1ep e pumped in a game high of 20 points.

1984-85 Broncs--Standing are Assistant C'oach Kevin Wall, Assistant Coach Gr~g Grensing, Anthony Edmonds, Roy Swift, Wayne Fulford, Troy Dingle, Jaime Gonzalez, Phillip Bernard, Tom Fiepka, Duane Thornton, assistant coach John McDowell and Coach Lon Kruger. Seated are Volunteer Coach Tim Hicks, Michael
Anderson, Arturo Castillo, Dani Williams, Tim Duryea, Devin Johnson, Harold Anderson, Tykrone Scott
and Athletic Department Intern Craig Cox. In front row are Manager Mike Howell, Trainer Jim Lancaster
and Manager Ernie Garcia. Not shown is Cornelio Alvarez. (Pan American University photo)

followed- by T;oy Ding.le 16,
Duane Thornton 14, Harold Anderson and Michael Anderson
chipped in 9 points each.
The Bulldogs high scorers were
Kevin Hamilton with 19, and Benny Russell 13 and Lenny Draper 8.
"Tom Fiepke had an outstanding performance," commented
Coach Lon Kruger. "We took
several time-outs when the game
got out of control, but the guard
put good pressure on the opposition."
Fiepke was the main standout
in the second half scoring 17
points. The Broncs were in control through-out the game jumping out to a 10 point lead at 13:14,
with a 12 footer by Fiepke. The
half-time score closed out with a
50-33 score after a layup by
Dingle with Tyrone Scott assisting.
In the second half the Broncs
led consistently with an 18 footer
from the side by Harold Anderson at 14:24 for a 61-41 score. The
momentus 2 points for PAV came
at :48 when Kevin Johnson shot
in two on a lay-up for the century
mark 100-71 score. Johnson finished off the game at :14 with two
free throws for the 104-71 victory.

Tom Fiepke cuts back against Texas Lutheran's Dwayne Gerlich lasi'
Saturday night. The Broncs won 104-91 and host TexasA&I next Wednes- '
day night. Photo by Luis Betancourt
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Texas Lutheran Coach Spencer
Grimes commented, "PAV did a
good job of defense with quickness and jumping ability. They did
not miss their 20 foot shots."
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Netters win big at Harlingen tourney
The Bronc Netters wrapped a
season of open tourney's this past
weekend by dominating the Harlingen Jaycees Thanksgiving Tennis Tournament.
Roilan Fuller came away with
the singles crown defeating
teamate Kevin Smith for the
singles championship, 3-6, 6-3,
6-3. Smith then teamed up with
Bob Bell to defeat Jonas OlssonUdo Graf6-4, 6-2 for the doubles
championship.
Coach Bryce Young was the
winner of the men's regular and

Hamdan 6-4, 1-6, 7-5; Fuller
defeated Gene McCullough 6-2,
6-2.
Doubles semi-final results;
Bell-Smith over McCollough-Van
Ramhorst 6-1, 6-2, Olsson-Graf
defeated Bobby Galligan-Israel
Castillo 6-2, 6-4.
The Broncs were also victorious 12-3 over Texas A&I in a
dual-meet in Kingsville Nov 14.
Hamdan, Augustin Salazar, Ruben Nunez swept l-2-3 singles,
Edmundo Mesta won at No. 5
singles, Graf won No. 9 in split

new works with original choreography by Miesle. The works
that will be featured are: "Shadow
Wall, a dance with a strong emotional theme; "Red Shift", a
modern dance work with music
by Academy award winning composer Vangelis; "Borealis," a contemporary ballet work with music
by Purcell: "Thigh Socket, or Ten
Minutes to Places," a whimsical

look backstage before the performance.
The program will also include
restagings of two past dance
works, "Modern Love," by David
Bowie and "The Hunt of the
Unicorn," a dance drama origginally staged in 1982 as part of
Miesle's thesis work.
Both performances will begin
at 8 p.m. Tickets are available at

sets and Joe Martinez scored a tiebreaker with 7-0 score to win No.
7, 6-1, 7-6. Rikard Anderberg and
Tony Fink won No. 8 & 9 singles.
Hamdan-Fink won the doubles
crown over Warren ThonfeldRichard Studwick, 6-1, 3-6, 6-3.
Salazar-Graf won No. 2, MestaNunez lost No. 3 but PAV swept
the rest of the singles.
"I am pleased with the committment of this team to the goals
of our new tennis program at Pan
American University," commented Coach Young. "We look
forward to a challenging sping
schedule that includes Southwest
opponents, as well as old rivals
such as Texas· A&I."

Fuller takes singles crown
Roi Ian Fuller, a junior transfer
from South Plains Jr. College,
fulfilled one of his goal~ this past
weekend, by winning the Harlingen Jaycees Thanksgiving Tennis
tournament singles championship.
•·one of my goals, before graduating, was to win a major tournament in Texas," Fuller commented.
As a student at Memorial High
School in Houston, Fuller played
in the varsity team his senior year,
after arriving from his native
Belize.
"The sole purpose to come to
United States was to play tennis,"
Fuller said.
Fuller was introduced to tennis
at the age of six, by his father, "I
played on and off, never the
whole year round until I came
to United States." ·
In Belize, Fuller is the number
one ranked player where at the
early age of 14 he represented
Belize at the 1976 Pan American
games in Puerto Rico.
Pan Am's top tennis program
and an excellent Business school,
were two of the main reasons that
influenced Fuller to choose Pan
American over other offers.
Now, at Pan Am, Fuller hopes
TRIPS TO MEXICO • TWO WAY RADIO
AIR-CONDITION

EDINBURG TAXI
511 E. CANO

383-6666 or 383·6532
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"to be a valid asset to the program
while pursuing a degree in accounting as well as to be ranked

Roilan Fuller

in Texas."
"I have never improved so
much in such a short time;' Fuller
said, "Coach Young is the best
coach I ever had and I believe the
program in a couple of years will
develop the respect Pan Am deserves."
Fuller feels the team's goals,
which are to win 20 matches, are
very challenging because of the
tough competition they face in all
their matches. Fuller feels PAV
can attain this goal.
After Graduating from Pan
Am, Fuller hopes to go back to
Belize and work for a couple of
years, then return to Texas where
he plans to establish definitively.
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Caprice Hairstylist
MEN - WOMEN

The Latest In PERMS AND CUTS
MON. - SAT.

8 AM to 6:00 PM
383-7122

011

20% Discount
all regular services
with this AD!!!

1114 Closner
Edinburg, TX
78539
_________________________________
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• AboRTioN
• PREGNANCY TESTiNG
• BiRTlt CONTROL SER\liCES
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SERViCES

STRiCT(y
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SEE YOU THERE.

.

the Edinburg Chamber of Commerce and will also be sold at the
door beginning at 7 p.m. each
performance night.
Admission for adults is $2 prior
to Nov. 30 or $3 at the door. Admission for PAV students with an
ID and children under l2 is $1.50.

Broncs netter of the week

By Hernan Figueroa

McALLEN, TEXAS
682-8263

men's over-35 titles defeating
Dave Robacker of Harlingen 6-4,
6-1, and Carl Clayton of Edinburg
7-6, 5-7, 6-1.
"I am pleased to see our tennis
team representing the University
so well in Valley open tennis tournaments," Young commented.
"The effort of our team members
in entering these open tournaments is enabling us to meet
tennis players and fans throughout
our region."
The singles semifinal results
were; Smith defeated Francisco

Concert Dance Ensemble Friday
The PAU Concert Dance Ensemble will present selections
from all three major dance forms,
ballet, jazz and modern, in its Fall
concert Nov. 30 and Dec. 1 in the
Fine Arts Auditorium.
The ensemble consists of 30
dancers directed by Laura Miealse
instructor in health and physical
education.
The concert will feature four

r~:~

1301 NORTH MAIN

THE
OUTDOOR
STORE
BRiNG Tkis Ad foR A 10%
discouNT off REGULAR
pRicES ON ANY iTEM iN
STock.

"BEST BOTANA IN THE VALLEY"
Charbroiled steakC) l°=ljitas,
Seafood & Mexican Food
PRIVATE DINING AREA
1328 N. Closner, Edinburg, Texas
PHONE: 383-9066
SUN - THURS
• Now Serving
• Now Serving
11
a.m. - 10 p.m.
Your Favorite
Your Favorite
FRI. & SAT.
Cocktails •
Cocktails •
11 a.m.-11 p.m.

---------------------------

1

1$1

OFF
BOTANA PLATTER

2224 N. 10Tlt STREET
McAllEN, TX
686-2204

$1

Tostadas with beef and cheese,
guacamole and Fajitas.

I$

1

I
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U.C.P.C.
Holiday
Pool
Tournament
1st Place Trophy & $50.00
2nd Place Trophy & $30.00
3rd Place Trophy & $15.00
DOUBLE ELIMINATION
Entry Fee -

$5.00

Deadline - December 4, 1984
U.C. Recreation Room
Thursday Dec. 6, 1984
6:30 P.M. - 10:30 P.M.

.
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Lady Broncs play
Southwestern -Friday
The Lady Broncs put their 6-1
record on the line tomorrow when
they ho<,t Southwe<,tern Univer<,ity
defending champions of NAIA
Di-,trict 4 here 7:30 p.m . in the
Field House. The Lady Broncs
are coming off a tough loss
against Texas A&I University
68-61 last Monday night, but won
the Corpus Christi City Tournament beating out San Jacinto
73-68 and Wharton Jr. College
77-75.
Sofie de Alva shot in two free
throws with eight seconds remaining to clinch the championship
game. Junior Becky Dube was
named MVP of the tourney
averaging 35 points. Dube caught
an elbow in the eye going to the
basket for a rebound, in the A&I
contest, but according to Coach
John McDowell Dube should start
against Georgetown Friday.
Dube was taken to the emergency room at the Kingsville hospital
and recieved 5 stitches under her
left eye.
"It happened in the first half,
limiting her to only 15 points for
the game," Coach McDowell
said. "But her average is still
high, it should be around 32

Sports Lines

points which easily puts her in the
top 5 nationallly. This was
Becky\ first time with an eye injury, and the whole team is so
close that each member literally
'bled' for her:·
Rachel Juarez freshman 6-0
center scored 18 points de·
Alva contributed 17 points.
Saturday the women will travel
to Seguin to take on Texas
Lutheran College, Monday the
Lady Broncs are in San Marcos
to play Southwest Texas State and
next Thursday the women will
open against Central Missiouri in
the Texas A&I tournament.
"We have a tough schedule
ahead of us," admitted Coach
McDowell. After Texas Lutheran
we will play NCAA Division I
and II schools."
McDowell cites the Georgetown game as of major importance to the Lady Broncs. "If we
beat them we'll be seeded #1. We
have the home court advantage
and after the A&I contest we
should have a very united and
harder working team; they learned something; they let one game
slip away and now they need to get
the game up again."

LAYAWAY YOUR GIFTS
NOW AT PORTER'S
JEWELRY FOR A MERRY CHRISTMAS.
FINE JEWELRY
GIFTS FOR ALL OCCASIONS

B~· ViYien Benbow
Sport~ Editor

Becky Dube - shoots for two in the Corpus Christi City tourney last
weekend. Dube was MVP with the Lady Broncs taking the overall crown

'Shadow Box' to regionals

"The Shadow Box," Prairie
PORTER'S JEWELRY
View A&M's production at the
\11tl. 12TN
\(tllHIC
GIFT WRAPPING
110 NORTH TWELFTH
American College Theater
\m~\ ENGRAVING
EDINBURG, TEXAS 78539
Festival has been nominated to
JEWELRY
WATCH REPAIR
represent the Texas southeast area
~a:::::.:::::.:::;:::::::;:::;::::;;::::;;::;::;;::;;::;:::r;:::-.::;;:::::,:::;::::::::::;::::::;;::::;~;;;:.::;;::;;::a:a:::::.::s;::;:::;::::,J at the regional level .
Doug Cummins, director of
"Antigone," the university's production for the festival stated that
PLANNED PARENTHOOD:
"of the plays nominated, eight
It Makes Sense.
will be selected by a regional
committee to perform at the W.E.
For contraceptive care, pregnancy and VD
Scott Theater in January." This
testing, counseling, and educational programs.
means that although "The
Shadow Box" was nominated, it
MISSION 585-4575
McALLEN 686-6671
is not for certain that the play will
WESLACO 968-5039
EDINBURG 383-508:>
PHARR 787-9431
get to compete at the regional
contest.

\ 1i1.24i~

He's been chased, thrown througl:'l a window, and arrested.
Eddie Murphy is a Detroit cop on vacation in Beverly Hills.
-~
'\ \ I
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The Lad~· Broncs host Southwestern UniYersity of Geor!!etown tomorrow 7:30 p.m. at the
Field House. The Lad\' Bronc~
won the Corpus Chr.isti Cit,·
Tourney last weekend and lost t~)
Texas A&I 68-61 Monda,· nioht
Come out and cheer on the L:d\·.
Broncs as they go for 7-1.
·
The Broncs trawl to l\orth
Texas State in Denton tomorrow
and return next Wednesday to take
on Texas A&I UniYers.it\' and
Texas A&M fr)r Homec~)Jni n"
Dec 8 Support the Broncs at att
their home contests1
Intramural news---the Badminton championship starts today and men·s women's 3-3
basketball . Schedules for the
games are included in the issue.
These events close out the intramural season for this semester.
look for bed-sheet volleyball in
the spring.
The Bronc golfers closed out
their season Nov. 17-18 at the
Harvey Penick Invitational Golf
tournament at the University of
Texas in Austin. The Broncs finished 13th of 15 teams and Lars
Tamen led PAU with 221 strokes.
Randy Conroy shot 224. Bartil
Marje had 227 and David Foley.
Jose Fabres and Mike Brisky all
tied at 232.
University of Houston edged
host UT for the team title, 1057
to 1065. PAU scored 1133, par was
1080. Individual champion was
Kyle Cody of UT with 209.

The Baseball team won first
place in an e ight-team International Baseball ttlllrname111 held in
Nue\'O Laredo. ~n, IR Ri~ht
fklder Victor \larin shared Pan
American\ \lo~t Valuahlc Pla\·er
a\\·ard with Joe Heenc, \\·ho ·hit
12 base hits in se,·en games.
In the coach's spotli!!ht--netter coach Bryl'C 'ti.lung ,, ill
participate in the 198-t Te\as Tennis Coach's Associaton teach in~
clinic at the John Nl'\\·rnmbc tl'll-nis ranch held tommTo\\· thrnu~h
Sunda) in Ne\\ Braunti:ls. -

Coach Bryce YoungComing up for the Netters
and interested tennis players.
the Citru!-1 Tennis Clas!->ic will be
held Dec 27-Jan I at the On ilk
Cox Staduim varsity tennis courts
and the PE tennis courts. The
tournament is a major national
tournament for junior players ages
12-18 and is sanctioned by the UTSA & TTA and wi II be sponsored
by the Raquet Club of McAllen.
in cooperation with the South
Texas
Tennis
Coaches
Association.
PAU student and faculty arc
encouraged to participate and attend, divisions include Adult
singles, doubles. Junior Cham
poinship singles. singles. and
doubles. The entry deadline is
December 5, f<.,r more information contact Coach Bryce Young
at 381-2221. Marta Hotz Tournament Director, 383-6268.
That's it for Sports Lines th is
week! Remember to supporl the
Broncs in all events and if you o
your club has an important event
coming up and needs publicity.
drop it by Emilia Hall, Room 10(
the Monday before publication.
See va next week!

Each participating school also
selected two persons for their
outstanding work. Pan American
nominated Valente Rodriguez and
Wendy Morse Caceres for a
scholarship established by Irene
Ryan better known as "Granny"
The rifle team travels to Texas
in the television series "The A• f today for a dual shoot-out at
Beverly Hillbillies."
p. m., then the team travels to
Robert Benedetti, famous acan Antonio to shoot against UTting teacher and guest critic at the
A. Saturday the team will be at
festival chose for the AMOCO
ortheastern New Mexico and
awards Dan Arguijo Jr., Wendy
unday at Hardin-Simmons UniMorse and Charles M. Pokorny
ersity in Abilene. Competing
for their acting performances in nembers are : Melissa Anzaldua,
''.Antigone." For technical direcIan Whitmire, Roland Alonzo,
tion, Benedetti chose Tom
nna Luna and Mike Porras alGrabowski.
crnate.
Caceres was also chose by
"This is our last competition
Jeremy Gerard, the theater critic
with the Dallas Morning News, for the fall semester," commented
as the winner of the writing work- nember Luna. " I hope we do
ell and shoot high scores."
shop series. Caceres reviews will
advance to the regional level.
Cummins added that he was
WOMEN'S 3 ON 3 BASKETBALL SCHEDUL
"content with the outcome and
Team
Day
Date
was very proud of the cast." He
FLASH vs BSU
Thursday
Nov. 29
also felt that the festival was
CCM vs FLASH
Tuesday
Dec. 4
highly succesful since many peoBSU vs CCM
Thursday
Dec. 6
ple had the opprotunity to share
Championship Game
Tuesday
Dec:. II
their art and ideas.

YES. YOU MISS A LOT
WITH ARMY ROTC.
A lot of job inter•

So enroll m Army
ROTC today You'll mi" a lo,

views, employment offi~
ces, and all the hassles

-and you'll be glad you did.

that go into aying to land
a job after college.
With Army ROfC,
you have a job waiting for
you. The job of a second
lieutenant.
You'll receive all the

For more information,

contact your Professor of
M1htary Science

AltMYROTC.
BEALLYOU CAM BE.
MAJOR MIKE SHIELDS
381-3600
Bldg. A

privileges, prestige, and
responsibilities of a junior
executive.

You11 lcad and
motivate people. And
manage the millions

'.¼

of dollar.; of equipment
entrusted to yo

r;Jiallot #cf
r;Jiroac
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WHAT, WHERE, WHEN
THU _ _ _ _ _ __

FRI

Mariachi Taco and Bake Sale. CAMP will set up in front
of the L.R .C. between 8 a.m.- 3 p.m.

BSU's Friday Night at the Movies. Students are invited
to view and critique movies between 7 p.m.-10 p.m . at the
Baptist Student Union Center.

"Dress for Success." Alpha Kappa Psi is sponsoring a
fashion show in the Business Bid. 110 during activity
period.
"Fast Eddie Parlor." The University Center program
Council is having a pool exhibition at the University Center
Recreation room between 10:45 a.m.- 12:45 p.m.
Bible Study. Spritual growth and fellowship sessions are
offered by the University Methodist Campus Ministry. The
session begins during activity period at the_Chapel.
Hunger Banquet. A hunger awareness is offered by the
Catholic Ministry between 11 a.m.-1 p.m. For only $1
students can attend the banquet at 1615 W. Kuhn.
Spiritual Sessions. The Pan American Christian
Fellowship will meet in the Science Bldg. 118 during activity period.
Fajita Taco Sale. Alpha Phi Omega is selling tacos at the
University Center circle between 7 p.m.-3 p.m.
"The Closed Head Injury Patient and Family." Dr. Bill
Arnold will speak on the subject during activity period in
the Liberal Arts Bldg. 121. Psi Chi, a national honor society in psychology is organizing the discussion.

"El Norte" movie. The Campus Ministry will present the
movie and serve popcorn and soft drinks beginning at 7:30
p.m. at the Campus Ministry center.
PAU Shotokan Karate Club. An excercising, martial arts
class will be offered between 1:45 p.m.-3:30 p.m. at the
Old Gym.

MON _ _ _ _ _ __
Slide Presentation. The Student Bible Assoc. will host
Joseph L. Correa as a speaker at the L.R.C. Media Theatre
at 7 p.m.-9 p.m. Correa's topic "The Rock Music Scene."
Evening of Dance. The Christmas performance will begin
at 7:30 p.m. at the Fieldhouse.

TUE
Art Exhibition. The Pan American Art Club is having their
art exhibition at the Fine Arts Auditorium at 8 p.m.-10 p.m.

Christmas concert set
The Choir \\ill rcpcscnt ib
Christmas concert on Frida_\
e\·ening. December 7. at 8 p.m.
in the Fine Arts AuJitoriun1.
Features on the program arc
two highly contrasted setting nf
the ~lagnificat te,t ((\-1: soul
Joth magnif: the Lord"). The
first. composed h: Johann
Pachelbel (1653-1706) is in the
style of the middle Born4uc.
Pachelbel \\as a noted German
organist and composer. \\ hose
works subsequent!:', intlucnccd
those of J.S. Bach.
Abo included \\ ill be a
theme and \'ariation, on ··GoJ rest
you merr). gentlemen... the

Bur!!undian earn! ··\\'ill1c. tal-.c
drum". and an ususual -.ct·
tin!! of "De--'!-. the Halls'".
Performing as \OGtl soloist\\ ill
be Hortencia \lartinc1. snprann.
Instrumentalist:-. \\ ill includL'
Rubr.::n Adame. trumpet: Belinda
dcHoyns. nboc: Ruben Got11alcs.
percussion: and Susanna Lopez.
piano and organ.
The Choir is L'Onductcd b:
Christopchr \lunn. instructor of
music. \\ho sa:-s there is a large
bod::, of Christmas music \\ hich
i-. not performed ,er:- often but
\\hich is \Cr) attracti\C.
Tickets arc S5.00 h1r aduhs. and
S3.00 for students and senior
citizens.
\PU;.
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"Beau~mo~

I OFFERS you, fasl-tioN -

~i~~:h~~~

coNscious up-To-dATE ltAiRSTylEs.

I
I

~ WE spEciAliu iN PERMS, HiGl-tliGltTs, fRosTiNG, ~

~ Cdlopl-tANEs,

hzziNG, NEw WAVE ANd CoNdiTioNiNG

~

Bronc-O-lympics. The University Center Program Council
is sponsoring their annual competition at the Science
Bldg. Mall between 8 a.m. till noon.

i TREATMENTS.
I
~ WE Lis TEN TO ouR cliENTs NEEds ANd GiVE ThEM spE· ~
i ciAl ATTENTiON.
I

Concert Band Performance. The University Concert
Band will perform at 8 p.m., at the Fine Arts Auditorium.

I;i:;~I;I:~~

~

IRENE CUELAR

~

M,~~::N~·T!:~~ !!·rn, i
PHONE: (~12 686· 1004
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Classified
.;-rc1rn:vrs

FROM :'11EXICO.
ROOMS FOR RENT. 705 Wc,t Samano.
IX , -2227

lfoom For Rl·nt 1/2 Bloc!, from PAU.
Comc loin Our Family'. Call 381-6455
Norma Dolorc,)
I~ it true you can huy jL:ep, liir $44
1hrough the U.S. government'? Get the

lact, Imlay! Call

1-312 -7-U -1142 Ext.

XJOO-A

Classified rate is $2 for the first
words and .IO per word
:hereafter. There is a IO word
1ninimum. Deadline is Friday
\Joon prior to publication on
fhursday.
10

Theres a sizable new arrival
on campus. Miller High Liles®
32 oz. quart can. Ounce for ounce
its got more of that same great
Miller High Life taste.

For display advertising rates
call 381-2545 or 381-2541.

VOTE
EhRA
ASTELLANO

BAlloT

#8

BRONC
HoMECOMiNG
OuEEN
spoNSOREd

by

TltE Pub

WHITE FLOUR

PATOS
Decen1b~l· Special

Ddu" Assorted Plate
2 Enchiladas,
l Crbpv Taco. I Chalupa.
I Beef Taco. Rice and Beans

$2.50
\11 \I \H \HOl '<ll ~l'ICIAI.
'l. P·\H )'-, 01 '-,.\'1F Kl'.'ID. ",PAM",11
Bil I ,!?. H:\Nt J If HO BEAN~

$1.98

KIND KAN COMES TO PAN AM.

For Foster Service
oil an order

383-0725
Across from Pan Am

,,

